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ABSTRACT 

Human interactions with white-tailed deer (Odocoileus virginianus) continue to change 

across the U.S. The growth of deer populations and urbanization of human populations have 

shifted values for wildlife away from traditional use toward mutual coexistence while 

simultaneously providing habitat for deer to thrive. Still, a mismatch exists between the reality of 

human-deer interactions and the management of them. Despite a changing social landscape, the 

human dimensions of deer management remain focused on hunting interests and the mitigation of 

crop damage to agricultural producers. Amid a national push to broaden wildlife ‘stakeholders’ to 

encompass all potential beneficiaries of wildlife, state wildlife agencies need to assess the needs 

and concerns of the broader public they serve to determine whether and how to engage non-

traditional groups in wildlife management planning. 

Recognizing these needs, the Indiana Department of Natural Resources (IN-DNR) 

partnered with Purdue University in 2018 to initiate the Integrated Deer Management Project 

(IDMP). As part of the IDMP, this dissertation comprises the first empirical assessment of social 

perceptions of white-tailed deer across Indiana. My research aimed to: (i) examine the initial 

context of human-deer interactions in Indiana and identify key social and cognitive factors that 

shape them; (ii) investigate how emotions, an understudied construct, interact with beliefs and 

attitudes to influence resident judgements about deer management; (iii) understand existing levels 

of satisfaction with deer management, potentials for social conflict over management approaches, 

and their social-ecological drivers; and (iv) develop indices and tools that can help IN-DNR 

officials better account for social perceptions and concerns in deer management planning. Due to 

a lack of prior knowledge about human-deer interactions in the state, I used an exploratory mixed-

methods research design to address these objectives. I began by conducting 59 semi-structured 

interviews with residents around Indiana and two focus groups in the city of Bloomington (n=14) 

to understand their existing perceptions, beliefs, attitudes, and emotions related to deer and deer 

management. These interviews informed the development of a quantitative survey which I 

distributed to 6,000 residents across the state. I received 1806 completed surveys for a response 

rate of 33%. 
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My data show that social perceptions of deer and deer management remain complex, driven 

by dynamic feedbacks among emotions, personal experiences, livelihood and behavioral contexts, 

beliefs about deer management, and beliefs about other social groups. I found that mixed emotions, 

situational contexts, and perceived power imbalances play key roles in shaping and shifting deer-

related cognitions, yet models of cognitive processing, and human-wildlife interactions more 

broadly, neglect these dynamics. Emotions, specifically, have been marginalized by researchers 

and practitioners, likely due to the perception that they represent irrational reactions rather than 

calculated judgements. Under different scenarios of encountering deer, however, I found that 

respondent emotions exert a mediating effect on their judgments about deer management, and that 

the type of deer encountered matters. Emotions thus work together with cognitions to process 

various stimuli in a human-wildlife encounter and reach a normative decision. I posit that 

understanding when and why emotional responses arise will help practitioners develop more 

effective and socially accepted approaches to wildlife management. 

I next developed and analyzed indices of public satisfaction with the IN-DNR and 

potentials for social conflict over deer management approaches. I found that public satisfaction 

with deer management is nuanced and multidimensional. Cognitive variables like residents’ 

perceived acceptability of management methods and their deer-related concerns most strongly 

predicted agency performance and quality measures of satisfaction, whereas demographic 

characteristics including self-identity, wildlife value orientation, and allowance of hunting on 

one’s property exerted the strongest influences on trust components of satisfaction. Future studies 

should advance a multidimensional conception of satisfaction and associate it with key variables 

that I suspect underly satisfaction but were not captured in this study: perceived control, 

psychological distance, and norms of knowledge exchange between wildlife agencies and the 

public. Next, I found that potentials for social conflict over deer management varied with resident 

self-identities and management methods but showed more predictable variation with political 

ideologies. Geographically, hotspots of social conflict clustered around urban areas, indicating that 

cities and their residents should serve as a focus for public engagement efforts and mixed 

management strategies. Expanding agency conceptions of public satisfaction and social conflict 

represents a critical step towards broadening support for wildlife management and practicing good 

wildlife governance. I conclude by discussing barriers to integrating social and ecological data and 

the practicality of incorporating complex social dimensions into wildlife management planning. 
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 INTRODUCTION 

Managing wildlife involves managing people and their interactions with wildlife. People 

impact wildlife habitat and behavior, and human-wildlife conflicts are driven largely by human-

human conflicts over the values, use, and cultural meaning of wildlife (Dickman 2010, Redpath et 

al. 2013, Nyhus 2016). Social conflicts over wildlife also arise over different perceptions about 

wildlife management and whose interests it represents (Robbins 2006, Vernon and Clark 2016). 

Understanding existing perceptions about wildlife, public satisfaction with the managing agency, 

and the potential for future conflicts over wildlife management approaches will help practitioners 

begin to address social conflicts and better consider the people in management decisions.  

Across the midwestern United States, white-tailed deer (Odocoileus virginianus) remain 

abundant, and human communities continue to urbanize, shifting the frequency and nature of 

human-deer interactions (Manfredo et al. 2020). For a variety of reasons, deer management in the 

region has been slow to adapt, remaining focused on maintaining hunting opportunities and 

mitigating impacts to agricultural livelihoods and public safety. Research on human-deer 

interactions also focuses narrowly on the interests of hunters and farmers or on the perceptions of 

hunting methods among non-hunting groups to inform a hunting-based management system 

(Diefenbach et al. 1997, Bath 1998). Yet values for mutualism and coexistence are expected to be 

increasing which can spur social conflicts over how wildlife should be managed (Manfredo et al. 

2009, Dietsch et al. 2019). Leaving these changing values and public interests out of wildlife 

management decisions will reduce public trust in state agencies and hinder sustainable wildlife 

governance.   

In Indiana, few studies have examined human-deer interactions. Corn and soybean 

producers have been included occasionally in ecological studies or national surveys on wildlife-

induced crop damage (Wywialowski 1994, Humberg et al. 2007). Indiana has also been included 

in nationwide surveys about the acceptability of deer management methods among social groups 

(Messmer et al. 1997). Deer hunters are surveyed annually about their hunting activities, 

satisfaction, and more recently, their trust in the state wildlife agency. But only two studies have 

moved beyond the hunting and farming demographics to examine urban perceptions of deer and 

deer management (Stewart 2011, Knackmuhs and Farmer 2017). This limited literature suggests 
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that (i) public perceptions of deer vary with one’s identity as pro- or anti-hunting; that (ii) urban 

residents hold unique concerns about the safety and ethics of deer hunting (Stewart 2011); and that 

(iii) residents’ trust in their city’s deer management decisions depends on evaluations of the 

decision-making process, preferences for hunting, and resident age (Knackmuhs and Farmer 

2017). Taken together, these studies suggest that perceptions and behavior are not reducible to 

simply demographic data.  

Apart from these studies, the social context of human-deer interactions in Indiana remains 

largely unknown. More targeted approaches are needed to understand how resident perceptions, 

experiences, emotions, and values related to deer vary across wider geographies and public 

interests. Moreover, empirical social research should move beyond descriptive surveys of deer-

related perceptions to assess the situational, social, and cognitive factors that underly those 

perceptions and drive social conflicts over deer and deer management. 

Recognizing these gaps in the current understanding of human-deer interactions in Indiana 

and the need to incorporate more diverse interests into deer management, the Indiana Department 

of Natural Resources (IN-DNR) partnered with Purdue University in 2018 to initiate the Integrated 

Deer Management Project (IDMP). The goal of the IDMP is to integrate biological, ecological, 

and social dimensions of deer management to improve the IN-DNR’s deer management strategy. 

Specifically, the IDMP will help the IN-DNR conduct science-based management of deer 

populations and incorporate social science to better understand “the desires of all Indiana 

residents…beyond farming landowners and hunters.” (IN-DNR 2018:online).  

As part of the IDMP, my dissertation comprises the first empirical assessment of social 

perceptions of white-tailed deer across Indiana. Due to a lack of prior knowledge, I use an 

exploratory mixed-methods research design to better understand the values, beliefs, attitudes, 

normative judgements, and emotions of Indiana residents in relation to deer and deer management. 

I began with qualitative semi-structured interviews with 59 residents around Indiana and two focus 

groups in Bloomington (n=14) to understand their existing perceptions, beliefs, attitudes, and 

emotions toward deer populations and management in the state. I present these findings in chapter 

1. Interviews informed the development of a quantitative survey which was distributed to 6,000 

Indiana residents. I received 1,806 usable surveys for a response rate of 33%. I use the data from 

this survey to conduct three analyses, which I present in chapters 2-4. The first two chapters closely 

examine the interactions between residents’ emotions and cognitions about deer, while the final 
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two chapters develop indices and practical tools for the IN-DNR to begin integrating social 

dimensions into deer management planning. 

In chapter 2, I use qualitative interview data to explore the context of human-deer 

interactions among Indiana residents. Through thematic analysis, I demonstrate that resident 

perceptions of deer and deer management exist within a complex mental system involving 

feedbacks among emotions, personal experiences, livelihood and behavioral contexts, beliefs 

about deer management, and beliefs about other social groups. I discuss how mixed emotions, 

situational salience, and power dynamics challenge conventional management approaches which 

focus inadequately on mitigating human-deer conflicts and reduce public interests to narrow 

demographic categorizations. This chapter contributes a refined understanding of how 

multidimensional emotions and experiences influence public (dis)interest in wildlife management, 

and what this implies for managers who aim to balance competing social interests with ecological 

conditions. 

Expanding on the influential role of emotions in chapter 3, I present a quantitative analysis 

of how emotions interact with other cognitions and the context of a human-deer interaction to 

influence resident judgements about deer management. In each of four hypothetical deer encounter 

scenarios, I model the structural relationships among general deer attitudes, mutualist wildlife 

beliefs, scenario-specific emotions, and scenario-specific acceptability of lethal deer control (i.e., 

hunting or culling). I find that emotions work together with cognitions to process stimuli in a 

human-wildlife encounter and come to a normative decision, but the strength of emotional 

influence depends on the type of deer encountered. Emotions mediate 14% of the effect of general 

attitudes on lethal control acceptability in the fawn encounter, and completely mediate this effect 

in the encounter with a diseased deer, but they show no effect when encountering a large buck nor 

a deer eating the nearest plants. Because emotions play a significant role in formulating people’s 

perceptions of human-wildlife interactions, accounting for emotions in decision-making will help 

practitioners develop more effective and socially accepted approaches to wildlife conservation and 

management. 

State wildlife agencies require practical methods and tools to integrate public perceptions 

into wildlife management planning and better realize the principles of public trust management 

and good governance (McNie 2006, Bennet et al. 2017, Pomeranz et al. 2021). Public satisfaction 

with wildlife management is a key component of good governance (Hendee and Potter 1971, Van 
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Ryzin 2014), but in the human dimensions of wildlife, its conceptualization remains limited to the 

satisfaction of traditional customers (i.e., hunters, anglers, recreators) with their outdoor 

experiences (Hendee 1974, Tian-Cole et al. 2002, Gruntorad et al. 2020). In chapter 4, I draw from 

literature in business, organizational studies, governance, and natural resource management to 

develop an index of public satisfaction with deer management based on service quality, agency 

performance, trust in the agency, and trust in information. I then use this satisfaction index in 

regression analyses to examine what variables explain whether residents are satisfied with and 

trusting of the IN-DNR and its management of deer. I find that residents’ perceived acceptability 

of management approaches and deer-related concerns most strongly affected performance and 

quality measures of satisfaction, whereas demographic characteristics including self-identity, 

wildlife value orientation, and allowance of hunting on one’s property exerted the strongest 

influences on trust. Future research should advance the multidimensional conception of 

satisfaction and associate it with key variables that I suspect underly satisfaction but were not 

captured in this study: perceived control, psychological distance, and norms of knowledge 

exchange between wildlife agencies and the public. 

Social conflict over management methods presents another challenge for good wildlife 

governance and a critical issue for agencies to address if they wish to broaden public support for 

wildlife management (Lute and Gore 2014, Vernon and Clark 2016). In chapter five, I use a well-

established method, the Potential for Conflict Index2
 (PCI2), to quantify levels of social conflict 

over six deer management methods among (a) resident self-identity (‘stakeholder’) groups and (b) 

resident political ideologies. Advancing the utility of this index, I calculate PCI2 values across 

Indiana and conduct a hotspot analysis to map areas of significantly high social conflict 

(‘hotspots’) and significantly low social conflict (‘coldspots’) over each of the six management 

methods. I find that social conflicts vary with resident self-identities and management methods but 

show more predictable variation with political ideologies. Political data may thus be more reliable 

and accessible than stakeholder categories for agencies to predict levels of social conflict over 

wildlife management. I also find that hotspots of conflict over lethal methods cluster around urban 

areas, indicating that the managing agency should focus on engaging with urban residents about 

deer management. Future analyses of the spatial relationships between social conflicts and 

ecological variables will advance agencies toward the social-ecological integration necessary for 

effective wildlife governance. 
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I conclude my dissertation with a synthesis of findings and what they imply for Indiana’s deer 

management strategy moving forward. I pay particular attention to the complexity of human 

cognition and emotions, the challenges of integrating social and ecological data, and the 

practicality of including social dimensions in wildlife management planning. Despite several 

barriers, continuing to research human-wildlife interactions and working to incorporate the 

findings of such research into wildlife management strategies will help agencies practice good 

wildlife governance in the trust of a wider public. 
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2.1 Abstract 

In the United States, the management of white-tailed deer has typically focused on 

improving hunting opportunities and mitigating human-deer conflicts. Yet the expansion and 

diversification of human communities and activities implies that human-deer interactions may also 

be diversifying. Approaches based on complex adaptive systems theories have been posited as a 

way to better attend to the diversity of these interactions between humans and wildlife. Using 

Indiana as a case, this study draws from the Integrated Adaptive Behavior Model (IABM) to 

understand human-deer interactions as a complex system. We use empirical social science to 

understand how citizens across Indiana perceive deer populations, what outcomes they desire, and 

how these perceptions could be integrated into Indiana’s deer management plan. In Indiana, neither 

wildlife managers nor researchers have assessed public perceptions of deer beyond hunting and 

farming stakeholders. From May to September 2019, we collected 59 semi-structured interviews 

and two focus groups (n=14) with deer stakeholders including woodland owners, farmers, deer 

hunters, and urban area residents. Through mixed inductive-deductive coding, we found that 

Indiana citizens hold complex emotions towards deer regardless of their stakeholder identity. 

Factors influencing these emotions include past experiences, current livelihood and behavioral 

contexts, beliefs about responsibilities and ethics in deer management, and beliefs about other 

social groups. Our results suggest that the IABM, despite adding in much-needed complexity and 

realism to the analysis of human-wildlife interactions, still lacks explanatory power over several 

important dynamics that emerged from our interviews. Here, we discuss how mixed emotions, 

situational salience, and power dynamics challenge conventional management approaches which 

focus narrowly on mitigating human-deer conflicts, and which reduce public interests to 

demographic categorizations. To better inform social-ecological governance, models of complex 
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human behavior should account for power within management institutions and across management 

scales. Our work contributes a refined understanding of how multidimensional emotions and 

experiences influence public (dis)interest in natural resource management, and what this implies 

for managers who aim to balance competing social interests with ecological conditions. 

2.2 Introduction 

Across the eastern and midwestern United States (U.S.), human interactions with white-

tailed deer (Odocoileus virginianus) typify a complex and changing social-ecological system. This 

system exhibits multiple drivers of change, both episodic and abrupt (Holling 2001), to which 

human-deer interactions adjust in response (Chapin et al. 2009). Expanding human communities 

have created ideal ‘edge’ habitat for deer populations to thrive (Brown and Parker 1997). At the 

same time, expanding deer populations impact forest ecosystem dynamics, browse on 

economically important crops, and increase risks of vehicle collisions and disease spread 

(DeNicola et al. 2000; Rooney and Waller 2003). In response, deer management continues to rely 

on hunting to mitigate deer-related impacts, which incentivizes the maintenance of certain deer 

densities (Webster and Parker 1997, Gren et al. 2018, Serfass et al. 2018). Yet values for deer well-

being, human-deer coexistence, and humaneness in deer management are proliferating in urban 

areas (Patterson et al. 2003, Manfredo et al. 2009, Dietsch et al. 2019), raising tensions between 

opposing social identities, ideologies, and normative behaviors like the lethal control and 

consumptive use of wildlife (Frank and Glikman, 2019). These reciprocal feedbacks among deer, 

humans, and environment comprise key dynamics of complex adaptive systems (CAS; Schlüter et 

al. 2012) and a critical lens through which we can analyze human-wildlife interactions.   

Humans thus interact with deer in a multiplicity of ways, both within a single geographic 

area and even within a single individual. People not only value deer differently under different 

contexts of human-deer interaction, but also differentially weigh the acceptability of deer 

management methods based on their social identity, age, gender, area of residence, beliefs about 

hunting, and personal experiences (Dougherty et al. 2003, Dickman 2010, Hicks 2017). For 

instance, Michigan hunters and farmers do not share the concerns of nonhunting and nonfarming 

rural residents, who worry about the inhumaneness of deer hunting and risks to personal safety 

from large deer populations (Lishcka et al. 2008, Campa III et al. 2011). In a New York suburb, 
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male and female residents valued the consumptive use and well-being of deer differently, yet they 

shared values related to ecosystem protection (Lauber et al. 2001). Prior research has centered this 

variability around enumerable individual characteristics. Conversely, our research reveals that how 

people perceive deer is not entirely reducible to the demographic they occupy. In fact, certain 

aspects of deer become salient at different times or in different spaces for different people. Adding 

complexity to the system—in the sense of additional demographic variables—will not go as far 

towards understanding its dynamics as one might expect, because human-wildlife interactions 

adapt to individual, social, and ecological circumstances.  

The complexity of these social-ecological systems remains difficult to deal with in research 

and practice. Without an applied framework that seeks to address the cross-scalar drivers 

underlying public perceptions of deer as a nuisance, an asset, or something in between, human-

human conflicts over deer and management approaches tend to persist (Dickman 2010, Redpath 

et al. 2015). Here, we draw on a conceptual model that frames human decision-making as a CAS, 

the Integrated Adaptive Behavior Model (IABM, Jochum et al. 2014), to better characterize these 

drivers and their interactions in the human-deer system of Indiana. In Indiana and across the 

midwestern and eastern U.S., white-tailed deer remain the most abundant and charismatic species 

left on the local landscape, making them a great candidate for using the IABM lens to understand 

human-deer relationships and how they influence the larger social-ecological system. The IABM 

emphasizes that human emotions and cognitions, along with contextual factors, interact 

dynamically to process a wildlife encounter. We find, however, that the IABM omits dynamics of 

1) power asymmetry, 2) trust, and 3) emotional multiplicity which emerged as critical variables 

explaining when and why people express certain attitudes towards deer or deer management. 

Paradoxically, this ‘complex-systems’ model serves to simplify the processes at work across 

cognitive-emotional and socio-ecological dimensions. Throughout this paper, we seek to 

illuminate how researchers and managers could overcome this paradox and reconceptualize human 

perceptions of wildlife as adaptive and not neatly divisible into demographic categories. 

From conflict to complexity 

Human-wildlife interactions in North America have historically been conceptualized 

through a conflict lens (Dickman 2010; Frank and Glikman 2019). Concomitantly, wildlife 
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management has emphasized the consumption and control of wild animals through recreational 

hunting and the lethal removal of ‘overabundant,’ ‘problem,’ or ‘nuisance’ wildlife (Yarbrough 

2015, Peterson and Nelson 2017, Dietsch et al. 2019). Recent scholarship, however, has 

documented a public shift towards coexistence, including increasing non-consumptive, existence, 

and mutualist values for wildlife (Patterson et al. 2003, Manfredo et al. 2009). The construct of 

human-wildlife conflict thus not only represents a visible clash between human and wildlife 

populations; it also comprises hidden tensions among different social groups when the needs or 

values of those groups are not equally represented in decision-making (Patterson et al. 2003, 

Dickman 2010, Madden and McQuinn 2014). These human-human conflicts become deeply 

rooted in power imbalances, opposing social identities, and divergent perceptions of moral or 

ethical norms (Lute and Gore 2014, Peterson and Nelson 2017).  

The field of Human Dimensions of Wildlife (HDW) arose in the 1970s to help managers 

understand such social-ecological conflicts (Decker et al. 2012). For decades, research in HDW 

examined human-wildlife interactions under a cognitive hierarchy framework, where abstract 

values influence more specific beliefs and measurable attitudes, which are used to predict 

behavioral outcomes (Whittaker et al. 2006). Here, we define values as “fundamental motivational 

goals that influence human thought and…behavior” (Dietsch et al. 2019:21) that tend to persist 

across time and contexts (Manfredo 2008). Research that focuses on attitudes and behaviors 

towards wildlife but neglects corresponding values therefore limits its generalizability beyond the 

original human-wildlife interaction (Dietsch et al. 2019). Other aspects of human cognition like 

emotions, personal experiences, and cultural meanings have only recently emerged as important 

constructs in HDW research, despite exerting evident influence on values, motivation, memory, 

information processing, and decision-making (Izard 2007, Jacobs 2012, Sponarski et al. 2015, 

Jacobs and Vaske 2019).  

Research on emotions within the HDW field remains sparse and primarily focused on 

human interactions with carnivores, which elicit negative emotions like fear and intolerance 

(Manfredo 2008, Jacobs and Vaske 2019). This limited attention has been partly attributed to a 

pervading perception in management agencies that human emotions are irrational and subjective, 

and partly to methodological challenges of quantifying emotional responses (Manfredo 2008, 

Manfredo et al. 2009, Hicks 2017). Yet scholarship in environmental anthropology (Milton 2002, 

West 2006), conservation psychology (Castillo-Huitrón et al. 2020), and related disciplines 
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suggest that qualitative research using interviews, participant observation, or photo elicitation can 

ameliorate this by uncovering how emotions influence cognitions about wildlife and why this 

relationship changes across interaction contexts. As managers seek to engage more diverse publics, 

key questions to consider include: (i) how different emotions, meanings, and values related to 

wildlife can be balanced; and (ii) how conflict can be reduced and coexistence promoted, not only 

between humans and wildlife, but among diverse social groups? (Jacobs and Vaske 2019). These 

questions require more comprehensive understanding of stakeholders’ emotions towards different 

wildlife species, how emotions interact with cognitions to influence attitudes and behaviors, and 

what role social, political, and environmental factors play. 

Recognizing that cognitive and emotional systems operate in a coupled, dynamic 

interaction, social psychologists have proposed integrated models of human decision-making in 

response to environmental stimuli (Manfredo 2008, Jacobs 2009). One such model, the Integrated 

Adaptive Behavior Model (IABM, Jochum et al. 2014), integrates multiple theories of human 

cognition into a mental system wherein cognitive, emotional, and contextual components operate 

simultaneously to process a wildlife encounter, assign it meaning or relevance, and influence 

behavioral intentions and outcomes (Figure 2.1). Applied to human-wildlife interactions, these 

feedbacks help to explain why we express different emotions when we see a predator in the wild 

as opposed to in a zoo, or why some individuals feel very strong emotions when they see 

charismatic wildlife and others do not (Jacobs and Vaske 2019). In this model, salient personal 

experiences also feed back into an individual’s belief system, shifting existing beliefs and attitudes 

towards wildlife or wildlife management. The IABM also recognizes that when and where a 

wildlife encounter occurs differentially influence attitudinal and behavioral outcomes. These scale 

components include spatial proximity to the animal, temporal proximity to the encounter, and the 

encounter environment. Such ecological dimensions remain crucial to consider when analyzing 

human-wildlife interactions (Nyhus 2016). Thus far, however, the IABM has been used very 

sparsely to research human-wildlife interactions in situ (Jones et al. 2016, Pooley et al. 2017, Booth 

and Ryan 2019). 

This evolution of ideas about how humans interact with wildlife reflects the complex and 

adaptive nature of human-wildlife systems and human-environment systems more generally. Here, 

we advance this thinking by applying the IABM to conceptualize individuals’ perceptions of deer 

in Indiana as comprised of multiple feedback loops among cognition, emotion, and experience, 
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and influenced by diverse social, environmental, and scalar factors. From a management 

perspective, understanding the feedbacks among wildlife-related experiences, emotions, and 

beliefs can elucidate the social dynamics that perpetuate conflicts over wildlife. Scholars broadly 

agree that better understanding the dynamics of social and ecological complexity is necessary to 

overcome natural resource management conflicts (Liu et al 2013). Yet increasing evidence 

suggests that current approaches to understanding complex ecological systems do not adequately 

account for human perceptions, experiences, and behaviors, and thus represent fragile or even 

misleading sources of insight for managers (Helmreich 2000, Lansing 2000, Peterson et al. 2010, 

Orr et al. 2015). Thus, we employ the IABM as a robust tool for understanding human interactions 

with the environment. We also assess its limits to consider what additional factors are needed for 

CAS frameworks to sufficiently explain how, when, and why people perceive wildlife in different 

ways. 

Study context: Human-deer interactions in the Midwest 

Across the midwestern U.S., deer populations continue to proliferate, and human 

communities continue to urbanize, shifting the frequency and nature of human-deer interactions. 

For a variety of reasons, human-deer research and management in the region have been slow to 

adapt, remaining focused on the measurable impacts that deer exert on agricultural livelihoods and 

public health and safety. Even when experiencing these impacts, however, people enjoy seeing 

herbivores around their community, much more so than predators (Booth and Ryan 2019). Both 

negative and positive experiences unequally affect nonhunting and nonfarming stakeholders 

(Lischka et al. 2008, Campa III et al. 2011), but hunting interests still drive deer management 

decisions towards the maintenance of a huntable population (Jacobson et al. 2010, Serfass et al. 

2018, Sullivan 2019). Accordingly, research on human-deer interactions has either involved only 

hunters and farmers or examined perceptions of hunting methods among non-hunting groups to 

inform a hunting-based management system (Diefenbach et al. 1997, Bath 1998).   

Some human-deer research exists for Illinois (Mankin et al. 1999, Urbanek and Nielsen 

2012, Urbanek et al. 2015, Hicks 2017), Ohio (Dougherty et al. 2003), and Michigan (Lischka et 

al. 2008, Marcoux and Riley 2010, Campa III et al. 2011). Most of these studies employ surveys 

to quantify social perceptions of deer populations and management approaches. Only a select few 
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have explored how gender, ethical judgements, and emotions influence beliefs about deer and 

evaluations of deer management decisions (Lauber et al. 2001, Dougherty et al. 2003, Hicks 2017). 

Their findings suggest that women tend to have greater concern than men for the unintended 

consequences of deer culling, like reduced access to public parks, impacts on pets or other wildlife, 

and noise or safety concerns (Lauber et al. 2001, Dougherty et al. 2003). Such differences suggest 

that cognitive processing is conditioned by prevailing gender socialization (Gilligan 1995, 

Noddings 1995), with women basing their “attitudes about lethal control on underlying beliefs and 

values, more so than male respondents” (Dougherty et al. 2003:621). Finally, Hicks (2017) 

provides qualitative evidence that emotional experiences pervade human reasoning about deer 

across public and professional spheres, but individual reflections on those emotions change with 

experiential learning and institutional contexts. 

Few HDW studies have focused on human-deer interactions in Indiana. Corn and soybean 

producers have been surveyed occasionally to supplement ecological studies on crop depredation 

(Humberg et al. 2007). Indiana has been included in nationwide surveys on producer perceptions 

of wildlife-induced crop damage (Wywialowski 1994) and the acceptability of deer management 

methods among social groups (Messmer et al. 1997). Only a few studies have moved beyond the 

farming demographic to examine urban perceptions of deer and deer management (Stewart 2011, 

Knackmuhs and Farmer 2017). This limited literature suggests that deer-related perceptions can 

vary with one’s identity as pro- or anti-hunting, and urban residents typically hold various concerns 

about the safety and ethics of deer hunting (Stewart 2011). A recent study of residents in 

Bloomington, Indiana, found that trust or mistrust in the city’s decisions to cull deer within Griffy 

Lake Nature Preserve depended on how residents evaluated the decision-making process and 

scientific information about the preserve’s deer population, as well as resident preferences for 

hunting and their age (Knackmuhs and Farmer 2017) Taken together, these studies suggest that 

perceptions and behaviour are not reducible to simply demographic data.  

Apart from these studies, however, the social context of human-deer interactions in Indiana 

remains largely unknown. More fine-grained qualitative approaches are needed to understand how 

resident perceptions, experiences, emotions, and values related to deer vary across wider 

geographies and public interests. Moreover, studies should aim to move beyond descriptive 

surveys of deer-related perceptions to assess the environmental, social, and cognitive factors that 

underly those perceptions and drive social conflicts over deer and deer management. 
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Research motivation and questions 

The present study follows a transition in the Indiana Department of Natural Resources (IN-

DNR) under which the agency recognized a need to conduct science-based management of deer 

populations, including empirical social science to better understand “the desires of all Indiana 

residents…beyond farming landowners and hunters.” (IN-DNR, 2018: online). Until 2017, the 

state had collected little data on how its residents interact with deer, nor how they feel about deer 

populations and management. The motivation for this study is to assess the general context of deer-

human interactions across Indiana and whether and how those interactions vary among typical deer 

stakeholder groups. We are also interested in residents’ perceptions of deer management and the 

changes they would like to see. Specifically, this paper addresses three interrelated research 

questions: (i) How do Indiana residents value, perceive, and experience white-tailed deer 

populations? (ii) What outcomes do they desire from deer management (and why)? and (iii) What 

role do emotions and personal experiences play in shaping beliefs about deer and deer 

management? 

2.3 Methods 

Conceptual framework guiding data collection and analysis 

Guided by the IABM, we conducted semi-structured interviews with residents across Indiana 

to collect data on their perceptions of, experiences with, and emotions towards white-tailed deer, 

and to analyze how these cognitive factors interact to influence their beliefs about deer 

management. Specifically, we examine how key contextual factors, such as livelihood and land 

management practices, components of scale, and salient political events—influence individual 

perceptions and emotions around deer. We then focus on the interactions of values, motivations, 

and experiences with emotions and how they feed back into an individual’s belief system (Figure 

2.1). Finally, we home in on power dynamics in deer management, an emergent but highly 

influential factor in shaping individuals’ emotions and beliefs related to deer and wildlife more 

broadly. 
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Data collection and analysis 

Our research was open-ended by design and encompassed the state of Indiana to scale to 

state-level management practices. For our sample population, we focused on four broad deer 

stakeholder groups: farmers, woodland owners, urban area residents, and deer hunters. In wildlife 

management, the term ‘stakeholder’ commonly refers to any individual or social group whose 

interest (or ‘stake’) significantly affects or is significantly affected by wildlife and/or wildlife 

management decisions (Decker et al. 2012). A ‘stake’ comprises any recreational, economic, 

cultural, social, or health and well-being impact or benefit derived from interacting with wildlife 

Figure 2.1. The Integrated Adaptive Behavior Model of human-wildlife encounters (IABM). 

From Jochum et al. (2014:80), Figure 2. “Yellow/light gray markings refer to components that 

derived originally from the Theory of Reasoned Action and the Theory of Planned Behavior. 

Green/medium gray markings refer to theories developed in emotions toward wildlife research. 

Blue/dashed marks additional components recognized in the Integrated Behavioral Model. Dark 

gray markings are based on Complexity Theory and components were connected by the authors. 

The importance of scales is displayed as overarching. The Reasoned and Reactive Route concept 

is based on Fuzzy Trace Theory. The Reasoned Route is based on cognitive principles 

(yellow/light gray arrows); the Reactive Route is based on emotional principles (green/medium 

gray arrows). Inhibitory and excitatory links between emotions and cognition are based on The 

Parallel Constraint Satisfaction Model.” 
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(Decker et al. 1996, 2012). While hunters and farmers have been traditionally considered the 

primary stakeholders in deer management, we also consider woodland owners and urban area 

residents as stakeholders to obtain a more inclusive perspective of the impacts and benefits of deer 

populations in Indiana. We recognize that deer stakeholder groups are often not mutually 

exclusive. Yet respondents often see themselves as members of a primary group with a clear 

identity when it comes to deer interactions (e.g., primarily through the lens of hunter, landowner, 

etc.). Moreover, conventional management approaches commonly use this kind of categorization 

based on stakeholder identity. Thus, we employ traditional stakeholder categories because 

respondents readily self-identified as such for sampling purposes. At the same time, we use this 

grouping structure to test the validity of such categorizations in wildlife management through 

open-ended qualitative analyses, the coding strategy for which does not rest on stakeholder 

categorization.  

We conducted 59 semi-structured interviews with deer stakeholders throughout Indiana from 

May to September 2019. Prior to data collection, our study design was approved by the 

Institutional Review Board of Purdue University (approved protocol #1902021653). The lead 

author conducted all interviews either in person or over the phone, depending on the interviewee’s 

preference. Since relatively little is known about the context of human-deer interactions in Indiana, 

a semi-structured approach allowed our respondents to answer our questions openly and provide 

detailed accounts of their deer-related views and experiences. This qualitative approach provided 

in-depth understanding (Henderson 1991, Mangun et al. 2007, Schutt 2018) of how different 

residents perceive deer populations, deer management, and their relationships to each.  

Our interview protocol included questions about personal observations of deer populations 

and changes, experiences with and feelings about deer, and individual behaviors taken in response 

to deer presence or impacts. We also inquired about interviewees’ experiences with the IN-DNR 

and deer hunters or hunting; their beliefs about deer management responsibilities and public 

engagement; and their desired changes for deer management in Indiana. We collected additional 

information about the interviewee’s educational and occupational background, length of residence 

in Indiana, time spent in the outdoors, and general feelings towards wildlife. 

To recruit study participants, we used purposive sampling to maximize representation 

(Creswell and Clark 2018) and snowball sampling to recruit interviewees within social groups 

(Neuman 2011). Both are non-probability sampling strategies commonly used in qualitative 
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research. Together they allow researchers to recruit study participants who provide an in-depth 

understanding of people’s emotions and experiences in their social settings (Neuman 2011, Corbin 

and Strauss 2015). First, we sent recruitment emails to the administrators of stakeholder 

organizations who then forwarded our request on to their member email lists. These organizations 

included the Indiana Forest and Woodland Owners’ Association, the Indiana Bowhunters’ 

Association, the Indiana Deer Hunters Conservation Alliance, the Indiana Deer Hunter 

Association, Neighborhood Associations from seven major urban areas in the state, the Indiana 

Farm Bureau, and Soil and Water Conservation Districts from 22 counties. We continued our 

sampling until we reached data saturation within each stakeholder group (Guest et al. 2006), which 

generally occurred at 11-13 interviews. 

We also conducted two focus groups in September 2019 with residents of Bloomington, 

Indiana, to accommodate strong interest in participating in our study. Situated in south-central 

Indiana amid a heavily forested landscape, the development of Bloomington has created extensive 

‘edge’ habitat that is ideal for deer populations to forage and thrive (Brown and Parker 1997, 

INDFW 2011). Deer can thus be seen daily in the Bloomington area, resulting in more frequent 

and widespread human-deer interactions compared to cities in northern Indiana (e.g., Indianapolis, 

Fort Wayne, South Bend). Each focus group had seven participants, lasted about 1.5 hours, and 

covered the same thematic topics as our interviews.  

Focus groups also allow for extended discussion among participants that add a dimension of 

exchange and group understanding beyond what emerges from individual interviews (Morgan 

1996, Minnis et al. 1997). For instance, one resident who expressed strong mutualist values for 

deer acknowledged halfway through the focus group discussion that they realize the need to control 

deer populations for public health and safety reasons. Although shifts in opinion may be transient 

or subject to interpersonal dynamics in small group dialogues such as focus groups (Barbour and 

Kitzinger 1999), the plasticity of opinion also highlights the potential for collective processes to 

achieve compromise among diverse individuals on otherwise controversial issues like wildlife 

management. Since we did not focus our research on these interpersonal dynamics, we analyzed 

focus group and interview data together using the same thematic coding approach.   

We first transcribed all interview and focus group recordings. We then conducted thematic 

analysis (Saldana 2016) of all transcripts using NVivo 12, a qualitative analysis software. Our 

analysis took an abductive approach, whereby our overarching themes like beliefs, emotions, 
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experiences, behaviors, changes, and barriers were deductive (i.e., driven by our research questions 

and key components of the IABM), but we simultaneously allowed for new, unanticipated themes 

and sub-themes to emerge inductively from the interviews (DeCuir-Gunby et al. 2011). During 

our coding process, we implemented strategies for intercoder agreement, which involves two or 

more qualitative researchers reconciling their independent coding of the same text “through 

discussing whatever coding discrepancies they may have” (Garrison et al. 2006, Campbell et al. 

2013:297). Specifically, the lead author developed the first preliminary codebook which was then 

used by four peer researchers and the lead author to independently code and analyze four interview 

transcripts. All five coders came together to discuss their coding, focusing on any incongruities in 

codes and interpretations that arose (Hruschka et al. 2004, Campbell et al. 2013). The lead author 

subsequently revised and condensed codes to reduce complexity. The codebook went through three 

rounds of this discursive revision process before intercoder agreement was reached. Upon 

agreement, the lead author finalized the codebook and applied it to code all interview transcripts. 

An additional coder assisted the lead author with coding the final interview transcripts, increasing 

the likelihood of objectivity and decreasing bias (Church et al. 2019). All thematic analysis of the 

coded interviews was conducted by the lead author and completed in June 2020. 

2.4 Results 

A total of 59 individuals were interviewed (15 woodland owners, 16 hunters, 11 farmers, 

and 17 urban residents), and an additional 14 individuals participated in our two focus groups 

(Table 2.1). Outside of the urban resident group, all but four of our interviewees were white males 

(Table 2.1). In our final sample, the places where interviewees live and/or hunt cover a wide 

distribution across Indiana (Figure 2.2).  

Regardless of their stakeholder identity, many Indiana residents express mixed emotions 

towards white-tailed deer. These mixed emotions typically involved an appreciation or awe 

towards seeing deer, but frustration with deer-related damage to crops, trees, shrubs, ornamentals, 

or gardens, and anxiety over perceived risks to personal safety. Many interviewees also expressed 

a change in deer-related emotions over time. Their feelings typically shifted from excitement, 

novelty, or enjoyment at the sight of deer to frustration, resentment, or anxiety over the risks that 

deer pose, and the financial or aesthetic losses incurred from deer-related damage. Several others, 
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who have resided in Indiana for a lifetime, shifted from awe and enjoyment upon seeing a deer to 

stark indifference as deer sightings became a common occurrence. Here, we explain the nuances 

of these changes in emotions and key factors at play in the human-deer interaction system.  

 

  

Figure 2.2. Counties and locations across Indiana represented by interview participants from 

four deer stakeholder categories: urban area residents (17 interviewees plus 14 individuals in a 

focus group in Bloomington, IN), woodland owners (WLO; 15 interviewees), farmland owners 

and producers (11 interviewees), and deer hunters (16 interviewees). Locations are where 

participants live, manage land, and/or hunt, not necessarily where the interview took place. 

Many hunters hunt multiple counties. County names were given by interviewees during one-on-

one interviews. WLO property sizes were also stated during interviews, and property locations 

were identified by landowner name and/or tax address using the online GPS mapping platform, 

OnX. (OnXmaps, 2020). Resident locations represent the municipal boundaries of urban areas, 

downloaded from the IndianaMap public GIS database (Indiana Geographic Information 

Council, 2019). 
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Table 2.1. Summary of interviewees from four deer stakeholder groups across Indiana and 

participants from two focus groups in Bloomington, Indiana. Semi-structured interviews were 

conducted May-Sept., 2019 and focus groups were held on a weekend in early Sept., 2019. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Key contextual factors in the human-deer system 

We found that emotions expressed towards deer depend on a suite of situational factors, 

including people’s livelihood, involvement in land management activities, participation in 

environmental programs or outdoor recreation, when and where deer are encountered, prior 

experiences with deer or deer management, and current socio-political circumstances. The 

interviewee’s livelihood or land management activities were seen to be the most influential factor 

shaping their feelings towards deer. When deer interfere with crop and timber yields or hardwood 

forest regeneration, they elicit frustration and blame. As one woodland owner explained, it 

“take[s] a lot of work and expensive money” to “replace the walnuts…in our woods” and the deer 

“come up every night…and they browse around, biting [the walnut seedlings] off” (WLO08). 

Conversely, when deer minimally affect livelihoods or land management practices, 

landowner emotions remain largely positive or tolerant. For example, woodland owners “enjoy 

watching the deer” when they have “a fairly mature woods” (WLO13) while farmers who “don’t 

Stakeholder Group n % Male % Female 

Woodland Owners 15 93 7 

Farmers 11 73 27 

Hunters 16 100 0 

Urban Area Residents 17 53 47 

Indianapolis 4 75 25 

Greater Lafayette 2 50 50 

Beverly Shores 4 50 50 

Evansville 3 67 33 

Bloomington 4 25 75 

Subtotal (Interviewees) 59 80 20 

Focus Group Participants 14 29 71 

Group 1, Bloomington 7 43 57 

Group 2, Bloomington 7 14 86 

Total 73 70 30 
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raise soybeans for a living” view deer damage to non-market crops as “inconsequential” 

(FARM05). One farmer expressed love for “seeing the little fawns,” and admitted that “I carry 

them out and put them in the grass…and try and protect them” despite facing scrutiny from other 

farmers: 

“And everybody says, ‘Why in the devil didn't you take a hammer and knock them 

in the head while you had them?’ Well, I can't do that. I can shoot them if they're 

eating my beans, but I can't kill them if they're not doing anything wrong.”—

FARM08 

 

Such factors of ‘scale’—when and where an encounter occurs and the deer’s age or 

behavior—can change landowner emotions, even when their livelihood and land management 

practices are impacted in different spaces or times. 

Like farmers and woodland owners, urban area residents who have experienced repeated 

damage to their gardens or landscaping feel “hostile” when they see deer, because “the destruction 

of plant life is just impressive and discouraging” and they notice that deer browse on even those 

plants “which they’re not supposed to eat” (FSGP01|S7). Concerns about health and safety risks 

from deer pervaded urban residents’ perceptions and emotions. Urban residents tended to associate 

ticks (Ixodes scapularis) with an abundant deer population and expressed serious concern about 

the spread of Lyme disease more often than other stakeholders. Such concerns even shifted former 

feelings of awe and enjoyment at the sight of deer to feelings of anxiety and fear. As one 

Bloomington resident expressed: 

“Well, in the beginning, I just loved it. I love seeing the deer come. And a part of 

me still does…And then last year, my dog and I were walking and we were charged 

by a female deer… And after that, I just had huge anxieties leaving my house with 

my dog and walking…So now personally, I have anxieties…if [it’s] only me, I'm 

walking, I'm not afraid of the deer. But with my dog, I really fear because [what] if 

they [the deer] feel threatened?”—FSGP02|S8 

Despite these anxious emotions, recent events led several interviewees to realize that, 

relatively speaking, managing deer may not be as important as other broader social and political 

issues affecting their communities. Soon after the Trump administration imposed economic 

sanctions on China, one farmer succinctly stated that “tariff wars kind of outweighs the deer at this 

point in time” (FARM02). Recalling protests at the local farmers’ market that summer, a 

Bloomington resident expressed guilt over “even complaining about [deer] when we have a 
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farmers market problem with racism. We have affordable housing that's a huge problem. So I don't 

blame them [decision makers] for not focusing on [deer management]” (FSGP01|S9). Together, 

these situational factors—livelihood and land management activities, space and time, public health 

and safety, and social-political atmospheres—show that deer-related emotions are complex, 

context-dependent, and subject to change. A suite of factors influences one’s feelings towards deer 

populations, and that suite differs both within and across stakeholder groups. 

Feedbacks among emotion, experience, and cognition 

We see above that one’s personal experiences feed back into their emotions towards deer 

and perceptions of deer management. Values and motivations also exert a mediating influence over 

deer-related emotions and understandings. For example, holding mutualist values for the well-

being of deer and striving to coexist with them influenced stakeholders’ willingness to modify 

their land management behavior. Several urban residents spoke of changing what they plant in 

their yards to try to live with deer browsing, rather than prevent it. Among rural landowners, values 

for environmental stewardship and living close to nature interacted with their experience of 

minimal deer-related impacts to express an overall enjoyment or tolerance of deer populations. 

One farmer put it best, explaining that deer are “a big part of who I am and how I feel and why I 

live where I live, and it's exciting to me [that] I see [deer] so frequently. It's interesting to me. I 

study them, I watch them, we have names for some of them. It's a big part of why I live where I 

live” (FARM05). 

Hunters also expressed concern about the health of deer populations, especially related to 

disease outbreaks, but their concern stemmed from different motivations than those of other 

stakeholders. Whereas many urban area residents expressed a fundamental concern for deer well-

being and existence, hunters were generally motivated to maintain a huntable population. One 

hunter expressed concern about Chronic Wasting Disease (CWD) as something that “could not 

only affect that animal but it could affect your lifestyle” and anxiety about CWD “killing off” deer 

near their hunting property because “on your property you want your deer as healthy as you can 

get” (HUNT04). A resident of Beverly Shores made the connection that if they had ever “seen 

deer that were emaciated, I would feel differently about the deer cull” (RES01). An Indianapolis 

resident and deer hunter felt that it “would be devastating” if deer were “infected with that 
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[Chronic Wasting] disease, and we wipe out a population of animals that have been here forever” 

so they firmly stated, “I think [deer should be managed] for the health of the ecosystem…you lose 

one part, and it can have trickling down effects on other parts including humans” (RES11). For 

both hunters and urban residents, personal values and motivations thus influenced individual 

beliefs about the purpose of deer management.  

Power dynamics in deer management 

Introducing additional complexity into Indiana’s human-deer system, we found that 

individuals’ emotions and beliefs about deer management were driven not only by their 

experiences and values, but by their perceptions of power or powerlessness over deer management. 

A sense of powerlessness emerged among stakeholders who have experienced repeated deer-

related damage and tried every approach they know to prevent it. Several said that the damage has 

“gotten to the point where there’s nothing I can do about it” (RES05, Bloomington) and “I’m just 

numb to it right now” (FARM10). With exasperation, WLO13 said they do not even “know what 

DNR could do. Come in to scold the deer, tell them not to cross?” because the deer “move about 

on their own” and their behavior seems uncontrollable.  

This lack of perceived control over the impacts of deer influences stakeholder beliefs about 

management responsibility. Among rural landowners, powerlessness over minimizing deer 

damage leads to beliefs that they “should be able to get rid of [deer] without repercussion” 

(FARM10), that the DNR has “a reputation for not being [responsive]” to landowners but being 

“restrictive on depredation permits” (WLO06), and that deer on private land are “our [private 

landowners’] responsibility and concern” (WLO11). Among urban residents, a lack of information 

and transparency about how authorities are currently managing deer populations also contributes 

to their sense of powerlessness in deer management. As one Bloomington resident said in 

frustration: “that seems to be a joke. I don’t see any management going on” (RES05). 

Urban residents possess a strong desire for management processes to involve local 

communities and governments because “the public elects people to take care of these things on 

our behalf” (RES09) and “[the city] wouldn’t listen to me, or to [omitted], but they would [listen 

to] the DNR” (FSGP01|S9). If governments do not collaborate across scales, as one resident put 

it: “there is a lot more risk of…not getting anything done because of controversies, local opinion. 
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Whereas if this [deer management] is supported by county and state policies, they're more likely 

to get to a solution” (FSGP02|S3, Bloomington).  

The sense of powerlessness also was reinforced by beliefs about hunting as neither effective 

nor desirable, often driven by experiences with trespassing or safety concerns about firing weapons 

in and around residential areas. Many rural landowners expressed an aversion to allowing hunters 

on their property, not only because of “instances where people obviously had been there [on the 

property] without our knowledge” but also because they “like to get out in the woods too during 

hunting season” and would question the safety of doing so (WLO11). Similarly, a resident of West 

Lafayette expressed concern that “there's no barrier between the forest and our house. So if 

somebody decides to do something stupid in the forest and start shooting, you never know” 

(RES13). 

On the other side of this issue, Indiana deer hunters acknowledged that trespassing and 

poaching activities occur too often, giving hunters a poor reputation as a collective and limiting 

their access to private lands. Many hunter interviewees condemned such activities as irresponsible 

and unethical, expected other hunters to learn “how to cooperate with the farmers’ expectations” 

(HUNT04), and expected management authorities to enforce “more strict penalties” for illegal 

hunting (HUNT06). Yet many hunters believed they had a personal responsibility to manage deer 

populations stemming from their investment in the DNR through hunting licenses and their role 

as the primary predator for deer in Indiana. For example, one hunter shared: 

“I think we play a vital role. I can let the population get out of control if I want 

to…I can shrink it by taking the does out of the herd…On the other side, I protect 

that herd…We go out and actually do coyote hunts outside of deer season just to 

keep the coyote population down in our properties. So we do a lot to manage the 

herd, the herd size, the age structure of our deer, everything.”—HUNT02 

Hunters typically shared a belief that the public does not fully understand that “the 

enjoyment of hunting is not the killing” (HUNT01) and hunting is necessary to “help the [deer] 

population” (HUNT04), which contributed to hunters’ desire for the DNR to place “more 

emphasis on what [hunters are] saying” (HUNT03) and reduce its focus on engaging the wider 

public.  

These quotes across stakeholder groups elucidate an iterative process in which prior 

experiences, or a lack thereof, with deer populations, hunting or hunters, and management, feed 

back into people’s emotions which in turn affect their beliefs about deer and deer management. 
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Dynamics of power and powerlessness thus comprise a critical component of mental models about 

deer, and one that we did not fully anticipate based on the IABM. 

2.5 Discussion 

Insights and limitations of the Integrated Adaptive Behavior Model 

Our semi-structured interviews provided a nuanced understanding of human-deer 

interactions across stakeholder groups in Indiana. Using the conceptual lens of the IABM allowed 

us to pay close attention to individuals’ experiences and emotions, which proved to be particularly 

useful for identifying drivers of human-deer conflicts and interpreting beliefs about deer 

management. Our interviews made clear that personal encounters with deer have shaped an 

individual’s deer-related emotions which fed back into their beliefs. These encounters, however, 

interact with components of scale to differentially influence how the interviewee felt towards deer 

as a nuisance to be controlled, an asset to protect, or something in between.  

Previously, HDW scholars have identified personal experiences as important influencers 

of wildlife-related belief systems, value orientations, and behavioral decisions (Dickman et al. 

2013, Smith et al. 2014, Kansky et al. 2016). Some acknowledge that wildlife experiences differ 

between residents of urban versus rural areas, who then express different behaviors or beliefs 

(Ericsson et al. 2018). Others have found that experiences with differing risk severities, mostly 

related to carnivores, affect both cognitions about the acceptability of management and emotions 

towards the animal (Vaske and Needham 2007, Sponarski et al. 2015). Although such regional and 

contextual differences have been examined, most have not included a more holistic concept of 

scale like that of the IABM nor been applied to non-carnivore interactions. 

Scale in the IABM “consider[s] the spatial and temporal impacts on human-wildlife 

encounters as key components” of individuals’ mental models (Jochum et al. 2014:81). Our 

findings expand on this understanding of scale to include the following social dimensions of deer 

encounters: what the individual is doing at the time of encounter (e.g., livelihood or habitual 

activities), whether the individual is alone or with family members or pets, and whether salient 

social-political events have recently occurred. The concept of scale thus highlights the importance 

of situational context when examining the relationships among human experiences, emotions, and 

values or beliefs, and their influence on wildlife-related behaviors or decisions. Indeed, situational 
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context and place-dependency remain pillars of CAS research (Levin 1998, Rogers et al. 2013, 

Preiser et al. 2018). Yet the IABM fails to explicitly include ecological dimensions of situational 

context, including the life stage, sex, and behavior of the encountered animal (Nyhus 2016), which 

we found to influence when and why people hold mixed emotions towards deer. As our 

interviewees made clear, how people feel towards wildlife in one context may not hold in another 

space or time, nor between encounters with large bucks versus fawns. Even the construct of scale 

carries inherent complexities that if reduced to certain categories (like a generalized “deer” or 

“stakeholder”), will miss key drivers of people’s emotions and cognitions related to wildlife.  

The IABM also simplifies feedbacks among personal experiences, emotions, and 

environmental values, which our interviews evidenced as variable and multifaceted. Although 

Jochum et al. (2014) stress the importance of these feedbacks and thresholds in shifting human 

attitudes towards wildlife, they do not explain where or how such thresholds might be reached. 

Our findings align with recent quantitative work on emotional dispositions, showing that when 

faced with different wildlife encounter scenarios, individuals express different emotions, symbolic 

beliefs, and degrees of acceptability for wildlife management actions (Sponarski et al. 2015). 

Moreover, multiple experiences with similar or divergent valences interact through emotional 

memory (Dillard and Meijnders 2002) to “shape future thoughts, reactions, and decisions…even 

attitudes and values” related to wildlife (Hicks 2014:175). Thresholds that shift one wildlife 

attitude to another should thus result from powerfully emotional experiences related to the 

circumstances of encounter, the individual’s experiential history, and their underlying beliefs and 

value orientations towards that specific animal. In our case, individuals consistently mentioned a 

few memorable experiences that shaped their narrative of interacting with deer. These singular 

experiences within one’s emotional memory represent personal touchstones, referred to 

recurringly in reflection and everyday conversation.  

The association between human emotions and wildlife value orientations has been clearly 

established (Dayer et al. 2007, Larson et al. 2016, Abidin and Jacobs 2019). It was thus not 

surprising that deer hunters in our study, who typically orient towards wildlife domination, 

expressed concerns about the well-being of deer associated with their motivations to maintain a 

huntable population. In contrast, residents and landowners who expressed a fundamental concern 

for deer well-being were motivated by more intrinsic values for nature and wildlife existence, 

aligning with recent work on group identity and moral obligations to wildlife (Lute et al. 2016, 
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Bruskotter et al. 2019). What may seem like similar concerns at the surface are influenced by 

different values and motivations. These underlying ethical conflicts over human-wildlife 

interactions drive clashes among stakeholder groups, often over perceived behaviors (e.g., 

inhumane hunting or trespassing), desired policy outcomes (Vining and Tyler 1999, Halpenny 

2010, Wang et al. 2018), and, as our research highlights, perceived power imbalances in wildlife 

decision-making.  

A need to examine power dynamics 

Previous studies have shown that along with personal experiences, emotions, and encounter 

contexts, power relations distinctly influence human attitudes towards wildlife (Bhatia et al. 2019). 

Moreover, a broad literature in political ecology has shown how viewing wildlife conflict through 

the lens of place, power, and politics can lead to insights into the multiplicity of perspectives and 

experiences individuals and communities hold. Specifically, individual perceptions of wildlife are 

often shaped by prior experiences with and beliefs about management agencies and government 

more broadly (Ingalls and Stedman 2016, Robbins 2019). In Indiana, perceived power imbalances 

among deer stakeholders reinforce negative perceptions about hunters by nonhunters and vice 

versa, which only serve to exacerbate the limitations of hunting as the primary tool for deer 

management. This divide presents a paradox for many states in the eastern and midwestern United 

States like Indiana in which 97% of land is under private ownership: deer management relies 

heavily on the cooperation of local property owners who may be increasingly skeptical of hunters 

and unwilling to provide access to their land. Under the North American Model (NAM) of wildlife 

conservation (Geist 1995, Geist et al. 2001), state agencies are entrusted to manage wildlife 

populations and their habitat for the equal benefit of all citizens, a principle known as the public 

trust ideal (Decker et al. 1996, Pomeranz et al. 2014). Yet the NAM’s historical foundation and 

legal funding structure (i.e., financial reliance on fees collected from hunting permits) have 

advanced the concerns of white male hunters, affording little consideration to those of non-hunters, 

women, and other minorities (Yarbrough 2015, Peterson and Nelson 2017). Scholars increasingly 

criticize the NAM for being ‘captured’ by hunting interests (Jacobson et al. 2010, Sullivan 2019), 

in which wildlife managers and agencies continue to prescribe hunting as the ideal tool for wildlife 

management and elevate consumptive uses of wildlife over others (Feldpausch-Parker et al. 2017, 
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Serfass et al. 2018). Recent U.S. agency efforts to engage a wider public have been deemed 

superficial and political, failing to integrate diverse non-hunting interests into actual decisions, and 

thereby generating a sense of disrespect that perpetuates social conflicts over wildlife (Madden 

and McQuinn 2014, Peterson and Nelson 2017). 

These power imbalances embedded in the NAM remain at play within Indiana. Deer hunters 

expressed an elevated sense of responsibility over deer management based on their investment into 

the IN-DNR via license fees and their belief in hunting as a historical conservation practice. Such 

expectations of respect and prioritization in management decisions are shared by large-game 

hunters across the U.S. (Mangun et al. 2007, Vernon and Clark 2016). Conversely, nonhunting 

stakeholders expected the deer management decision-making process to be more inclusive and 

democratic, reflecting the public trust ideal (Pomeranz et al. 2014, Decker et al. 2016). When not 

actively engaged by wildlife managers and researchers in decision-making and information 

exchange, nonhunting stakeholders become distrusting of a system they believe to be biased and 

which does not reflect their values nor experiences (Madden 2004, Zajac et al. 2012, Lute and 

Gore 2014). Hunters may also lose trust in management agencies when their knowledge of wildlife 

populations is neither solicited by managers nor reflected in management decisions (Mangun et al. 

2007). For instance, several deer hunters we interviewed expressed mistrust in IN-DNR decisions 

when it did not specify how deer quotas or hunting zones were determined. Thus, our research 

highlights that stakeholder experiences with wildlife management and attendant knowledge 

production practices comprise a critical yet overlooked feedback loop within the IABM, one that 

either creates or reinforces dynamics of trust, power, and conflict in wildlife management.  

Overall, the power-knowledge dynamics captured by our interviews contribute an important 

layer of complexity to deer and wildlife management. Complexity has traditionally implied 

‘adding more demographics of people’ to wildlife management plans, rather than envisioning the 

multiple and often opposing emotions, beliefs, norms, and values that one person or group 

simultaneously holds towards wildlife and social ‘others.’ In Indiana, for example, we found that 

allowing deer hunting on private lands conflicts with rural residents’ desires to spend time enjoying 

and working the land that they legally own. Within urban spaces, the practice of hunting conflicts 

with perceived norms regarding the right to live safely and securely on one’s property. As they 

become articulated in management discourses, these struggles over land rights can discredit the 

legitimacy of opposing groups’ knowledge and deepen the rift between stakeholders (Brogden and 
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Greenberg 2003, Robbins 2006). Thus, fundamental conflicts over whose rights, values, and 

experiences are reflected within management decision-making could undermine the compromises 

required to form coalitions under multi-stakeholder contexts, like that of the public trust ideal 

(Robbins 2006). 

Management Implications 

Power and powerlessness in deer management presents an emergent barrier that prevents 

deer stakeholders from expressing certain deer-related emotions or engaging in deer management 

behaviors. As discussed above, improving relationships and transparency between stakeholders 

and managers could increase trust in deer management, reduce perceptions of bias, and potentially 

address power imbalances among stakeholders.  

Collaborative approaches that embrace a plurality of knowledge about social-ecological 

interactions can help move beyond power-laden conflicts and reach long-term conservation 

decisions (Collof et al. 2017). Since knowledge and learning comprise key feedbacks in the 

adaptive management of social-ecological systems (Folke et al. 2005), rethinking decision-making 

contexts to elevate diverse local knowledge and experiences would provide insight about potential, 

localized management scenarios while improving trust and transparency between agencies and 

their publics (Sjölander-Lidqvist et al. 2015; Riley et al. 2018, Zimmerman et al. 2021). Fostering 

knowledge plurality, however, is not easy; practitioners need to establish safe, neutral decision 

spaces where different understandings and values can be equitably expressed and peacefully 

negotiated (Brugnach and Ingram 2012).  

Our research suggests that wildlife managers could benefit from using value-based 

approaches to establish a direct and iterative collaboration with diverse stakeholders, which will 

help to integrate abstract goals like social-ecological balance with specific strategies to reduce 

human-wildlife conflict (Slagle et al. 2018). Among our interviewees, many hunters, rural 

landowners, and urban residents expressed some sense of responsibility to care for the environment 

or deer populations specifically. While these stakeholders disagreed over the ethics and safety of 

hunting, they generally agreed on goals of deer management: balancing the natural ecosystem, 

reducing deer impacts to livelihoods and land uses, and protecting the well-being of both deer and 

human populations. As suggested by Lute and Gore (2014), collaboratively defining a value for 
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stewardship could help multi-stakeholder groups compromise on wildlife management objectives 

and justifications. Shared values could also overcome frequent divides between hunters and animal 

rights advocates, who stand at opposing ends of the wildlife value continuum (Patterson et al. 

2003). It remains crucial, however, to not only identify common values but to define a collective 

meaning for each value and how it applies to wildlife management approaches (Patterson et al. 

2003, Slagle et al. 2018). 

2.6 Conclusion  

Our findings reaffirm that human-wildlife conflicts should be understood within the local, 

social-ecological contexts in which they occur (Zimmerman et al. 2021) and demonstrates an 

approach for doing so. Case studies like ours can help to elucidate the diversity of human 

perceptions of and interactions with wildlife that exists within a given state or locality and the 

range of possible management approaches. We provided in-depth contextual descriptions to help 

other researchers and practitioners judge how sensible it would be to transfer our findings to similar 

situations (Tracy 2010; Neuman 2011). Yet our specific findings should not be assumed to apply 

straightforwardly and unproblematically to other contexts, even when similar cultural, natural, or 

socioeconomic patterns exist (Zimmerman et al., 2021). For instance, our findings represent 

human-deer interactions in Indiana and may not be transferrable to states with more public land 

and mutualism orientations or weaker hunting traditions. Critically, we acknowledge that our 

sample lacks racial and ethnic diversity—partly due to our sampling strategy—and thus does not 

reflect the knowledge of non-White populations in Indiana, nor how they might transcend typical 

demographic categorizations. Black, Indigenous, and People of Color (BIPOC) have historically 

been excluded from research and decision-making in natural resource management (Yarbrough 

2015; Warren 2021). Yet as the events of 2020 have brought social justice concerns to the forefront 

of environmental thinking (Hoover and Lim 2021), we must work harder than ever to include 

BIPOC perspectives in our research and practice. Future research informed by this study will 

attempt to capture a wider diversity of perspectives on human-deer interactions in Indiana.   

Our research demonstrates that a CAS operates at the individual scale, comprised of 

multiple, interacting components of human cognition that influence one’s perceptions of deer and 

deer management. Although currently understudied, emotions constitute a deeply influential 
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response to human-deer interactions that should not be passed off as irrational nor boxed into 

dichotomous emotions about “Bambi” versus “big bucks.” These emotions mediate relationships 

between people’s values for wildlife or nature and their beliefs about appropriate management 

(Sponarski et al. 2015), thus driving social conflicts over how wildlife should be managed and for 

whom (Redpath et al. 2015). Such power-laden conflicts have too frequently been excluded from 

human-wildlife and social-ecological models, yet our work highlights that perceived power 

imbalances influence not only human emotions and behaviors but also their trust in governance 

structures. Simply adding more categories of people or their responses to a model of human-

wildlife interactions serves to reduce its multi-scalar complexity and its power to explain why 

human-wildlife or human-human conflicts persist while other interactions, like coexistence, 

remain elusive. Ultimately, considering human emotions and power dynamics in wildlife 

governance will help to realize a better balance between social and ecological well-being. 
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3.1 Abstract 

Emotions pervade human-wildlife relationships across social identities and cultures. Yet 

research on how emotions influence the cognitive processing of wildlife encounters remains 

sparse. In this study, we quantify the role of anticipated emotions in processing hypothetical 

encounters with white-tailed deer (Odocoileus virginianus). In 2021, we surveyed Indiana 

residents about deer and deer management (n = 1806). Under four hypothetical deer encounters, 

we estimated the structural relationships among respondents’ general attitudes towards deer, 

mutualist wildlife beliefs, scenario-specific emotions, and scenario-specific lethal control 

acceptability. Emotions mediated 14% of the effect of general attitudes on lethal control 

acceptability when encountering a fawn and completely mediated this effect when encountering a 

diseased deer. Our findings suggest that emotions work together with cognitions to process stimuli 

in a human-wildlife encounter and make a normative decision. Accounting for emotions in 

decision-making will help practitioners develop more effective and socially accepted approaches 

to wildlife conservation and management. 

3.2 Introduction 

Human emotions infuse our relationships with nature and wildlife, at different times 

evoking solitude and spirituality (Long et al. 2006, McKay et al. 2018), awe and enjoyment 

(McIntosh and Wright 2017, Hicks and Stewart 2020), or fear and frustration (Jacobs et al. 2014, 

Hill 2015). They also escalate social conflicts over such nature and wildlife, which often amplify 

a preservation-versus-use duality (Buijs and Lawrence 2013, Madden and McQuinn 2014). 

Perhaps no medium has been as influential in popularizing this conflict as Walt Disney’s Bambi. 

From the death of young Bambi’s mother to the fiery hunt for Bambi as an adult buck, the film 
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became an emotional appeal against hunting and mankind’s domination over nature in favor of 

nurturing an idyllic and vulnerable forest (Hastings 1996). This elicited backlash from hunters 

outraged by the film’s depiction of their practices and produced an enduring conflict pitting 

supporters of ethical hunting against the “excessive sentimentality” of those supporting animal 

rights, humaneness, and wilderness preservation (Lutts 1992, 161). While, scientifically, the pro- 

versus anti-hunting debate is classified as a clash of value orientations (Teel and Manfredo 2010), 

we see emotions exacerbate social animosities through derogatory slurs like “Bambi-killer” versus 

“Bambi-lover” (Cartmill 1993, Hastings 1996). 

Yet much more complexity and multidimensionality underlie human emotions towards 

wildlife. These emotions shift with place (i.e., of encounter or attachment; Halpenny 2010, Jacobs 

and Vaske 2019), power relations (González-Hidalgo and Zografos 2020), spiritual or cultural 

meanings (Blumenthal 1990, Gogoi 2018), and the type of animal encountered (Nyhus 2016). 

Wildlife like deer, which may initially seem harmless, can elicit feelings of fear, anxiety, and anger 

depending on the person and their deer-related experiences (Stinchcomb et al. 2022).  

Despite the pervasiveness of emotions in society and popular culture, their influence on 

behaviors and preferences for wildlife remains understudied in the North American context 

(Jacobs 2012, Jacobs and Vaske 2019). Scholars attribute this in part to a pervading institutional 

perception that human emotions are irrational, weak, and reactive (Manfredo 2008, Hicks 2017). 

Indeed, emotional expression has historically been marginalized from Western thought, exiled into 

a feminine and private space and placed in stark opposition to masculine and publicly acceptable 

rationality (Anderson and Smith 2001, Batavia et al. 2021). Contemporary understandings 

recognize the fluidity of emotions across gendered and public/private boundaries and their 

centrality to social-political life (Thrift 2004). As such, the role of emotions in how we ‘rationalize’ 

experiences with and within nature warrants empirical investigation across disciplines. Here, we 

aim to advance emotional research in the human dimensions of wildlife by quantifying how 

emotions influence people’s cognitive processing of encounters with white-tailed deer (Odocoileus 

virginianus). 
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3.2.1 Cognition and emotion in the human dimensions of wildlife 

Research in the human dimensions of wildlife (HDW) has widely used social-

psychological theories to measure the relationships among human beliefs, attitudes, and behaviors 

towards wildlife. These theories typically describe a hierarchy of human cognition, where values 

lie at the foundation of cognitive processing and are operationalized through basic beliefs, which 

then influence more specific attitudes and norms, which finally shape behavioral intentions or 

outcomes (Fishbein and Ajzen 1975, Vaske and Donnelly 1999, Whittaker et al. 2006). As we 

move through this hierarchy, the cognitive constructs become less abstract, so that specific 

attitudes better predict behavioral outcomes than do more fundamental values. This specificity 

principle (Fishbein and Ajzen 1975) remains critical to cognitive hierarchy research because it 

recognizes the contextual dependence of human-wildlife interactions and provides criteria for how 

values, attitudes, and behaviors should be specified in quantitative research to uncover statistical 

relationships among them (Whittaker et al. 2006, Sponarski et al. 2015).  

Despite its prominence in HDW research, the cognitive hierarchy typically explains only 

half of the variation in normative evaluations of management actions (Vaske et al. 2013, Sponarski 

et al. 2015). Recent research suggests that human emotions play an influential role in processing 

human-wildlife interactions and may account in part for the remaining variability (Sponarski et al. 

2015, Gogoi 2018, Drake et al. 2020, Hicks and Stewart 2020, Straka et al. 2020). In this study, 

we use a modified cognitive hierarchy to quantify the role of emotions within this framework. 

While cognitive hierarchy models typically examine how beliefs and attitudes affect behaviors or 

behavioral intentions, we instead assess their effect on normative judgements about wildlife 

management actions, and how emotions modify that effect. Recent work employed similar models 

to analyze the role of emotions in hypothetical encounters with wolves (Jacobs et al. 2014) and 

coyotes (Sponarski et al. 2015). These studies measured emotional responses and normative 

judgements about management in several encounter scenarios, which could then be structurally 

associated with basic beliefs about and general attitudes towards the predators. Sponarski et al. 

(2015) found that emotions mediated the effects of coyote-related beliefs and attitudes on lethal 

control acceptability in all but the most severe scenario of a coyote snarling, in which underlying 

attitudes towards coyotes most strongly predicted respondent acceptability of lethal control.  

Still, research on emotions towards wildlife remains sparse and primarily focused on 

carnivore species (Slagle et al. 2012, Jacobs et al. 2014, Sponarski et al. 2015, Drake et al. 2020). 
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Few studies quantify emotions related to non-carnivorous species like ungulates. The Cervidae 

family of ungulates—including elk and deer species—persist in high densities across much of the 

United States and impact human communities through damage to agricultural crops or hobby 

gardens, vehicle collisions, and disease risk (DeNicola et al. 2000). Depending on the context, 

ungulates can elicit complex emotions, ranging from negative feelings of frustration or anxiety 

(Hill 2015, Stinchcomb et al. 2022) to positive feelings of awe, joy, or cultural connection 

(Blumenthal 1990, Hicks 2017). Yet, emotions towards these taxa have not been quantified nor 

accounted for by wildlife management agencies (Manfredo 2008).  

Since their reintroduction to Indiana in 1934, white-tailed deer (hereafter “deer”) 

populations have proliferated widely and now exist in high densities across the state (Brown and 

Parker 1997). Reported human-deer interactions are typically negative, including damage to crops 

and landscaping, vehicle collisions, and health or safety risks (DeNicola et al. 2000). To control 

deer numbers and related impacts, deer managers in Indiana widely use lethal control measures 

including licensed hunting and occasional culls on public lands (Swihart et al. 2020). Yet values 

for mutualism and coexistence are expected to be increasing, especially in urbanized areas of the 

state, which can affect public trust in management decisions (Manfredo et al. 2009, Dietsch et al. 

2019). Beyond hunters and farmers, however, the social perceptions of deer and deer management 

had not been assessed before 2021. The authors of an exploratory qualitative study found emotions 

to be highly influential in shaping perceptions of deer and deer management, regardless of 

stakeholder identity. Emotions expressed towards deer depended on the type of deer encountered, 

its behavior, and the individual’s prior experiences and existing values, motivations, and beliefs 

related to deer and deer management (Stinchcomb et al. 2022). In this case, emotions and 

cognitions did not act separately when processing experiences with deer but were intertwined in a 

complex cognitive system. 

3.2.2 Conceptual Model 

In this study, we examine how anticipated emotions within hypothetical human-deer 

encounters influence the acceptability of lethal control among residents of Indiana. Our modified 

cognitive hierarchy model includes mutualistic beliefs about wildlife, general attitudes towards 

deer, and scenario-specific emotional dispositions and judgements about lethal control 
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acceptability. We define beliefs broadly as statements or ideas that an individual takes as truths, 

even if they are not true in fact (Vaske and Manfredo 2012). Sets of wildlife-related beliefs “orient” 

underlying values to wildlife and confer personal meaning to human-wildlife interactions 

(Manfredo and Dayer 2004, Whittaker et al. 2006). Previous scholarship demonstrates that these 

Wildlife Value Orientations exist on a continuum from domination to mutualism and 

fundamentally explain individual variation in attitudes related to wildlife and their management 

(Teel and Manfredo 2010, Dietsch et al. 2019).  

Attitudes are defined as “a mental state reflected by cognitive (e.g., beliefs) and affective 

(e.g., emotions) components” (Sponarski et al. 2015:240). More generally, attitudes comprise a 

directional evaluation (i.e., positive or negative) of some object that can change with different 

situational factors (Whittaker et al. 2006, Vaske and Manfredo 2012). For example, attitudes 

towards deer may vary depending on where one encounters them (e.g., natural area vs. private 

property), what the deer is doing (e.g., resting vs. eating crops), and the age or sex class of the deer 

(e.g., a large buck vs. a young fawn). Attitudes towards wildlife management are typically 

measured as the acceptability of specific actions to control a wildlife population. Following 

Bruskotter et al. (2009), we conceptualize management acceptability as “a judgement or decision 

regarding the appropriateness of a particular action or policy” (121). Such normative judgements 

about wildlife management are influenced most significantly by cognitive factors—such as one’s 

beliefs about the impacts associated with a species and general attitudes towards that species—and 

to a lesser extent by one’s social identity or affiliations (Bruskotter et al. 2009).  

 Generally, emotions consist of physiological, cognitive, and behavioral responses to 

external stimuli which influence motivation, memory, information processing, and decision-

making (Izard 2007, Jacobs 2012). Emotions interact dynamically with values, beliefs, and 

attitudes to produce an evaluation or judgment about a stimulus, and this evaluation differs among 

individuals. For instance, individuals who value wildlife existence may exhibit a stronger 

emotional response to lethal control measures than would an individual who remains distanced 

from wildlife or values personal property over wildlife protection.  

The cognitive process of understanding or reflecting on an emotional experience is 

encompassed by emotional dispositions (Sponarski et al. 2015). Representing underlying mental 

traits, emotional dispositions reflect one’s identity, are always present, and remain relatively stable 

over time (Jacobs and Vaske 2019). Cognitively, individuals use these dispositions as criteria to 
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appraise a stimulus and judge its emotional relevance (Sponarski et al. 2015). Specific emotional 

dispositions towards wildlife typically evoke strong memories or personal experiences (Vaske et 

al. 2013) and predict behavioral decisions or normative judgments like the acceptability of 

management (Jacobs and Vaske 2019). Emotional dispositions thus offer a means to better 

measure and interpret emotional responses to wildlife. 

Here, we measured Indiana residents’ anticipated emotional response to a deer encounter 

using discrete emotional dispositions, cross-culturally recognized, such as fear, joy, anger, or 

anxiety (Izard 2007, Sponarski et al. 2015, Jacobs and Vaske 2019). We examine the degree to 

which emotions mediate the cognitive relationship among beliefs, attitudes, and management 

acceptability, and how this mediation changes with the type of deer encountered. Based on the 

specificity principle, we expect mutualistic beliefs and general attitudes to influence scenario-

specific emotional dispositions. These emotions and cognitions should, together but differentially, 

influence the acceptability of lethal control in each deer encounter scenario (Figure 3.1). 

Specifically, we hypothesize that: 

(1) People who hold positive general attitudes towards deer will overall be less accepting of 

lethal control of deer regardless of the encounter scenario.  

(2) People who hold more mutualist beliefs towards deer will overall be less accepting of lethal 

control of deer regardless of the encounter scenario. 

(3) Emotional responses will mediate the relationship between mutualist beliefs and general 

attitudes on the acceptability of lethal deer control. 

(4) The mediating effect of emotions will differ depending on the type of deer encountered or 

its behaviour. 
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3.3 Materials and Methods 

3.3.1 Data Collection 

To quantify Indiana residents’ perceptions, values, attitudes, beliefs, and emotions about 

deer and deer management, we implemented a state-wide survey from June through August 2021. 

Prior to data collection, our study design was approved by the Institutional Review Board of 

Purdue University. We sampled 6,000 residents randomly within a 2x4 stratified design. The 

higher-order stratum separated residents equally into 3,000 customers of the Indiana Department 

of Fish & Wildlife (DFW) and 3,000 non-customers (non-DFW). Within each of these strata, we 

randomly sampled 750 tax parcel addresses from four landscape types: forest, farmland, developed 

area, and ‘integration.’ We drew the ‘integration’ sub-sample from addresses within 6.4x6.4 km 

(4x4 mi) grids where ecological data have been collected by our colleagues (e.g., Delisle et al. 

2022). We used ESRI ArcPro software to sample each stratum. Data were obtained from the 

IndianaMap geospatial database, the Indiana Department of Local Government and Finance, and 

the DFW. Addresses were checked for duplicates, blanks, and public or corporate ownership and 

re-sampled as necessary. 

Survey dissemination followed Dillman’s (2014) Tailored-Design Method. We sent all 

questionnaires via postal mail with an option to take the survey online indicated on a cover letter. 

Figure 3.1. Hypothesized structural relationships among general 

attitudes towards deer, mutualist wildlife beliefs, scenario-specific 

anticipated emotions, and scenario-specific lethal control 

acceptability. 
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Each sampled resident was sent a pre-notification postcard, followed a week later by a survey 

packet, and a reminder postcard sent to non-respondents two weeks after first contact. We 

conducted three mailings in total, with the final two mailings sent to residents who had not yet 

responded via mail or online.  

We received 1806 responses with 500 undeliverable, deceased, or otherwise ineligible for 

a response rate of 33%. We checked for non-response bias by comparing key demographic 

characteristics of our sample to the corresponding census data for Indiana. We used chi-squared 

tests to determine whether significant differences existed between our sample proportions and 

those expected at the state level. We consider the implications of non-response bias in our 

Discussion. 

3.3.2 Analysis 

We used structural equation modelling to examine how emotions influence the relationship 

among deer-related basic beliefs, attitudes, and management preferences (Figure 3.1). Anticipated 

emotions and management preferences were measured in each of four hypothetical encounters 

with deer. We developed these encounters based on recent qualitative work (Stinchcomb et al. 

2022) showing that emotions expressed among Indiana residents typically depend on the age 

and/or sex of the deer encountered (e.g., buck vs. fawn) and how the deer behaves (e.g., foraging 

normally, eating crops, or appearing sick or emaciated). We thus chose to compare two classes of 

deer—a large buck and a fawn—and two behaviors—eating the nearest plants and looking 

diseased—for our encounter scenarios. In each scenario, the respondent was asked to imagine 

themselves walking on their property or in their neighborhood when the deer is encountered. 

Mutualism beliefs and general attitudes were reported elsewhere in the survey and thus did not 

vary with scenario context.  

 The structural model comprises 19 observed items, organized into four latent variables: 

mutualist beliefs about wildlife (7 items), general attitudes towards deer (4 items), scenario-

specific anticipated emotions (7 items per scenario), and the scenario-specific acceptability of 

lethal deer control (1 item per scenario).  

Mutualist beliefs about wildlife were: “To what extent do you disagree or agree with the 

following statements about wildlife in general: (i) Animals should have rights similar to the rights 
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of humans; (ii) I view all living things as part of one big family; (iii) I feel a strong emotional bond 

with animals; (iv) I care about animals as much as I do about people; (v) We should strive for a 

world where humans and wildlife can live side by side without fear; (vi) I value the sense of 

companionship I receive from animals; (vii) Wildlife are like my family and I want to protect 

them?” We measured belief items on a 5-point Likert-type scale, recoded -2 to 2 for analysis where 

-2 = “Strongly Disagree” and 2 = “Strongly Agree.” The four general attitudes questions were: “In 

general, do you think of deer as: (i) bad/good; (ii) dangerous/harmless; (iii) detrimental/beneficial; 

(iv) nuisance/asset?” We measured each attitude on a 5-point bipolar scale, recoded from -2 to 2 

for analysis. For example, the question “In general, do you think of deer as dangerous/harmless,” 

was recoded as (-2) very dangerous; (-1) slightly dangerous; (0) neither dangerous nor harmless; 

(1) slightly harmless; (2) very harmless. The same scale applies to the remaining attitudes, 

replacing the adjective.  

  Anticipated emotions were based on each hypothetical scenario of encountering deer. We 

measured emotional responses on 5-point semantic differential scales. For example, given 

Scenario 2, “While walking on your property or in your neighborhood, a large buck (male deer) 

appears and stops on the path in front of you, then looks your way,” the respondent was asked, “to 

what extent would you feel the following: (i) nervous/calm; (ii) unexcited/excited; (iii) 

upset/pleased; (iv) tense/relaxed; (v) scared/not scared; (vi) sad/joyful; (vii) alert/not alert?” Items 

were recoded from -2 (e.g., upset) to 2 (e.g., pleased) for analysis. We asked respondents to report 

their anticipated emotions in each of the four scenarios.  

 In each scenario, we also asked the respondent, “Under this scenario, how unacceptable or 

acceptable would it be for the following management actions: (i) lethal control; (ii) nonlethal 

control; (iii) advise & monitor; (iv) do nothing/no management?” For this paper, we analyze how 

scenarios change the acceptability of lethal control, since it is the primary method of deer 

management in Indiana, encompassing licensed hunting and culling or sharpshooting.  

We used confirmatory factor analysis to validate the distinctions among observed 

indicators and the latent variables they measure. We evaluated the internal consistency (i.e., 

measurement reliability) of the mutualism beliefs, general attitude, and anticipated emotions latent 

constructs using Cronbach’s alpha (Cronbach 1951). Once we established validity and reliability 

of the measurement models, we estimated the structural model (Figure 3.1) four times, once per 

scenario, using scenario-specific data for the anticipated emotion and lethal control variables. For 
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each scenario, we evaluated the overall model fit using a variety of criteria established by Hu and 

Bentler (1999), including chi-square (∆χ2, χ2/df), Root Mean Square Error of Approximation 

(RMSEA; acceptable value .05 to .08), comparative fit index (CFI; acceptable value > 0.90), and 

Tucker-Lewis index (TLI; acceptable value > 0.90).  

To test for the mediating role of emotions, we examined the direct, indirect, and total effects 

of general attitudes and mutualism beliefs on lethal control acceptability. The proportion of effect 

mediated by emotions was calculated as the indirect effect through emotions divided by the total 

effect for each construct. We evaluated how deer type and behavior influences the effects of 

beliefs, attitudes, and emotions on lethal control by comparing changes in these effects between 

scenario 2 and scenario 3 (large buck vs. fawn) and between scenario 1 and scenario 4 (eating 

nearest plants vs. looking diseased).  

Only 14 out of 1806 responses showed missing values across the variables of interest. Since 

this represents a small proportion, we used the Maximum Likelihood Estimator (MLE) with 

missing values method for all model estimations. We report standardized coefficients to compare 

model fit and estimates across scenarios. All estimations and analyses were conducted using the 

sem package in STATA IC v 16.1 (StataCorp 2021).  

3.4 Results 

Survey respondents were 76% male and 23% female, overwhelmingly White/Caucasian 

(92%), with an average age of 60 and an average of 51 years of residency in Indiana (Table 3.1). 

Respondents self-identified primarily as either rural residents (43%) or urban residents (25%), with 

only 12% identifying as primarily deer hunters and 12% as primarily farmers or ranchers (Table 

1).  

Across our final sample, respondents generally felt positively towards white-tailed deer, 

reporting them as mostly harmless, good, beneficial, and an asset, but residents showed mixed 

agreement and disagreement on mutualism beliefs with mean values ranging from -0.51 [animal 

rights] to 0.69 [companionship] (Table 3.2). Residents exhibited mostly positive anticipated 

emotions when encountering an adult deer eating plants (scenario 1) and a fawn (scenario 3), 

increased alertness when encountering a large buck (scenario 2), and mostly negative emotions 

when encountering a diseased deer (scenario 4). Lethal control was generally rated as unacceptable 
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across the first three scenarios, with the least acceptable rating occurring when encountering a 

fawn (mean = -1.34). The average lethal control rating switched to acceptable when encountering 

a diseased deer (mean = 0.92; Table 3.2). 

Confirmatory factor analysis empirically verified the convergent validity of observed 

indicators for our latent constructs and the discriminant validity among those constructs (i.e., 

general attitudes, mutualist beliefs, and anticipated emotions). All measurement indicators loaded 

onto their associated latent variable with factor loadings ≥ 0.61 except for the fifth mutualism 

belief (WVO11) which showed a factor loading of 0.59. We kept the fifth mutualism belief in the 

model due to acceptable convergent validity and item reliability. Anticipated emotions 

Unexcited/Excited and Alert/Not Alert showed factor loadings between 0.13 and 0.55 for most 

deer encounter scenarios (Table 3.2). We removed these two anticipated emotion items because 

they showed higher alpha-if-item-removed statistics than the overall Cronbach’s alpha for three 

out of four emotions scales (Table 3.2).  

Overall, reliabilities of items measuring general attitudes towards deer and mutualist 

beliefs were high (Cronbach’s alpha = 0.87, 0.85 respectively). Reliabilities for the five remaining 

anticipated emotions in each of the four encounter scenarios were also high (Table 3.2). Post-

estimation tests confirmed the convergent and discriminant validity of each structural model. 

Across the four scenarios, the structural models fit the data adequately with RMSEA values ≤ 

0.08, CLI values > 0.89, and TLI values ≥ 0.87. 
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Table 3.1. Observed proportions on characteristics of survey respondents (n = 1806) and overall 

proportions from the Indiana population

  
n 

 Sample 

proportion  

Statewide 

proportiona 

Primary Self-Identity  1771   

    Farmer/Rancher  .12 .01b 

    Woodland Owner  .08 .04c 

    Deer Hunter  .12 .01d 

    Urban Area Resident  .25 .62e 

    Rural Resident  .43 .38e 

Gender 1749   

    Man  .76 .49 

    Woman  .23 .51 

Ethnicity 1717   

    White/Caucasian  .92 .62 

    Black/African American  .01 .12 

    Hispanic/LatinX  .00 .19 

    Asian/Asian American  .01 .06 

    Native American/Alaska Native  .00 .01 

    Pacific Islander  .00 .00 

Household Income 1562   

    < $50,000  .25 .43 

    $50,000 - $99,999  .38 .32 

    $100,000 - $199,999  .30 .20 

    > $200,000  .07 .05 

Highest Education 1731   

    High school or less  .32 .44 

    Associates degree or some college  .31 .29 

    College or graduate degree  .37 .27 

Age 1806   

    18 to 24  .01 .10 

    25 to 44  .15 .26 

    45 to 64  .39 .25 

    65 and older  .41 .17 
aData from 2019 U.S. Census and American Community Survey, unless otherwise noted. Total Population 

of Indiana = 6.732 million 
b2017 USDA Census of Agriculture, Indiana 
c2018 USDA National Woodland Owner Survey 
d2019 Indiana White-Tailed Deer Report 
ePurdue University Extension Report, “Population Trends in Indiana.” Proportions of the population 

living in urban counties and mixed rural or rural counties.  
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Table 3.2. Summary, Factor Loadings, and Reliability of Structural Equation Model Variables 

Variable Description Mean Std Dev 
Standardized 

Factor Loading 

Item-Total 

Correlation 

Alpha if item 

deleted 

Cronbach's 

alpha 

General Attitudes 
     

0.87 

In general, do you think of deer as: 
      

ATT_BG Bad/Good 1.02 1.02 0.70 0.66 0.85 
 

ATT_DH Dangerous/Harmless 0.67 1.14 0.71 0.67 0.85 
 

ATT_DB Detrimental/Beneficial 0.58 1.12 0.88 0.79 0.80 
 

ATT_NA Nuisance/Asset 0.54 1.22 0.85 0.76 0.81 
 

Mutualism Beliefs 
     

0.85 

WVO2 
Animals should have rights similar to 

the rights of humans 
-0.51 1.27 0.62 0.56 0.83  

WVO4 
I view all living things as part of one 

big family 
0.35 1.26 0.75 0.66 0.82  

WVO6 
I feel a strong emotional bond with 

animals 
0.27 1.15 0.61 0.58 0.83  

WVO8 
I care about animals as much as I do 

about people 
-0.13 1.29 0.62 0.58 0.83  

WVO11 

We should strive for a world where 

humans and wildlife can live side by 

side without fear 

0.36 1.25 0.59 0.53 0.84  

WVO12 
I value the sense of companionship I 

receive from animals 
0.69 1.09 0.65 0.62 0.83  

WVO13 
Wildlife are like my family and I want 

to protect them 
-0.04 1.21 0.84 0.73 0.81  
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Table 3.2 continued 

Emotional Dispositions 
      

Scenario 1 

An adult deer appears and stops on the 

path in front of you, then begins eating 

the nearest plants 
     

0.83 

 

In this scenario to what extent would 

you feel... 
      

s1_EM1 Nervous/Calm 0.99 1.12 0.70 0.62 0.79 
 

s1_EM2 Unexcited/Excited 0.82 1.06 0.34 0.35 0.83 
 

s1_EM3 Upset/Pleased 0.95 1.07 0.74 0.71 0.78 
 

s1_EM4 Tense/Relaxed 0.89 1.11 0.90 0.78 0.77 
 

s1_EM5 Scared/Not scared 1.10 1.10 0.87 0.73 0.78 
 

s1_EM6 Sad/Joyful 1.00 0.99 0.73 0.72 0.78 
 

s1_EM7 Alert/Not Alert -0.12 1.37 0.25 0.22 0.87 
 

Scenario 2 

A large buck (male deer) appears and 

stops on the path in front of you, then 

looks your way 
     

0.86 

 

In this scenario to what extent would 

you feel... 
      

s2_EM1 Nervous/Calm 0.42 1.33 0.77 0.74 0.83 
 

s2_EM2 Unexcited/Excited 1.04 0.98 0.44 0.42 0.87 
 

s2_EM3 Upset/Pleased 0.88 1.10 0.78 0.76 0.83 
 

s2_EM4 Tense/Relaxed 0.43 1.24 0.86 0.81 0.82 
 

s2_EM5 Scared/Not scared 0.72 1.21 0.92 0.81 0.82 
 

s2_EM6 Sad/Joyful 0.94 0.99 0.72 0.70 0.84 
 

s2_EM7 Alert/Not Alert -0.51 1.42 0.36 0.32 0.90 
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Table 3.2 continued 

Scenario 3 

A fawn (baby deer) appears and stops 

on the path in front of you, then looks 

your way 
     

0.85 

 

In this scenario to what extent would 

you feel... 
      

s3_EM1 Nervous/Calm 1.27 1.05 0.78 0.72 0.82 
 

s3_EM2 Unexcited/Excited 1.21 0.98 0.55 0.54 0.84 
 

s3_EM3 Upset/Pleased 1.29 0.97 0.82 0.79 0.81 
 

s3_EM4 Tense/Relaxed 1.17 1.06 0.90 0.81 0.80 
 

s3_EM5 Scared/Not scared 1.32 1.00 0.90 0.78 0.81 
 

s3_EM6 Sad/Joyful 1.27 0.96 0.76 0.75 0.82 
 

s3_EM7 Alert/Not Alert -0.07 1.47 0.23 0.21 0.91 
 

Scenario 4 
An adult deer appears and stops on the 

path in front of you, looking diseased 
     

0.81 

 

In this scenario to what extent would 

you feel... 
      

s4_EM1 Nervous/Calm -0.26 1.29 0.83 0.62 0.76 
 

s4_EM2 Unexcited/Excited -0.03 1.10 0.13 0.21 0.83 
 

s4_EM3 Upset/Pleased -0.87 1.01 0.52 0.62 0.77 
 

s4_EM4 Tense/Relaxed -0.31 1.12 0.94 0.73 0.74 
 

s4_EM5 Scared/Not scared 0.13 1.22 0.76 0.59 0.77 
 

s4_EM6 Sad/Joyful -1.05 1.05 0.40 0.54 0.78 
 

s4_EM7 Alert/Not Alert -0.84 1.15 0.46 0.49 0.79 
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Table 3.2 continued 

Management Option 
      

s1_mg1 
Scenario 1: How acceptable is lethal 

control? 
-0.70 1.47 

    

s2_mg1 
Scenario 2: How acceptable is lethal 

control? 
-0.62 1.51 

    

s3_mg1 
Scenario 3: How acceptable is lethal 

control? 
-1.34 1.20 

    

s4_mg1 
Scenario 4: How acceptable is lethal 

control? 
0.92 1.41 
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 Figure 3.2. Structural equation model results for each deer encounter scenario. Proportion of effect mediated by emotions (PM) 

is calculated as the indirect effect of general attitudes or mutualist beliefs over their total effect on lethal control acceptability, in 

absolute value. Indirect effect = path from attitudes to emotions * emotions to lethal control, e.g., in (a): indirect effect = 0.461*0.063 

= 0.029. Total effect = indirect + direct effect, e.g., -0.396+0.029 = -0.367. |PM| = 0.029/|-0.367| = 0.079. Stars depict effect 

significance. *: p < 0.05; **: p < 0.001.
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Emotions interact with deer class or behavior to influence lethal control acceptability 

Our first two hypotheses, that people with more positive attitudes (H1) and more mutualist 

beliefs (H2) would be overall less accepting of lethal control, generally held across all four 

scenarios. In the fourth scenario, encountering a deer looking diseased, respondents with more 

positive attitudes towards deer showed a slight overall acceptance of lethal control (𝜆 = 0.017), but 

this direct effect was insignificant. Mutualist beliefs consistently showed a strong, significant 

effect on decreasing respondents’ acceptability of lethal control (-0.419 < 𝜆 < -0.201; Figure 3.2). 

We expected anticipated emotions to mediate the relationships between general attitudes 

and lethal control acceptability and between mutualist beliefs and lethal control acceptability to 

some degree in all scenarios (H3). Our data produced differential support for this hypothesis across 

the scenarios. In the first scenario, encountering a deer eating the nearest plants, anticipated 

emotions mediated 8% of the overall effect of general attitudes on lethal control acceptability. 

Emotions showed only 2% mediation of this effect when encountering a large buck. Emotional 

mediation nearly doubled from scenario 1 to 14% when encountering a fawn and reached nearly 

150% when encountering a diseased deer (Figure 3.2). Anticipated emotions showed very little 

mediating influence over the effect of mutualist beliefs on lethal control acceptability, with a 

maximum of 5% of this effect mediated when encountering a diseased deer and only 2% mediated 

when encountering a fawn (Figure 3.2). 

As hypothesized, the class of deer encountered affected the relationship among general 

attitudes, anticipated emotions, and lethal control acceptability (H4). Comparing the hypothetical 

encounters of a large buck versus a fawn, our data show that the direct effect of anticipated 

emotions on lethal control acceptability becomes statistically significant when encountering a fawn 

as opposed to a buck. Moreover, the indirect effect of general attitudes on lethal control 

acceptability (through anticipated emotions) increases in magnitude when encountering a fawn, 

while the total effect of general attitudes decreases. About 14% of the effect of attitudes is thus 

subsumed (or mediated) by anticipated emotions in the fawn scenario, compared to 2% in the large 

buck scenario (Figure 3.2). Together, these results indicate that the influence of anticipated 

emotions on resident preferences for deer management changes depending on the type of deer 

encountered and becomes much more prominent when encountering a young fawn, as we initially 

hypothesized (H4).  
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 The behavior displayed by a deer also differentially affected the relationships in our 

structural model (H4). When encountering a deer eating the nearest plants, anticipated emotions 

had an insignificant effect on the acceptability of lethal control. Instead, positive general attitudes 

and mutualist beliefs both directly and significantly decreased lethal control acceptability (Figure 

3.2). Conversely, when encountering a diseased deer, the entire effect of general attitudes on lethal 

control acceptability became mediated through anticipated emotions, with the direct effect 

becoming insignificant. Here, our data showed the largest and most significant direct effect of 

anticipated emotions on lethal control among all four scenarios (Figure 3.2). The direct effect of 

mutualist beliefs on lethal control remained strong and highly significant, with more mutualist 

beliefs decreasing respondents’ acceptance of lethal control for a diseased deer. 

3.5 Discussion 

As hypothesized, anticipated emotions showed the strongest influence over the relationship 

between general attitudes and lethal control acceptability in two hypothetical deer encounters: 

encountering a fawn and encountering a diseased deer. Encountering a fawn doubled the mediation 

role of emotions compared to encountering a large buck, suggesting that positive feelings of joy, 

pleasure, and calm play a stronger role in residents’ processing of an encounter with a young 

ungulate than do negative feelings of anxiety or alertness when faced with a potentially threatening 

adult ungulate. Since mutualistic beliefs consistently decreased lethal control acceptability across 

both scenarios, our data suggest that this “Bambi” effect is driven more by emotional responses 

than by underlying beliefs; thus, the popularized clash over Bambi and what it represents may be 

one of emotional elicitation as opposed to wildlife values. Future studies should examine whether 

emotional responses differ with wildlife age classes across taxa, including predator species. 

Emotional responses skyrocketed when respondents imagined encountering a diseased 

deer, mediating the entire effect of general attitudes on lethal control acceptability, and even 

mediating about 5% of the effect of mutualistic beliefs. Drawing from qualitative research on 

Indiana residents’ perceptions of deer, this implies that simply imagining the sufferings of deer 

can shift normative judgments about deer management towards an overwhelming acceptance of 

lethal control measures like culling (Stinchcomb et al. 2022). Alternatively, this spike in emotions 

could result from a fear of disease transmission to other deer or to humans. In hypothetical 
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encounters with wolves and coyotes, the fear of being attacked drove a stronger effect of emotions 

on lethal control acceptability (Vaske et al. 2013, Sponarski et al. 2015). Ungulates and predators 

thus elicit similar emotional dispositions under certain scenarios. Ungulates, however, can also 

elicit concerns about animal welfare—shifting the subject of emotional projection from oneself to 

the animal—whereas this emotional response remains undocumented in studies of human-predator 

encounters.  

In contrast, emotions showed no effect on normative judgments about how to manage an 

adult deer eating the nearest plants. This lack of effect could be due to how we presented this 

scenario. We wanted to capture a generalized interaction that could apply to everyone in our state-

wide sample. Thus, for an urban/suburban resident “eating the nearest plants” might mean the 

grass on the side of the neighbourhood road or their own ornamentals; while for a farmer walking 

their property, those plants could be their soybean crops. Our data might have elicited a larger 

effect if we had specified “eating the nearest crops, seedlings, or ornamentals,” as deer damage to 

these plants tend to elicit frustration compared to a seemingly harmless deer grazing on the 

roadside. As presented “eating the nearest plants” acted as a control scenario in which emotions 

had no effect, leaving hierarchical cognitions (i.e., beliefs and attitudes) to predict lethal control 

acceptability. This scenario does help to show, however, that other types of human-deer 

interactions elicit emotional responses, specifically those involving more extreme and rare 

encounters. 

Several recent studies analyzed the roles of emotions and cognitions simultaneously and 

argued for the importance of studying them together, rather than separately (Hill 2015). We move 

beyond this argument to suggest that emotions should be considered a component of the cognitive 

system (LeDoux and Brown 2017). Conceptualizing the mind as complex and adaptive allows us 

to account for dynamic feedbacks among cognitions, emotions, personal experiences, and external 

forces including social, political, and ecological stimuli (Holling 2001, Jochum et al. 2014). These 

feedbacks oppose the linearity of a cognitive hierarchy model and help to explain when, where, 

and how different emotions shift attitudes towards wildlife, even when underlying values remain 

similar (Jacobs and Vaske 2019, Stinchcomb et al. 2022). Differential roles of cognition and 

emotion, then, are attributed to the bundle of stimuli being processed (LeDoux and Brown 2017). 

As shown in our study, while an adult deer eating plants may produce minimal emotional stimuli, 

a fawn or a diseased deer stimulate complex emotions that shape people’s normative judgements 
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about acceptable management. Moreover, cognitively reflecting on emotional memories, or 

emotional imagery of wildlife (Straka et al. 2020), can shift one cognition about wildlife and their 

management to another.  

Our work, along with several other studies on human emotions towards wildlife and the 

environment, clearly demonstrate that emotions are not confined to private, feminized spaces but, 

rather, felt across various constituent groups to comparable intensities (Nightingale 2011, Buijs 

and Lawrence 2013, McIntosh and Wright 2017). Scholarship in political ecology reveals how 

people’s understandings of the social-ecological world are embodied, subjective, and mediated by 

feeling (Thien 2005) and interact every day with conflicting subjectivities and power relations 

(González-Hidalgo and Zografos 2020). Such emotional conflicts over bodies, spaces, and ways 

of being underly most social struggles over the use, access to, and control of wildlife and other 

natural resources (Sultana 2011). Engaging with affective political ecology (Singh 2018) and 

emotional geography (Anderson and Smith 2001) can help us more holistically understand how 

human emotions shape human-environmental interactions, and, more specifically, the efficacy of 

wildlife conservation and management. As such, our work contributes to the ongoing scholarly 

shift away from a duality of emotion versus reason and highlights the importance of bringing 

alternative perspectives about human emotion into conventional wildlife management approaches.  

Through participatory processes, researchers have found emotions and empathy—when 

their expression is safely supported—to be critical for understanding one’s interrelations with 

others and co-producing conservation strategies (Tremblay and Harris 2018). Empathy for 

wildlife, specifically, elevates individuals’ sense of moral obligation to nature and increases 

support for conservation (Ghasemi and Kyle 2021). When faced with perceived threats, injustices, 

or unmet needs, emotions also motivate people to organize and engage in political or 

environmental activism (Buijs and Lawrence 2013). Indeed, the word “emotion” stems 

etymologically from Latin emovere “to move out, agitate” and 16th century French émotion “a 

(social) moving, stirring, agitation” (Online Etymology Dictionary 2021). To emote is thus to 

organize feeling, thinking, and doing together (Anderson and Smith 2001). The blending of 

emotion and reason, considered a condition for compassionate conservation, allows discursive 

processes like collaborative decision-making to elucidate mutual dependencies, vulnerabilities, 

and interrelations (Batavia et al. 2021). As Batavia et al. (2021:4-5) describe, when we understand 
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compassion to mean passively suffering with, it reveals how we can “beget concern for all living 

beings…by recognizing that they, too, are embedded within and susceptible to the world.”  

As our findings confirm, emotions are part of the cognitive process, influencing one’s 

reflections on an experience and their attitudes towards conservation and management 

possibilities. In the hypothetical encounter with a diseased deer, imagining the suffering of a non-

human being produced a shared emotional response for that suffering to end and, by implication, 

not spread to others. Opening institutional practice to the idea of thinking and feeling 

simultaneously will ‘enliven’ collective capacities to co-manage resources (Nightingale 2011, 

Vasile 2019) and imagine ways of ‘becoming with’ others, both human and nonhuman (Haraway 

2008, Singh 2018). 

Returning to deer in Indiana, enlivening management with emotions, rather than repressing 

them, will elucidate the drivers of social conflict over deer and means of expanding public 

engagement in deer management. Social conflicts are often embedded in long histories of 

contention and power imbalances, over which each new dispute intensifies group emotions 

(Madden and McQuinn 2014) and motivates further escalation of conflict (Buijs and Lawrence 

2013). Moreover, such inter-group conflicts foster mistrust in management when group needs 

remain unaddressed or not reflected in management decisions (Tremblay and Harris 2018). 

Although discussing emotional experiences can be uncomfortable (Madden and McQuinn 2014), 

doing so can uncover shared relations and moralities to wildlife (Lute and Gore 2014). A recent 

qualitative study with Indiana residents showed that hunters, rural landowners, and urban residents 

all expressed a sense of responsibility to steward deer populations, and while they disagreed over 

the morality of hunting, they generally agreed on goals for deer management (Stinchcomb et al., 

2022). As Lute and Gore (2014) suggest, collaboratively defining shared morals like stewardship 

can facilitate multi-stakeholder compromise on wildlife management objectives and help narrow 

divides between groups with opposing value orientations, like hunters and animal rights advocates 

(Patterson et al. 2003). Moreover, rousing emotions of place and compassion stimulates people to 

assess their cognitive beliefs about an issue and focus clearly on the environmental goals of a 

decision (Wilson 2008, Buijs and Lawrence 2013). It remains crucial, however, to not only identify 

shared emotions, morals, or values but to collectively define the meanings of each and how they 

apply to wildlife management approaches (Patterson et al. 2003, Slagle et al. 2018).  
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As such, our research suggests that wildlife management and conservation will benefit 

from using participatory, value-based, and goal-oriented approaches to establish an iterative 

collaboration with diverse constituents (Slagle et al. 2018). Doing so will require a deeper 

integration of social science into each stage of the planning and decision-making processes 

(Niemiec et al. 2021). Acknowledging and allowing for the expression of emotions, experiences, 

and power relations among constituents plays a crucial role in defining management problems and 

objectives by ensuring that all relevant voices are represented, and their commonalities and 

differences can be safely negotiated (Brugnach and Ingram 2012). Yet in North America, 

integrating social science and participatory planning into wildlife management still faces 

substantial barriers including institutional culture, dominant ontological assumptions, and limited 

social science capacity (Niemiec et al. 2021). 

Before concluding, we recommend caution when interpreting our results to broader 

populations, particularly in urban contexts. Compared to census data for Indiana, our sample 

contained significantly greater proportions of white/Caucasian, male, well-educated, high-income, 

and rural-dwelling respondents (Table 3.1). We attribute these differences to our sampling 

strategy, which intentionally targeted rural forestland and agricultural properties as well as existing 

customers of the Indiana DFW. We encourage future research to focus on non-traditional wildlife 

constituents in urban areas and compare their perceptions, needs, and concerns with those from 

more traditional constituents in rural areas.  

3.6 Conclusion 

Our study provides quantitative evidence that emotions are a critical part of human 

cognitions about wildlife. Even when people hold strong beliefs about wildlife or hunting, 

emotions related to deer can shift attitudes towards management approaches. In the case of white-

tailed deer, empathizing with Bambi does not necessitate opposition to hunting. Rather, the 

“Bambi effect” can be felt by anyone encountering a fawn or, more powerfully, a suffering deer. 

Here, empathy is a product of the interaction among cognitions, emotions, and situational contexts. 

Just as emotions mediate the relationship between cognitions and normative judgements, emotions 

themselves are mediated by our relationships with each other and with the spaces we inhabit. The 

experience of situated emotions therefore differs for different genders, cultures, and their 
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intersections (Batavia et al. 2021), which contests notions of homogeneity within, for example, 

rural or urban communities (Panelli et al. 2004). Similarly, emotions expressed towards one 

species of wildlife differ not only by the type of animal encountered and its behaviour, but also by 

when, where, and by whom it is encountered. It remains crucial to acknowledge the situational 

dependency of human-wildlife interactions and assess local landscapes (both social and ecological) 

prior to developing management interventions (Zimmermann et al. 2021), as interactions can 

change with variation in people, their cognitions and emotions, wildlife, landcover, and socio-

political leanings. Continuing to involve emotions in research on human-wildlife interactions, and 

conversing with political-emotional geographies, will help to elucidate when, where, and how 

emotions influence public preferences for wildlife populations and management or conservation 

outcomes. 
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 ASSESSING DETERMINANTS OF PUBLIC 

SATISFACTION WITH WHITE-TAILED DEER (ODOCOILEUS 

VIRGINIANUS) MANAGEMENT  

4.1 Abstract 

Wildlife agencies in the U.S. face mounting pressure to incorporate broader public interests 

into wildlife management so they can realize the principles of the public trust doctrine and good 

governance. Public satisfaction is a key component of good governance, but satisfaction with 

wildlife management has overwhelmingly focused on a traditional customer model (i.e., hunters, 

fishers, recreators) and wildlife-related experiences, rather than agencies and their overall 

performance. I draw from literature in political science, organization and marketing research, and 

conservation social science to develop a concept of satisfaction with wildlife management that 

includes agency performance, service quality and trust in the agency and its information. I use data 

collected from a 2021 survey of Indiana residents about white-tailed deer (Odocoileus virginianus) 

to construct a satisfaction index and analyze the social and cognitive determinants of satisfaction 

with deer management. Quantile regression models revealed that significant predictors of overall 

satisfaction were management acceptability, deer-related concerns, general deer attitudes, beliefs 

about hunting, and respondent self-identity, wildlife value orientation, and allowance of hunting 

on their property. A component-level analysis of my index suggests that perceived acceptability 

of management approaches and deer-related concerns most strongly affected performance and 

quality measures, whereas demographic characteristics exerted the strongest influences on trust. 

Future research should advance the multidimensional conception of satisfaction used herein and 

associate it with key variables I did not fully capture including perceived control, psychological 

distance, and norms of knowledge exchange between wildlife agencies and the public. Expanding 

agency conceptions of the public and its satisfaction represents a critical step towards public trust 

thinking and the practice of good wildlife governance. 

4.2 Introduction 

Developing a more refined concept of public satisfaction with wildlife management could 

help agencies incorporate more diverse public interests into management planning and overcome 
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inter-cultural differences with their constituents (AFWA and WMI 2019). A close examination of 

public satisfaction enables agencies to determine why their constituents may be unsatisfied with 

certain management programs and identify with whom they should begin to improve their 

relationships. In the United States, under the Public Trust Doctrine, natural resource agencies hold 

wildlife in trust for all its potential public beneficiaries (Jacobson et al. 2010), so improving 

relationships with individuals and groups and increasing public satisfaction with wildlife 

management is critical for achieving this public trust principle (Coleman et al. 2019). 

In the North America, wildlife managers have overwhelmingly focused measurements of 

satisfaction on the ‘customer,’ examining factors that determine whether their traditional 

customers (i.e., hunters, anglers, or recreators) are satisfied with their experiences (Hendee 1974, 

Chanter and Owen 1976, Tian-Cole et al. 2002, Gruntorad et al. 2020). Recent studies have also 

examined customer satisfaction with specific management approaches used by these agencies 

(Schroeder et al. 2017, Pruitt et al. 2021), and some acknowledge that customer satisfaction is 

multidimensional (Hammitt et al. 1990, Vaske et al. 1996, Manfredo et al. 2004). But the natural 

resource literature does not clearly define public satisfaction; satisfaction is often used 

interchangeably with the appeal, acceptability, or perceived effectiveness of certain management 

programs. Moreover, a customer-based approach does not adequately capture satisfaction with 

wildlife management because it does not incorporate broader public interests. Agencies must 

therefore work to identify diverse groups beyond the traditional customer and clearly define 

satisfaction with wildlife management to truly serve the public trust (Jacobson et al. 2010).  

Scholarship in business and governance provides insight into how natural resource 

agencies can define a multidimensional measure of public satisfaction. Customer satisfaction 

depends critically on service quality and performance, and dissatisfaction occurs when individuals’ 

expectations exceed the quality or performance of a service they experience (Oliver 1980, Matzler 

et al 2003, Fulton and Hundertmark 2004, Tonge and Moore 2007). Studies in parks and protected 

area management have used multiple customer preferences such as crowding, environmental 

conditions, and sensory experiences to measure the gap between visitors’ expected quality of 

services (e.g., public land activities, access, and maintenance) and visitors’ evaluation of their 

experience (Hollenhorst and Gardner 1994, Ryan and Cessford 2003, Tonge and Moore 2007). 

But another determinant of public satisfaction that agencies do not fully consider is how customer 

service relates to good governance. Good governance can be evaluated as both the quality of 
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services provided by an agency and the integrity of democratic processes, as perceived by the 

public (Kelly and Swindell 2002, Van Ryzin 2007, Ariely 2013). Overall satisfaction with 

governance typically depends on the degree to which citizens perceive their governing bodies to 

be transparent and trustworthy (Park and Blenkinsopp 2011). Therefore, to develop a more holistic 

measure of satisfaction, wildlife management agencies need to consider how the public perceives 

their decision-making processes and governance capacities. 

Building trust between agencies and the public represents a key practice of good 

governance, particularly in natural resource contexts (Stern and Coleman 2015). Like satisfaction, 

trust is based upon one’s expectations of the target’s intentions or behavior (Rousseau et al. 1998, 

Stern and Coleman 2015), and trust erodes when those expectations are unmet. When 

organizations betray public or workplace trust in their operations—through fraud, corruption, 

exploitation, or negligence—their employees retaliate through reduced effort or public protest 

(Gillespie and Dietz 2009). Similarly, distrust in the competencies or values of government 

agencies often motivates civic engagement as a means of dissent (Smith et al. 2013, Inglehart and 

Norris 2016). Recent events in Wisconsin, USA, provide a prime example of how trust in wildlife 

management agencies can quickly erode. During the wolf (Canis lupus) hunting season in 

February 2021, hunters killed 97 more wolves than the Wisconsin Department of Natural 

Resources had anticipated. This perceived oversight led to multiple lawsuits from animal rights 

groups and six Native American (Chippewa) tribes, which resulted in a judicial injunction placed 

on the November wolf hunting season (Kaeding 2021, Richmond 2021). In this case, a lack of 

transparency about how the agency came to their initial quota and a lack of communication with 

non-hunting stakeholders fostered public dissatisfaction with the agency’s wolf management 

approaches and distrust in the agency’s competence and credibility (Stern and Coleman 2015, 

Manfredo et al. 2017). This transparency-trust relationship occurs in other wildlife management 

contexts (Sjölander-Lindqvist et al. 2015, Riley et al. 2018, Schmidt et al. 2018) and demonstrates 

a clear connection between informational and organizational trust (Denize and Young 2007). As 

such, evaluating public satisfaction in wildlife governance requires that agencies measure 

informational trust and transparency along with trust in their technical competencies and 

credibility. 

 Although scholars identify three major dimensions of trust in wildlife agencies—technical 

competency, shared value similarity, and procedural fairness (Needham and Vaske 2008, Smith et 
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al. 2013)—recent studies suggest that procedural fairness is the most important predictor of trust 

between natural resource agencies and their constituents (Riley et al. 2018, Ford et al. 2020). 

Procedural fairness involves equitably including diverse public voices in decision-making 

processes, being transparent about how and why decisions are made, and treating all public 

interests equally (Young et al. 2016, Riley et al. 2018). Agency credibility and perceived fairness 

is compromised when sectors of the public perceive management decisions to favor the interests 

of specific groups over others (Lute and Gore 2014, Stinchcomb et al. 2022). But wildlife 

administrators often struggle to address imbalances across constituents, likely because they lack 

awareness about the factors that constitute public trust in their agency. Such awareness is typically 

acquired by specialists in the human dimensions of wildlife management, but these individuals 

make up a tiny fraction of wildlife agency staff (Morales et al. 2021). Developing greater trust 

between agencies and their constituents is an important part of agencies becoming more relevant 

to new customers. Recent guidance from the Association of Fish and Wildlife Agencies alluded to 

the factors that influence public trust in natural resource management, but it did not explicitly 

define trust nor its multiple dimensions (AFWA and WMI 2019). Therefore, agencies need to first 

understand the importance of procedural trust and its relation to satisfaction, then measure the 

determinants of trust among their constituents, and finally improve trust through visible efforts to 

make decision-making processes more inclusive, unbiased, and transparent. 

Trust between agencies and their constituents remains highly nuanced and context bound 

and depends on the characteristics of the agency or organization of interest and the local peoples, 

groups, or communities it serves (Saunders 2012). For example, Scandinavian communities place 

higher trust in government agencies than most European countries due to their collectivist cultures 

and extensive government provision of social benefits (Fitzgerald and Wolak 2014). In the North 

American Arctic, communities were less likely to trust organizations associated with extractive 

industries or law enforcement and more likely to trust those associated with local fish and wildlife 

management (Schmidt et al. 2018). Trust also varies with region, gender, and education level 

(Schmidt et al. 2018), and public satisfaction varies with individual characteristics, motivations, 

interpersonal history with the organization, and intergroup conflicts over service inequalities 

(Kelly 2005). The satisfaction of landowners in Texas and South Africa with conservation 

easement and private land stewardship programs determined their continued participation 

(Stroman and Kreuter 2014, Selinske et al. 2015). But their satisfaction varied with motivations 
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and place-based values, and it eroded when conservation programs did not meet their expectations 

for services like technical support and personal contact with program staff (Selinske et al. 2015). 

Analyzing individual, group, and community differences in expected and perceived agency 

performance is key to gauging public satisfaction with natural resource management. Further, 

these analyses can help agencies understand what, where, and why agency efforts and outcomes 

are inequitably distributed (Kelly 2005).  

Overall, prior research has revealed four major components that influence public 

satisfaction with natural resource governance: (i) performance of governing agencies; (ii) the 

quality of services they provide; (iii) trust between agencies and the public, contingent on 

transparency, procedural fairness, and communication; and (iv) individual characteristics and local 

contexts. Moving beyond a simple rating, satisfaction can be conceptualized as the gap between 

expectations and outcomes, where outcomes for the public include performance, service quality, 

trust, and information dissemination. Separately, however, neither trust and transparency nor 

performance and service quality alone will enable us to completely understand public satisfaction 

or how wildlife agencies can better fulfil their role as public trust administrators. Despite their 

conceptual linkages, studies in wildlife management have rarely brought perceptions of 

management performance, agency trust, and informational trust together to provide a holistic view 

of public satisfaction with wildlife agencies. Here, I combine these constructs into one index to 

tease apart the various determinants of satisfaction with the management of white-tailed deer 

(Odocoileus virginianus, hereafter “deer”) in Indiana, USA. By evaluating satisfaction, trust, and 

their determinants, I take an important first step toward addressing social concerns about and 

conflicts over deer and deer management. My index, constructed with survey data, provides an 

accessible tool for agencies to identify which segments of the public are dissatisfied with wildlife 

management and what drives that dissatisfaction. Applying such an index will help agencies 

incorporate broader public interests into wildlife management, thus moving closer to the public 

trust ideal. 

4.2.1 Research context and objectives 

Since their reintroduction to Indiana in 1934, white-tailed deer populations have 

proliferated widely and now exist across the state (Brown and Parker 1997). Through movement 
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and foraging behavior, they impact forest ecosystems (Brown and Parker 1997), agricultural 

activities (Brown et al. 1978, Curtis and Lynch 2001), and public health and safety from risks of 

vehicle collisions and disease transmission (Marcoux and Riley 2010, INDFW 2011, Urbanek et 

al. 2015). Yet people also derive benefits from deer including hunting opportunities, awe, 

enjoyment, and cultural connection (King 2002, Hicks 2017, McIntosh and Wright 2017). As 

values for wildlife continue to shift across the U.S., agencies face increasing impetus to include 

broader constituencies and social science research into wildlife management (Manfredo et al. 

2009, AFWA and WMI 2019) 

Deer and wildlife management in Indiana falls under the authority of the Indiana 

Department of Natural Resources (IN-DNR) Division of Fish & Wildlife (DFW). I referred in the 

survey only to the IN-DNR, so I refer to this governing agency throughout my paper. As part of 

their annual deer management survey, the IN-DNR asks licensed hunters and anglers to rate their 

satisfaction with deer management on a scale 1 to 100 and, more recently, includes questions about 

customer trust in the IN-DNR’s competencies and credibility. But the survey does not include 

procedural trust nor other dimensions of satisfaction and does not reach Indiana residents who are 

not license holders. Thus, the IN-DNR sought a more inclusive and multidimensional measure of 

public satisfaction with deer management.  

My study has three main objectives. First, I develop a satisfaction index from survey 

questions on the IN-DNR’s performance, the quality of deer management, agency trust, and 

informational trust. Second, I determine which major psychological and demographic 

characteristics most influence respondents’ satisfaction scores and how these predictors vary with 

index components. Finally, I evaluate the utility of my index for wildlife and natural resource 

management. 

4.3 Methods 

4.3.1 Data Collection 

To quantify Indiana residents’ perceptions of deer management and the IN-DNR, I 

implemented a statewide survey from June to August 2021. Prior to data collection, my study 

design was approved by the Institutional Review Board of Purdue University. I sampled 6,000 

residents randomly within a 2x4 stratified design. The higher-order stratum separated residents 
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equally into 3,000 customers of the Indiana DFW and 3,000 non-customers (non-DFW). Within 

each of these strata, I randomly sampled 750 tax parcel addresses from four landscape types: forest, 

farmland, developed area, and ‘integration.’ I drew the ‘integration’ sub-sample from addresses 

within 6.4x6.4 km (4x4 mi) grids used in ongoing studies by colleagues to collect ecological data. 

I used ESRI ArcPro software to sample each stratum. Data were obtained from the IndianaMap 

geospatial database, the Indiana Department of Local Government and Finance, and the DFW. 

Addresses were checked for duplicates, blanks, and public or corporate ownership and re-sampled 

as necessary. 

Survey dissemination followed Dillman’s (2014) Tailored-Design Method. I sent all 

questionnaires via postal mail with an option to take the survey online indicated on a cover letter. 

Each sampled resident was sent a pre-notification postcard, followed a week later by a survey 

packet, and a reminder postcard sent to non-respondents two weeks after first contact. I conducted 

three mailings in total, with the final two mailings sent to residents who had not yet responded via 

mail or online.  

I checked for non-response bias by comparing key demographic characteristics of my 

sample to the corresponding census data for Indiana. I used chi-squared tests to determine whether 

significant differences existed between my sample proportions and those expected at the state 

level. I consider the implications of non-response bias in my Discussion. 

4.3.2 Data Analysis 

Based on the literature, I presumed satisfaction with deer management to be comprised of 

the following four components: an individual’s (1) perception of the IN-DNR’s performance in 

deer management, (2) perception of the efficacy of existing management approaches, (3) trust in 

the IN-DNR’s technical capacity, procedural fairness, and value similarity, and (4) trust in 

information coming from the IN-DNR. I expected multiple other factors to predict satisfaction 

including general attitudes toward deer, concerns about deer populations, beliefs about hunting, 

respondent self-identity, and other demographic characteristics.  

To create an index of satisfaction, I combined the following items from my survey to 

measure the four components listed above: overall rating of the IN-DNR’s deer management, 

effectiveness ratings for existing deer management approaches, level of trust in the IN-DNR, and 
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level of trust in information sources from the IN-DNR (Table 4.1). I assessed the inter-item 

reliability for each component using Cronbach’s alpha (Cronbach 1951). Exploratory factor 

analyses were conducted to determine whether survey responses used to measure each component 

for creating the satisfaction index loaded onto the expected number of factors. For example, a 

factor analysis showed that my data did not sort into the three hypothesized elements of agency 

trust: technical competency, procedural fairness, and value similarity. Instead, all items on this 

question loaded onto a single factor with factor loadings of 0.83-0.89 (Table 4.1). For these cases, 

I averaged responses across the survey questions to create one factor score for that component. 

Although agency and informational trust could be similar measures, a combined principal-

components factor analysis of these items revealed that they loaded onto separate factors, so they 

were not pooled together. For management efficacy, items loaded onto a single factor, but with 

variable factor loadings from 0.64 to 0.83 (Table 4.1). Each item was thus multiplied by its factor 

loading which served as a weight, then summed together to create the composite variable. I 

generated a final satisfaction score for each respondent by summing across the respondent’s 

standardized management efficacy score, average scores for agency trust and informational trust, 

and their overall rating of the IN-DNR, producing final values between -10 and 22.  

Next, I used the satisfaction index as the dependent variable in regression analyses to 

determine what variables best predict satisfaction. Independent variables in the full model included 

a respondent’s average acceptability of lethal management methods (e.g., licensed hunting, 

culling, Community Hunting Access Programs (CHAPs)) and of nonlethal management methods 

(e.g., contraception, translocation, information provision), average level of deer-related direct 

concerns (e.g., forest damage, crop damage, vehicle collisions) and indirect concerns (e.g., disease 

transmission, hunting opportunities, population sizes, urban area management), average general 

attitude toward deer (positive/negative), average agreement with beliefs about deer hunting, and 

respondent characteristics including self-identity, hunter status, wildlife value orientation, whether  

they allow hunting on their land, organizational membership, political ideology, gender, and 

having graduated college. Initial testing of an un-weighted Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) model 

revealed significant issues with heteroscedasticity and kurtosis across most independent variables. 

Under a weighted OLS model my data still contained substantial outliers. I thus used quantile 

regression via the quantreg command in STATA 16 with bootstrapped standard errors. Quantile 

regression is robust to heteroscedastic errors, outliers, and spiked survey responses (Cade and 
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Noon 2003, Sauzet et al. 2019). Instead of estimating the mean of the dependent variable and 

minimizing the sum of squared residuals, quantile regression can estimate the median and 

minimizes the sum of the absolute residuals (Koenker and Bassett 1978). Rates of change (i.e., 

slopes) can be estimated at any quantile of the response variable, conditional on the predictor 

variables (Cade and Noon, 2003). To observe whether the relationship of covariates changes at the 

extremes of the satisfaction index distribution versus the median, I estimated regression parameters 

for the 10th, 50th (median), and 90th quantiles of satisfaction.  

To examine the patterns of variation within my final satisfaction index, I conducted 

quantile regression analyses using each of the index components as dependent variables. This 

allowed us to compare the influence of independent variables across each component of the index. 

Each regression equation was the same as that for the overall satisfaction index, but with 

management efficacy, agency trust, informational trust, and IN-DNR score each substituted in 

place of the satisfaction index.  

Finally, due to differing factor loadings for items comprising management efficacy, I 

conducted an item-level analyses of this variable using the same predictors as above. Since survey 

items were Likert-type scales, I conducted multinomial logistic regressions on each item via the 

mlogit command in STATA after finding that multiple predictor variables violated the proportional 

odds assumption for ordinal models (Long and Freese 2006).  
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Table 4.1. Description, summary statistics, and factor loadings for variables comprising the satisfaction index and independent 

variables of interest 

Variable Description of variable and value levels (%of responses at each level) Mean S.D

. 

Factor 

loading 

Overall Satisfaction Continuous – an index comprised of the variables below. Final values 

range from -10.33 to 21.33. 

9.16 5.4

7 

n/a 

Satisfaction Components  
   

Management Efficacy Continuous - composite variable of the items for "how ineffective or 

effective do you consider existing actions to manage deer in Indiana?" 

2.35 2.9

1 

n/a 

Licensed Hunting -2 = Very ineffective (2%), -1 (3%); 0 = neither (15%); 1 (31%); 2 = 

Very effective (45%) 

1.18 0.9

6 

0.64 

Culling deer in specific areas -2 = Very ineffective (5%), -1 (6%); 0 = neither (30%); 1 (29%); 2 = 

Very effective (27%) 

0.69 1.0

9 

0.76 

Urban Deer Reduction Zones (DRZs) -2 = Very ineffective (5%), -1 (7%); 0 = neither (35%); 1 (25%); 2 = 

Very effective (23%) 

0.58 1.0

8 

0.83 

Community Hunting Access Programs 

(CHAPs) 

-2 = Very ineffective (7%), -1 (9%); 0 = neither (41%); 1 (20%); 2 = 

Very effective (18%) 

0.35 1.1

0 

0.80 

Provide Advice or Information -2 = Very ineffective (5%), -1 (9%); 0 = neither (35%); 1 (24%); 2 = 

Very effective (22%) 

0.51 1.1

2 

0.64 

IN-DNR rating Continuous - On a scale of 1 to 10, how well is the IN-DNR managing 

deer in Indiana? 

6.67 2.1

1 

 

Agency Trust Continuous - composite variable of the items for "How much do you 

distrust or trust the Indiana DNR to do the following?" 

0.51 0.9

4 

 

Employ people with the scientific expertise 

necessary to manage deer in Indiana 
-2 = Distrust (4%), -1 (6%); 0 = neither (28%); 1 (31%); 2 = Trust (26%) 

0.74 1.0

5 

0.83 

Employ people who know what needs to 

be done to manage deer in Indiana 
-2 = Distrust (4%), -1 (8%); 0 = neither (26%); 1 (33%); 2 = Trust (24%) 

0.69 1.0

6 

0.87 

Listen to the public -2 = Distrust (8%), -1 (11%); 0 = neither (33%); 1 (29%); 2 = Trust 

(15%) 

0.35 1.1

2 

0.87 

Treat members of the public equally -2 = Distrust (7%), -1 (10%); 0 = neither (31%); 1 (28%); 2 = Trust 

(19%) 

0.46 1.1

4 

0.84 
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Table 4.1 continued 

Communicate unbiased information to the 

public 
-2 = Distrust (5%), -1 (9%); 0 = neither (31%); 1 (30%); 2 = Trust (21%) 

0.54 1.1

0 

0.89 

Share similar values as me for deer 

management 
-2 = Distrust (6%), -1 (9%); 0 = neither (36%); 1 (28%); 2 = Trust (17%) 

0.45 1.0

7 

0.86 

Consider the opinions and needs of people 

like me when making deer management 

decisions 

-2 = Distrust (7%), -1 (12%); 0 = neither (34%); 1 (27%); 2 = Trust 

(17%) 

0.38 1.1

2 

0.87 

Informational Trust Continuous - composite variable of the items for "How trustworthy do 

you consider the following sources of deer management information in 

Indiana?" 

0.89 0.8

8 

 

IN-DNR website or newsletters -2 = Very untrustworthy (2%), -1 (4%); 0 = neither (28%); 1 (33%); 2 = 

Very trustworthy (27%) 

0.84 0.9

6 

0.89 

District Conservation Officers -2 = Very untrustworthy (2%), -1 (4%); 0 = neither (23%); 1 (34%); 2 = 

Very trustworthy (30%) 

0.92 0.9

7 

0.90 

District Wildlife Biologists -2 = Very untrustworthy (2%), -1 (3%); 0 = neither (25%); 1 (33%); 2 = 

Very trustworthy (30%) 

0.92 0.9

6 

0.93 

District Foresters -2 = Very untrustworthy (2%), -1 (4%); 0 = neither (27%); 1 (32%); 2 = 

Very trustworthy (28%) 

0.86 0.9

8 

0.91 

Independent Variables Description of variable and value levels (%of responses at each level) Mean S.D

. 

Factor 

loading 

Management Acceptability In your area, how unacceptable or acceptable do you consider the 

following potential actions to manage deer? 

   

Lethal 
Continuous - composite variable of lethal methods 

0.24 3.4

1 

n/a 

Increasing licensed hunting -2 = very unacceptable (14%); -1 (10%); 0 = neither (23%); 1 (23%); 2 = 

very acceptable (26%) 

0.38 1.3

7 

0.89 

Culling deer populations -2 = very unacceptable (19%); -1 (15%); 0 = neither (28%); 1 (19%); 2 = 

very acceptable (15%) 

-0.05 1.3

4 

0.85 

Creating a Community Hunting Access 

Program 

-2 = very unacceptable (18%); -1 (15%); 0 = neither (33%); 1 (17%); 2 = 

very acceptable (13%) 

-0.09 1.2

8 

0.82 
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Table 4.1 continued 

Nonlethal 
Continuous - composite variable of nonlethal methods 

-1.01 2.8

3 

n/a 

Using contraception to control deer -2 = very unacceptable (43%); -1 (15%); 0 = neither (22%); 1 (9%); 2 = 

very acceptable (8%) 

-0.80 1.3

1 

0.79 

Trapping & relocating deer -2 = very unacceptable (38%); -1 (18%); 0 = neither (22%); 1 (11%); 2 = 

very acceptable (8%) 

-0.69 1.3

2 

0.86 

Providing advice or information about deer -2 = very unacceptable (8%); -1 (9%); 0 = neither (33%); 1 (24%); 2 = 

very acceptable (23%) 

0.47 1.1

8 

0.51 

Deer Concerns How concerned are you about the following issues related to deer? 

 

Direct 
Continuous - composite variable of direct concerns 

0.33 3.0

8 

n/a 

Vehicle collisions with deer -2 = Not at all concerned (7%), -1 (10%); 0 = neutral (24%); 1 (25%); 2 

= Very concerned (32%) 

0.66 1.2

3 

0.76 

Deer damage to crops, gardens, or 

landscaping 

-2 = Not at all concerned (17%), -1 (18%); 0 = neutral (28%); 1 (17%); 2 

= Very concerned (18%) 

0.04 1.3

3 

0.82 

Deer damage to forests -2 = Not at all concerned (26%), -1 (19%); 0 = neutral (28%); 1 (15%); 2 

= Very concerned (10%) 

-0.37 1.2

9 

0.74 

Indirect 
Continuous - composite variable of indirect concerns 

1.54 4.6

7 

n/a 

Disease transmission related to deer -2 = Not at all concerned (11%), -1 (12%); 0 = neutral (22%); 1 (26%); 2 

= Very concerned (27%) 

0.47 1.3

2 

0.63 

Current deer population sizes -2 = Not at all concerned (10%), -1 (11%); 0 = neutral (29%); 1 (25%); 2 

= Very concerned (23%) 

0.40 1.2

5 

0.64 

Deer hunting opportunities -2 = Not at all concerned (31%), -1 (11%); 0 = neutral (17%); 1 (16%); 2 

= Very concerned (23%) 

-0.14 1.5

7 

0.76 

Deer welfare -2 = Not at all concerned (6%), -1 (8%); 0 = neutral (26%); 1 (29%); 2 = 

Very concerned (28%) 

0.67 1.1

6 

0.77 

Managing deer in urban areas -2 = Not at all concerned (14%), -1 (14%); 0 = neutral (32%); 1 (22%); 2 

= Very concerned (17%) 

0.15 1.2

7 

0.50 
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Table 4.1 continued 

Deer Attitudes Continuous - composite variable of the items for "In general, do you 

think of deer as:" 

0.71 0.9

6 

n/a 

Bad/Good -2 = Very Bad (1%); -1 = slightly bad (4%); 0 = neither (28%); 1 = 

slightly good (20%); 2 = very good (42%) 

1.02 1.0

2 

0.81 

Dangerous/Harmless -2 = Very dangerous (4%); -1 = slightly dangerous (11%); 0 = neither 

(28%); 1 = slightly harmless (23%); 2 = very harmless (30%) 

0.67 1.1

4 

0.81 

Detrimental/Beneficial -2 = Very detrimental (4%); -1 = slightly detrimental (11%); 0 = neither 

(32%); 1 = slightly beneficial (22%); 2 = very beneficial (26%) 

0.58 1.1

2 

0.89 

Nuisance/Asset -2 = Very nuisance (6%); -1 = slightly nuisance (14%); 0 = neither 

(27%); 1 = slightly asset (21%); 2 = very asset (28%) 

0.54 1.2

2 

0.88 

Hunting Beliefs Continuous - composite variable of the items for "To what extent do you 

agree with the following statements about deer hunting?" 

4.43 3.3

6 

n/a 

Hunting is the most effective way to 

control deer populations 

-2 = Strongly disagree (3%); -1  (4%); 0 = neither (16%); 1  (29%); 2 = 

strongly agree (46%) 

1.13 1.0

4 

0.82 

Hunters will harvest enough deer to 

control population numbers 

-2 = Strongly disagree (4%); -1  (9%); 0 = neither (28%); 1  (29%); 2 = 

strongly agree (27%) 

0.69 1.1

0 

0.64 

Most hunters are responsible and safe with 

their weapons 

-2 = Strongly disagree (3%); -1  (7%); 0 = neither (20%); 1  (34%); 2 = 

strongly agree (33%) 

0.90 1.0

5 

0.73 

Hunting is a humane way to control deer 

populations 

-2 = Strongly disagree (3%); -1  (4%); 0 = neither (15%); 1  (28%); 2 = 

strongly agree (48%) 

1.16 1.0

4 

0.87 

Hunting does not present a safety risk to 

myself or others* 

-2 = Strongly disagree (6%); -1  (12%); 0 = neither (20%); 1  (25%); 2 = 

strongly agree (35%) 

0.72 1.2

4 

0.52 

Hunting is an important part of Indiana's 

culture 

-2 = Strongly disagree (2%); -1  (3%); 0 = neither (13%); 1  (25%); 2 = 

strongly agree (54%) 

1.29 0.9

7 

0.77 

*Reverse-coded to align with the direction of other items. Original wording: “Hunting presents a safety risk to myself or others.” 
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I examined the marginal effects of independent variables on the predicted probabilities of 

rating each management method as ineffective, effective, or neither. I collapsed the two highest 

(“very effective,” “effective”) categories into one “effective” rating and the two lowest categories 

(“very ineffective,” “ineffective”) into one “ineffective” rating to reduce the complexity of my 

analysis. I present the marginal effect of a standard deviation change in significant predictor 

variables, as this allows us to compare the magnitude of each variable’s effect on predicted 

probabilities of an ineffective, neither, and effective rating across models (Mize et al. 2019). 

4.4 Results 

4.4.1 Descriptive statistics 

I received 1,806 survey responses with 500 undeliverable, deceased, or otherwise ineligible 

for a response rate of 33%. Survey respondents were 76% male and 23% female, overwhelmingly 

White/Caucasian (92%), with an average age of 60 and an average of 51 years of residency in 

Indiana (Table 4.2). Respondents self-identified primarily as either rural residents (43%) or urban 

residents (25%), with 12% identifying as primarily deer hunters and 12% as primarily farmers or 

ranchers (Table 4.2). When asked to select multiple options with which they self-identify, just over 

one third of respondents (37%) identified as a deer hunter. I refer to these residents throughout the 

paper as “hunters.” Respondents were also asked whether they allow licensed hunting on their 

property. Respondents split equally between Yes (36%) and No (36%), with the remaining 28% 

indicating that either local ordinances prohibit hunting, or they don’t own private land suitable for 

hunting (Table 4.2). I grouped these respondents into a “cannot allow hunting” category and refer 

to them as such throughout this paper. Most respondents held pluralist wildlife value orientations 

(42%), followed closely by traditionalist orientations (35%). Only 17% of respondents were 

categorized with a mutualist orientation with few respondents orienting as distanced from wildlife 

(6%).  

Across my final sample, respondents showed positive satisfaction with deer management 

(�̅� = 9.2, sd = 5.5, Table 4.1). Most respondents found existing deer management methods to be 

very effective (18% - 45%), effective (20% - 31%), or neither effective nor ineffective (15% -41%; 

Table 4.1). The average rating given to the IN-DNR for deer management was a 6.7 (sd = 2.1). 

Most respondents trusted the technical competency of the IN-DNR (24 – 33%) but reported 
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slightly lower trust in the agency’s procedural fairness and value similarity (15% - 30%; Table 

4.1). A third of respondents found IN-DNR sources of deer information to be somewhat 

trustworthy (32% - 34%) and 27% - 30% found these sources to be very trustworthy (Table 4.1). 

On items comprising my independent variables, respondents found licensed hunting and 

information provision to be acceptable or very acceptable (23% - 26%), were split on the 

acceptability of culling and CHAPs (15-19% unacceptable, 13-19% acceptable), and found both 

contraception and trap-and-relocate methods to be very unacceptable (43% and 38%, Table 4.1). 

Most respondents were concerned about deer-vehicle collisions (25% - 32%), not concerned about 

deer damage to forests (19% - 26%) and split in their concern about deer-related damage to crops, 

gardens, or landscaping (17-18% concerned and not concerned, Table 4.1). Respondents were 

neutral (22% - 32%) or concerned (22 – 29%) about most indirect deer-related issues except for 

hunting opportunities (31% not concerned, Table 4.1). Most respondents held positive (20% - 

42%) or neutral (27 - 32%) attitudes towards deer and agreed with beliefs about hunting (25% - 

54%, Table 4.1). 

4.4.2 Predictors of satisfaction 

Significant predictors of satisfaction include management acceptability, deer-related 

concerns, general deer attitudes, beliefs about hunting, and respondents’ characteristics which 

includes self-identity, wildlife value orientation, and whether they allowed hunting on their 

property. I summarize the effects of these predictors in groups of acceptability and concerns, other 

cognitions (attitudes and beliefs), and respondent characteristics. 
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 Table 4.2. Observed proportions on characteristics of survey respondents (n = 1806) and overall 

proportions from the Indiana population 

aData from 2019 U.S. Census and American Community Survey, unless otherwise noted. Total Population of Indiana = 6.732 million 
b2017 USDA Census of Agriculture, Indiana 
c2018 USDA National Woodland Owner Survey 
d2019 Indiana White-Tailed Deer Report 

 ePurdue University Extension Report, “Population Trends in Indiana.” Proportions of the population living in urban counties and mixed rural 

or rural counties 

Variable  n 
 Sample 

proportion  

Statewide 

proportiona 

Primary Self-Identity  1771   

    Farmer/Rancher  .12 .01b 

    Woodland Owner  .08 .04c 

    Deer Hunter  .12 .01d 

    Urban Area Resident  .25 .62e 

    Rural Resident  .43 .38e 

Identifies as a deer hunter 1806 .37 .01d 

Allows Hunting on Property 1761   

    Yes  .36 n/a 

    No  .36 n/a 

    Cannot (“local ordinances prohibit hunting” + “I don’t own private land 

suitable for hunting”)  
.28 n/a 

Gender 1749   

    Man  .76 .49 

    Woman  .23 .51 

Ethnicity 1717   

    White/Caucasian  .92 .62 

    Black/African American  .01 .12 

    Hispanic/LatinX  .00 .19 

    Asian/Asian American  .01 .06 

    Native American/Alaska Native  .00 .01 

    Pacific Islander  .00 .00 

Household Income 1562   

    < $50,000  .25 .43 

    $50,000 - $99,999  .38 .32 

    $100,000 - $199,999  .30 .20 

    > $200,000  .07 .05 

Highest Education 1731   

    High school or less  .32 .44 

    Associates degree or some college  .31 .29 

    College or graduate degree  .37 .27 

Age 1806   

    18 to 24  .01 .10 

    25 to 44  .15 .26 

    45 to 64  .39 .25 

    65 and older  .41 .17 
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Acceptability and concerns 

Acceptability of lethal management methods (licensed hunting, culling, and hunting 

programs) consistently increased overall satisfaction with deer management by 0.29-0.41 (p < 

0.0001, all quantiles); this effect did not change over quantiles of satisfaction (Table 4.3). 

Acceptability of nonlethal management methods (contraception, translocation) also increased 

satisfaction with management by 0.16 at the predicted median (p = 0.033) and by 0.18 at the 

predicted 0.90 quantile (p =0.009; Table 4.3).  

Increasing concern about direct impacts from deer had little effect on satisfaction, whereas 

increasing concerns about indirect impacts—such as deer welfare, urban area management, 

disease, and hunting opportunities—increased satisfaction by 0.76 at the 0.90 quantile (p = 0.003). 

Difference tests revealed that at the 0.20 quantile of satisfaction, the effect of indirect deer concerns 

was negative—with a unit increase in indirect concerns decreasing satisfaction by 0.1—but this 

effect steadily became more positive, increasing satisfaction by over 0.2 at the 0.90 quantile 

(Figure 4.1b; difference Q20/Q90: F (1, 1333) = 14.67, p = 0.0001). Direct deer concerns show 

the inverse effect: for lower quantiles of satisfaction, increasing direct concerns increases 

satisfaction by 0.1-0.2, but this effect becomes negative for higher quantiles, decreasing 

satisfaction by 0.2 (Figure 4.1a; difference Q20/Q90: (F (1, 1333) = 4.12, p = 0.043). 

The effects of these two variables were driven primarily by their relationship with the 

perceived efficacy of management approaches. Management acceptability, both lethal and 

nonlethal, significantly increased perceived efficacy of management across quantiles. When 

examining item-level effects, however, lethal and nonlethal acceptability ratings showed different 

relationships with the perceived efficacy of various management options. Residents with 

increasing acceptance of lethal management methods were more likely to rate all lethal 

management approaches as effective, and less likely to rate them neither or ineffective (Table 4.6). 

By comparison, increasing acceptability of nonlethal management increased the probability of 

rating alternative deer management approaches as effective (i.e., Deer Reduction Zones (DRZs), 

CHAPs, and information provision) and decreased the probability of ineffective ratings (Table 

4.6). 

While direct deer concerns did not significantly affect any satisfaction components, 

indirect deer concerns significantly increased perceptions of management efficacy by 0.07 at the 

median (p = 0.026) and by 0.11 at the 90th quantile (p = 0.005; Table 4.4). An item-level analysis 
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revealed that as concern about indirect deer concerns increased, residents were more likely to rate 

hunting and culling methods as ineffective (p = 0.021, 0.003; Table 4.6). They were also more 

likely than residents with lower levels of indirect deer concerns to rate alternative lethal methods 

of DRZs and CHAPs as effective, on average (p = 0.012, 0.000; Table 4.6). In the case of DRZs, 

however, increasing indirect deer concerns also increased the probability of an ineffective rating. 

Examining the marginal effects visually, I see that although the probability of an ineffective rating 

starts off low at low levels of indirect deer concerns (<0.05), it increases steadily with increasing 

indirect deer concerns and eventually exceeds the probability of a ‘neither’ rating to over 0.2 

(Figure 4.2). 
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Table 4.3. Quantile Regression results for predictors of overall satisfaction with deer 

management. Base value of categorical variables in parenthese

  Effect at Satisfaction Quantile 

 
10th 50th  90th 

Variable b se b se b se 

Management Acceptability 
      

Lethal 0.405** 0.103 0.322** 0.06 0.290** 0.061 

Nonlethal 0.174 0.103 0.158* 0.07 0.183* 0.09 

Deer Concerns 
      

Direct 0.713 0.472 0.177 0.221 -0.53 0.336 

Indirect -0.576 0.458 -0.08 0.201 0.762* 0.285 

Primary Self-Identity (Rural Resident) 
     

Farmer/Rancher -1.217 1.072 -0.935 0.612 -0.78 0.746 

Woodland Owner 1.627 0.861 -0.222 0.652 0.204 0.803 

Deer Hunter -1.570 0.976 -0.68 0.689 -0.574 0.814 

Urban Resident -0.469 0.769 -1.109* 0.498 -0.457 0.537 

Wildlife Value Orientation (Traditionalist) 
     

Mutualist 0.847 0.962 1.462* 0.569 0.945 0.668 

Pluralist 1.254* 0.602 1.113* 0.421 -0.01 0.466 

Distanced 0.385 1.134 0.255 0.803 0.376 0.88 

Organizational Membership (None) 
     

Hunting 0.362 1.071 0.771 1.027 -0.208 0.684 

Environmental 0.01 1.327 1.079 0.774 0.944 0.773 

Animal Welfare 0.923 1.029 0.483 0.578 0.841 0.859 

Allows Hunting (Yes) 
     

No  0.85 0.73 0.713 0.443 0.752 0.53 

Cannot 1.634 0.918 1.253* 0.499 0.796 0.563 

College Graduate -0.017 0.588 0.043 0.405 0.826 0.429 

Hunter 1.437 0.851 0.193 0.487 0.296 0.429 

Gender -0.257 0.795 -0.681 0.428 -0.175 0.415 

Deer Attitudes 0.614 0.374 0.665* 0.234 0.368 0.25 

Hunting Beliefs 0.203 0.111 0.491** 0.063 0.673** 0.072 

Political Ideology -0.003 0.199 -0.205 0.139 -0.059 0.127 

Constant -0.067 1.062 6.394** 0.612 11.230** 0.704 
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(a) (b) 

 

Figure 4.2. Average marginal effect of a respondents’ level of indirect deer 

concerns on their rating of a Deer Reduction Zones management approach as 

ineffective (red), neither (grey), or effective (blue). 

Figure 4.1. Effect of (a) direct and (b) indirect deer-related concerns across quantiles of overall 

satisfaction with deer management. 
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Among other components of satisfaction, indirect concerns also significantly reduced 

respondents’ overall ratings of the IN-DNR by 0.12 at the 0.1 quantile (p = 0.04; Table 4.4). 

Although median levels of agency and informational trust increased with increased management 

acceptability ratings, respondent cognitions and characteristics affected trust components of 

satisfaction more strongly than do acceptability or concerns (Table 4.5). 

Other cognitions – attitudes and beliefs 

General attitudes toward deer and beliefs about hunting had strong effects on overall 

satisfaction with deer management (Table 4.3). At the median of satisfaction, increasingly positive 

attitudes toward deer increased satisfaction by 0.67 (p =0.001), and a unit increase in agreement 

with hunting increased satisfaction by 0.5 (p = 0.000). The effect of attitudes toward deer did not 

significantly differ across quantiles of satisfaction, but the effect of hunting beliefs strengthened 

with increasing levels of satisfaction (difference Q10/Q90: F (1, 1333) = 4.73, p = 0.03; Q50/Q90: 

F (1, 1333) = 8.34, p = 0.004). 

The effect of hunting beliefs on IN-DNR performance and management efficacy ratings 

mirrored their effects on overall satisfaction, increasing each by 0.12 and 0.33 at the median and 

0.13 and 0.40 at the 90th quantile of performance and efficacy ratings, respectively (all p = 0.000; 

Table 4.4). At the item level, fundamental beliefs about hunting showed significant effects on the 

efficacy ratings of all management methods. Increasing agreement with positive beliefs about 

hunting decreased the probability of rating all lethal methods as ineffective by 0.02 to 0.03 (p = 

0.000 to 0.029) or as neither effective nor ineffective by 0.07 to 0.1 (p = 0.000), while increasing 

the probability of rating them as effective by 0.1 to 0.13 (p = 0.000; Table 4.6). Increasingly 

positive beliefs about hunting also increased the probability of rating information provision as 

effective by 0.01 (p = 0.000).  

While hunting beliefs exerted significant effects across each component of the satisfaction 

index, attitudes toward deer most significantly affected ratings of the IN-DNR. Increasingly 

positive attitudes about deer increased ratings of the IN-DNR’s performance by 0.5 at the 0.10 

quantile (p = 0.003) and by 0.24-0.25 at the median and 0.90 quantile (p = 0.004, 0.005; Table 

4.4). Positive attitudes toward deer also increased median levels of agency and informational trust 

by 0.09 (p = 0.010, 0.017; Table 4.5). Attitudes toward deer only significantly increased 

management efficacy at the 0.1 quantile of these ratings, by 0.4 (p = 0.013; Table 4.4). At the item 
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level, however, increasingly positive deer attitudes increased the probability of rating licensed 

hunting as effective by 0.04, on average (p = 0.000), while decreasing the probability of rating 

hunting as ineffective by 0.01 (p = 0.011) or neither by 0.02 (p = 0.013; Table 4.6). Increasingly 

positive attitudes also increased the probability of rating information provided by IN-DNR as 

effective by 0.5 on average (p = 0.001; Table 4.6).  

Respondent characteristics 

The most influential respondent characteristics on overall satisfaction were primary self-

identity, allowing hunting on one’s property, and wildlife value orientation. Compared to 

respondents identifying as primarily rural residents, those who identified as urban residents 

showed over one point less satisfaction with deer management at the median (p = 0.013; Table 

4.3). Residents who could not allow hunting on their property due to unsuitable land or legal 

restrictions were, at the median, 1.3 points more satisfied with deer management than residents 

who allowed hunting (p = 0.007, Table 4.3). Residents who held pluralist or mutualist value 

orientations showed median levels of satisfaction 1.1- or 1.5-points greater, respectively, than 

predicted for those with traditionalist value orientations (p = 0.004, 0.002; Table 4.3).  

Among the components of satisfaction, residents identifying as farmers or ranchers rated 

the IN-DNR 0.8 points lower than did rural residents at the median (p = 0.001) and 1.3 points 

lower at the 0.10 quantile (p = 0.014). They also exhibited median informational trust 0.3 points 

lower than rural residents (p = 0.006; Table 4.3). Of all management methods, respondent self-

identities showed significant marginal effects on the efficacy ratings of DRZs (Table 4.6). 

Farmers/ranchers and urban residents, separately, were more likely than woodland owners, deer 

hunters, and rural residents to rate DRZs as ineffective (all p < 0.05, urban/woodland owner: p = 

0.07). Urban residents were also more likely than rural residents to rate CHAPs as ineffective (p= 

0.05, Table 4.6). 

Residents who could not allow hunting showed significantly higher ratings of the IN-

DNR’s performance and significantly higher trust in the agency across quantiles, compared to 

residents who allowed hunting (all p < 0.05; Tables 4.4, 4.5). Although allowing hunting did not 

significantly affect the composite management efficacy variable, at the item-level, residents who 

could not allow hunting were significantly less likely to rate licensed hunting as ineffective than 

other residents (p = 0.008 cannot/no; p = 0.024 cannot/yes; Table 4.6). 
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Compared to traditionalist value orientations, pluralists showed higher median levels of 

trust in the IN-DNR as a management agency by 0.18 (p = 0.011) and as an information source by 

0.14 (p = 0.05; Table 4.5). Trust components of satisfaction were also affected by respondent status 

as a college graduate or a deer hunter. At median trust levels, college graduates were 0.20 and 0.16 

points more trusting of the IN-DNR and its information, respectively, than non-college-graduates 

(p = 0.002, 0.009; Table 5). Deer hunters, in contrast, were significantly less trusting of the IN-

DNR than non-deer hunters, by 0.2 points at the median (p = 0.027, Table 4.5). 
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 DNR Score Management Efficacy 

 10th 50th  90th 10th 50th  90th 

Variable b se b se b se b se b se b se 

Management Acceptability              

Lethal 0.047 0.044 0.061* 0.024 0.033 0.022 0.279** 0.049 0.224** 0.031 0.116* 0.038 

Nonlethal 0.055 0.039 -0.002 0.029 -0.024 0.03 0.170* 0.059 0.192** 0.033 0.122* 0.043 

Deer Concerns               

Direct 0.082 0.066 0.007 0.03 -0.027 0.021 0.051 0.052 -0.038 0.035 -0.051 0.041 

Indirect -0.120** 0.036 -0.01 0.023 0.038 0.021 0.001 0.042 0.073* 0.024 0.114* 0.037 

Primary Self-Identity (Rural Resident) 
            

Farmer/Rancher -1.266* 0.506 -0.782* 0.282 -0.116 0.206 -0.936 0.523 -0.098 0.331 -0.068 0.371 

Woodland Owner 0.616 0.498 0.07 0.223 0.138 0.258 0.05 0.369 -0.183 0.319 0.162 0.459 

Deer Hunter -1.522 0.853 -0.19 0.239 -0.112 0.238 -0.313 0.458 -0.273 0.344 -0.408 0.294 

Urban Resident 0.168 0.269 -0.325 0.217 0.019 0.22 -0.191 0.38 -0.347 0.212 -0.318 0.325 

Wildlife Value Orientation (Traditionalist) 
            

Mutualist 0.208 0.462 0.363 0.199 0.554 0.295 -0.108 0.389 0.19 0.3 -0.166 0.47 

Pluralist 0.428 0.344 0.229 0.166 0.299 0.175 0.219 0.287 -0.175 0.203 -0.288 0.28 

Distanced -0.259 0.459 0.292 0.303 0.085 0.369 -0.446 0.566 -0.367 0.284 -0.629 0.466 

Organizational Membership (None) 
            

Hunting -0.529 0.849 -0.233 0.264 -0.328 0.271 0.377 0.364 -0.046 0.424 0.562 0.304 

Environmental 0.514 0.492 0.221 0.293 -0.403 0.234 -0.058 0.613 0.361 0.318 -0.397 0.381 

Animal Welfare 0.378 0.471 0.254 0.24 0.106 0.353 -0.724 0.487 -0.435 0.261 -0.488 0.34 

Allows Hunting (Yes) 
            

No 0.535 0.371 0.364* 0.177 0.531* 0.174 0.247 0.344 0.157 0.205 0.275 0.272 

Cannot 0.787 0.472 0.701* 0.229 0.443* 0.175 0.451 0.412 0.151 0.243 -0.052 0.311 

Table 4.4. Quantile regression results on performance and service quality components of the satisfaction index. 

Effects are presented at 10th, 50th, and 90th quantiles 
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Table 4.4 continued 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Stars indicate significance levels: * p < 0.05; ** p < 0.001 

  

College Graduate 0.006 0.263 0.046 0.16 -0.059 0.158 0.237 0.265 -0.164 0.179 -0.35 0.224 

Hunter -0.152 0.36 0.086 0.216 -0.305 0.18 0.803* 0.347 0.4 0.209 0.151 0.274 

Gender -0.209 0.245 -0.216 0.197 -0.050 0.2 -0.168 0.394 0.038 0.215 0.306 0.294 

Deer Attitudes 0.463* 0.169 0.240* 0.088 0.249* 0.093 0.403* 0.166 0.154 0.119 0.256 0.142 

Hunting Beliefs 0.059 0.053 0.119** 0.027 0.126** 0.027 0.135* 0.048 0.330** 0.038 0.395** 0.049 

Political Ideology -0.056 0.088 -0.038 0.046 -0.016 0.072 -0.007 0.084 -0.075 0.068 0.048 0.074 

Constant 3.471** 0.499 5.982** 0.256 7.900** 0.301 -1.777* 0.602 0.936* 0.356 3.632** 0.374 
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Table 4.5. Quantile regression results on trust components of the satisfaction index. Effects are presented at 10th, 50th, and 90th quantiles. 

 

 

  

  Agency Trust Informational Trust 

  10th 50th  90th 10th 50th  90th 

Variable b se b se b se b se b se b se 

Management Acceptability 
    

    
     

Lethal 0.037* 0.016 0.041** 0.011 0.015 0.01 0.045* 0.019 0.018 0.011 0.007 0.006 

Nonlethal 0.038 0.02 0.029* 0.013 0.008 0.014 -0.005 0.02 0.056** 0.016 0.007 0.007 

Deer Concerns 
     

    
     

Direct -0.029 0.027 0.016 0.017 -0.006 0.017 0.029 0.022 0.014 0.013 -0.0004 0.007 

Indirect 0.003 0.02 -0.006 0.011 0.014 0.012 -0.015 0.013 -0.001 0.011 -0.0002 0.005 

Primary Self-Identity (Rural Resident) 
   

    
     

Farmer/Rancher -0.19 0.174 -0.153 0.136 0.095 0.159 -0.22 0.175 -0.291* 0.127 -0.207 0.146 

Woodland Owner 0.218 0.174 0.066 0.127 0.193 0.13 0.21 0.141 0.095 0.114 0.004 0.055 

Deer Hunter -0.309 0.255 -0.021 0.112 -0.023 0.121 -0.191 0.186 0.008 0.101 -0.014 0.06 

Urban Resident -0.189 0.164 0.048 0.071 0.035 0.097 0.020 0.087 -0.013 0.084 0.01 0.043 

Wildlife Value Orientation (Traditionalist) 
   

    
     

Mutualist -0.065 0.177 0.162 0.105 0.068 0.119 0.074 0.113 0.193 0.111 0.079 0.081 

Pluralist 0.069 0.145 0.179* 0.069 0.128 0.081 0.118 0.096 0.138* 0.058 0.051 0.062 

Distanced 0.15 0.196 0.163 0.137 -0.073 0.16 0.056 0.202 0.205 0.141 0.07 0.117 

Organizational Membership (None) 
   

    
     

Hunting -0.331 0.305 -0.066 0.116 -0.259 0.141 -0.053 0.173 0.072 0.113 0.027 0.083 

Environmental 0.228 0.16 0.144 0.117 0.099 0.121 0.289 0.154 0.261* 0.115 0.051 0.069 

Animal Welfare 0.06 0.278 0.094 0.108 0.046 0.126 0.122 0.195 0.19 0.131 -0.001 0.073 

Allows Hunting (Yes) 
   

    
     

No -0.024 0.135 0.074 0.091 0.222* 0.094 0.209 0.109 0.058 0.068 0.017 0.053 

Cannot 0.325* 0.148 0.209* 0.093 0.241* 0.102 0.287* 0.117 0.124 0.089 0.009 0.051 
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Table 4.5 continued 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Stars indicate significance levels: * p < 0.05; ** p < 0.001 

College Graduate 0.166 0.106 0.197* 0.065 0.165* 0.072 0.037 0.076 0.157* 0.058 0.039 0.044 

Hunter -0.318 0.183 -0.200* 0.097 -0.08 0.137 0.026 0.118 -0.07 0.082 -0.042 0.055 

Gender 0.217 0.114 0.055 0.069 0.007 0.086 -0.056 0.082 -0.022 0.069 -0.004 0.047 

Deer Attitudes 0.077 0.072 0.086* 0.038 0.023 0.04 0.079 0.041 0.090* 0.042 0.023 0.023 

Hunting Beliefs 0.014 0.019 0.065** 0.013 0.059** 0.016 0.014 0.014 0.073** 0.013 0.023 0.018 

Political Ideology -0.024 0.038 -0.016 0.016 -0.019 0.025 -0.045 0.027 -0.043* 0.02 -0.004 0.012 

Constant -0.645* 0.196 0.065 0.113 1.130** 0.148 -0.428* 0.189 0.482** 0.096 1.759** 0.181 
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Table 4.6. Marginal effects of a standard deviation change in significant predictor variables on predicted probabilities of efficacy ratings. Only significant results are presented: 

* p < 0.05; ** p < 0.001. 

 
  Licensed Hunting Culling DRZ CHAP Providing Information 

Predictor Variable Ineffective Neither Effective Ineffective Neither Effective Ineffective Neither Effective Ineffective Neither Effective Ineffective Neither Effective 

Acceptability, Lethal Control 
 -0.02* 0.03** -0.04** -0.06** 0.10** -0.03** -0.05** 0.08** -0.06** -0.07** 0.12**    

Acceptability, Nonlethal Control 
   -0.03**   -0.03** 0.04*  -0.05**  0.04* -0.062** -0.055** 0.118** 

Direct deer concerns 
   -0.02*   -0.03*     -0.04*    

Indirect deer concerns 0.03* -0.03*  0.04* -0.05*  0.03* -0.07** 0.04*  -0.06** 0.07** -0.031* -0.052** 0.083** 

General deer attitudes -0.01* -0.02* 0.04**           -0.033* 0.048** 

Hunting beliefs -0.03** -0.07** 0.10** -0.03** -0.09** 0.11** -0.02* -0.10** 0.12** -0.03* -0.10** 0.13**  -0.077** 0.092** 

College Graduate 
  0.04*   0.06*     0.06*     

Woman 
 -0.04*     0.05*         

Allows Hunting 
               

Cannot vs. Yes -0.04*         -0.06*      

Cannot vs. No -0.04*               

Organizational Membership 
               

Hunting vs. None 
 -0.09* 0.10*  -0.09* 0.10*          

Environmental vs. Hunting 
               

Respondent Self-Identity 
               

WLO vs. Farmer/Rancher 
      -0.08*         

Deer Hunter vs. Farmer/Rancher 
      -0.10*         

Deer Hunter vs. WLO 
     -0.12*          

Rural Resident vs. Farmer/Rancher 
      -0.08*         

Urban Resident vs. Deer Hunter 
      0.08*         

Rural vs. Urban Resident 
      -0.07*   -0.056*      

Value Orientation 
               

Pluralist vs. Traditionalist 
          0.66* -0.061*    

Distanced vs. Traditionalist 
             0.147*  

Distanced vs. Mutualist 
             0.163* -0.136* 
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4.5 Discussion 

4.5.1 Drivers and dynamics of satisfaction 

I formulated and analyzed a holistic measure of resident satisfaction with deer 

management. Satisfaction was strongly influenced by residents’ acceptability ratings of lethal and 

nonlethal management methods, their deer-related concerns, their underlying cognitions about 

deer (e.g., attitudes and beliefs), and their individual characteristics. Further, perceived efficacy of 

deer management methods, as a proxy for quality of the deer management service, was most 

significantly affected by residents’ acceptability levels and deer-related concerns. In contrast, IN-

DNR performance, agency trust, and informational trust were influenced to a greater degree by 

attitudes toward deer, hunting beliefs, and resident characteristics. I discuss these effects in detail 

and their implications for understanding satisfaction with wildlife management more broadly. 

Residents’ acceptability of deer management methods significantly influenced their 

perceived efficacy of such methods, but in different ways. As residents rated lethal methods 

increasingly acceptable, their perceived efficacy of all lethal methods also increased. But 

increasing acceptability of nonlethal methods mostly affected respondents’ perceived efficacy of 

alternative management strategies, even alternative hunting programs like DRZs or CHAPs. 

Normative beliefs, specifically those related to wildlife use or hunting, have consistently explained 

significant variation in the acceptability of lethal and nonlethal management approaches (Loker et 

al. 1999, Fulton et al. 2004, Whittaker et al. 2006, Bruskotter et al. 2009, Urbanek et al. 2012, 

2015). My analysis confirmed a consistently strong relationship between beliefs about hunting and 

perceived management efficacy, and such beliefs were moderately correlated with lethal (0.23) 

and nonlethal (0.28) management acceptability ratings. Intuitively, supportive beliefs about the 

effectiveness, humaneness, safety, and cultural importance of hunting—the components included 

in my composite variable—should lead to beliefs in the efficacy of lethal deer management 

approaches (as they typically involve some form of hunting). Alternatively, residents may be 

unaware of the effectiveness of various management approaches, especially nonlethal or 

alternative methods (Kilpatrick et al. 2007). Underlying beliefs and attitudes about deer then 

become important cognitive factors influencing how residents appraise the efficacy and 

acceptability of unfamiliar management approaches (Whittaker et al. 2006, Fishbein and Ajzen 

2010). 
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Cognitive conditions of perceived control and psychological distance can also explain the 

complex relationships that I found between deer-related concerns and components of satisfaction. 

Residents who reported high concerns about direct deer impacts to crops, forests, or gardens likely 

experienced them regularly and were therefore psychologically closer than other residents to these 

impacts (Kruglanski and Higgins 2007). Such psychological proximity may increase resident 

skepticism of an agency’s capacity to mitigate the impacts experienced and thereby decrease 

overall satisfaction (Spence et al. 2012, Singh et al. 2017). Among the most satisfied quantile that 

I modeled (0.90), increasing concern about direct deer impacts (e.g., forest damage, crop damage, 

vehicle collisions) decreased overall satisfaction. But increasing concern about indirect deer issues 

(e.g., deer welfare, urban area management, disease transmission, population sizes, and hunting 

opportunities) increased overall satisfaction. This counterintuitive result may be associated with a 

lack of perceived control over such indirect deer issues, in which case residents would rely more 

on the agency and its management methods to address their concerns (Rotter 1996).  

Perceived efficacy in deer management and agency performance became even more 

nuanced when considering individual characteristics, namely, self-identity and allowing hunting 

on one’s property. Consistent with findings from the preceding paragraph, a lack of perceived 

control over deer management on one’s land may underly the higher satisfaction and trust in the 

IN-DNR demonstrated by residents who could not allow hunting, compared to residents who could 

decide whether to allow licensed hunting on their properties. However, these “cannot allow 

hunting” residents showed consistently lower concerns about direct and indirect deer impacts than 

other residents. Therefore, residents who perceive little control over deer impacts and remain 

psychologically distanced from deer management trust in and rely upon the managing agency more 

than those who have control over their own lands. 

Greater knowledge of and familiarity with science and technology or government programs 

and policies tends to breed skepticism rather than confidence (Durant 1999, Poortinga and Pidgeon 

2003, Bauer 2009, Dow 2021). On the other hand, being unfamiliar but perceiving shared values 

with governing institutions often predicts trust and confidence in those institutions (Poortinga and 

Pidgeon 2003). In my study, residents who self-identified as a farmer/rancher or an urban resident 

were the most skeptical of current deer management methods. They were significantly more likely 

than other groups to rate alternative hunting programs, DRZs and CHAPs, as ineffective. Among 

urban residents, this skepticism likely relates to experience with or awareness of these programs, 
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which are often applied in urban areas where licensed hunting is logistically challenging. Among 

all self-identified groups in my study, farmers/ranchers perceived the lowest level of shared values 

with the IN-DNR which may partially explain their lower perceived efficacy of alternative hunting 

programs. My results therefore suggest that sectors of the public who have less familiarity with 

wildlife management agencies and do not see their values reflected in management decisions will 

be less trusting in and less satisfied with management than others. 

A recent study by Schroeder et al. (2021) found that social identities and value orientations 

significantly influence trust in wildlife management agencies. Livestock producers exhibited lower 

agency trust compared to hunters and the public and respondents with traditionalist value 

orientations were less trusting than all others. My results confirm that residents who hunt deer or 

identify as a farmer/rancher are less trusting of the DNR and its information than nonhunters and 

other identities, respectively. But I also found that agency and informational trust were higher for 

all wildlife value orientations other than traditionalists, and that trust increases among residents 

with positive attitudes toward deer. Other studies show that the effects of demographic 

characteristics on respondents’ acceptability of lethal wildlife management become dampened by 

their attitudes towards and beliefs about a species (Bruskotter et al. 2009), but this relationship has 

not been closely examined in either trust or satisfaction frameworks. With all four of these 

variables—self-identity, wildlife value orientation, attitudes toward deer, and hunting beliefs—

included in my model, pluralist value orientation showed double the effect of attitudes toward deer 

on increasing agency trust, and farmer/rancher identity showed an effect three times larger in 

magnitude than that of attitudes toward deer on decreasing informational trust. My findings 

suggest that even when considering cognitive variables, respondent values and identities retain a 

critical influence on their trust in wildlife agencies. 

The relationship between farmers/ranchers or hunters and agency trust warrants further 

examination. Previous studies have found that farmers’ trust in government erodes when farmers 

perceive the institutions in question to be physically or socially distant from them, even if those 

institutions actively support agricultural interests (Lubell 2007, Hall and Pretty 2008). Close 

personal contact with resource agency staff have predicted public trust and satisfaction with 

services, programs, or management strategies across social groups (Needham and Vaske 2008, 

Young et al. 2016). Social trust, built on these consistent interpersonal interactions, proves more 

important than institutional trust for farmer participation in environmental programs (Selinske et 
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al. 2015) and acceptance of high transaction costs (Mettepenningen et al. 2011) like those 

associated with managing deer on their land. Farmers and ranchers in my sample rated the IN-

DNR’s deer management performance significantly lower than other self-identities and placed 

significantly less trust in its information. Such poor ratings and distrust may ensue after 

experiencing frequent crop damage, exhibiting frustration with deer impacts (Stinchcomb et al. 

2022), or lacking personal interactions with the IN-DNR and its information. Interpersonal 

communication and contact increases farmers’ trust in conservation-based management and their 

participation in decision-making processes (Breetz et al. 2005). Thus, wildlife agency staff should 

make regular personal contact with farming and ranching constituents to gain their trust and 

improve deer management on private lands.  

The low trust placed in wildlife management agencies by hunters may at the surface seem 

counterintuitive. Schroeder et al. (2021) found hunters to have higher levels of trust in wildlife 

management agencies than livestock producers (but lower than the wider public) and suggested 

that such trust arises out of high levels of interaction with agency staff and perceived value 

similarity with the agency. Yet even hunters who have substantial personal interactions with 

agency staff can disagree with specific management strategies, and hunters also tend to carry 

higher expectations for the agency’s ability to manage deer than non-hunters and other residents 

(Schroeder et al. 2017). Consequently, when hunters perceive a gap between their expectations 

and the condition of the deer population or hunting opportunities, they become less trusting and, 

by definition, less satisfied with management. In my study, significantly higher proportions of 

hunters were very concerned about hunting and perceived deer populations to be low compared to 

non-hunters, which suggests that hunters did not perceive their needs as being met by the IN-DNR. 

Not surprisingly, hunters were therefore less trusting of and less satisfied with deer management 

than the non-hunting public.  

The above evidence suggests that regular interpersonal interactions between wildlife 

agencies and members of the public is critical. Increasing contact, communication, and 

transparency will help to increase residents’ perceived control over management (Slagle et al. 

2013), participation in public decision-making processes (Willcox and Giuliano 2014), perceived 

fairness of management (Young et al. 2016), and overall trust in managing agencies (Manfredo et 

al. 2017, Schmidt et al. 2018). Communication should include information about how individuals 

can avoid or reduce risks from wildlife, how management agencies are mitigating these risks, and 
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the benefits a species, or its management, can provide (Slagle et al. 2013, Bruskotter and Wilson 

2014). Because bi-directional communication, power-sharing, and knowledge integration 

contribute to long-term trust (Denize and Young 2007, Young et al. 2016), interpersonal 

relationships and norms of knowledge exchange between agencies and the public should be further 

investigated. 

4.5.2 Limitations of my approach 

I recommend caution when interpreting my results to broader populations, particularly in 

urban contexts. Compared to census data for Indiana, my sample contained significantly greater 

proportions of white/Caucasian, male, well-educated, high-income, and rural-dwelling residents 

(Table 4.2). These differences are directly attributable to my sampling strategy, which intentionally 

targeted rural forestland and agricultural properties, as well as existing customers of the Indiana 

DFW. I encourage future research to focus on non-traditional wildlife constituents in urban areas 

and compare their perceptions, needs, and concerns with those from more traditional constituents 

in rural areas.  

My respondents may also have been motivated to complete the survey, including those 

with very positive views about deer and deer management who want their voice to be heard, and 

those with very negative views who also want to be heard. Since ours was the first survey to reach 

non-customers of the Indiana Department of Fish & Wildlife, I expect that both extremes exist in 

my sample. Finally, due to the breadth of my survey, responses may exhibit satisficing behavior 

in which respondents select answers that do not reflect their thoughtful opinion but rather get the 

survey done quickly. These remain common issues with survey-based research for which a 

strategic and standardized remedy has not yet been developed (Dillman 2012, Dillman et al. 2014, 

Stedman et al. 2019) 

Although I had planned to analyze determinants of resident trust in deer management and 

perceptions of agency performance, my interest in satisfaction as a multidimensional construct 

largely arose after survey development. Therefore, I did not measure components of satisfaction a 

priori in my survey. Future research would benefit from developing and testing similar indices 

prior to implementation in a study population (Hinkin 1995, Clark and Watson 1995, Reise et al. 

2000). Furthermore, while moderate to high correlations are preferred to ensure variables 

composing an index are measuring the same or similar constructs (Clark and Watson 1995), my 
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data showed relatively low correlation between management efficacy and the remaining index 

variables (0.21-0.25). As such, perceived performance or service quality and trust in agency and 

its information may be different constructs influenced by different variables. Whereas normative 

judgements and concerns about deer—related to psychological conditions of accessibility, 

perceived control, and psychological distance—affected performance and quality measures, 

demographic characteristics exerted the strongest influences on trust. Therefore, future research 

may need to treat these two components of satisfaction as distinct concepts but synthesize them 

together. 

4.5.3 Utility for wildlife management 

Even if performance and trust represent separate constructs, it remains important for 

wildlife and resource management agencies to quantify the determinants of public satisfaction with 

their services and governance. Examining variation in the what and the why of public 

(dis)satisfaction is crucial to improving wildlife and resource management services and approaches 

(Kelly 2005, Selinske et al. 2015, Coleman et al. 2019). But survey questions about satisfaction 

with wildlife management continue to use unidimensional scales like a rating of one to ten. 

Replacing or supplementing these performance scores with a series of survey questions that 

capture multiple dimensions of satisfaction with and trust in wildlife agencies would thus allow 

researchers to analyze and better explain the variation in subjective ratings among their 

respondents.  

Subjective perceptions have proven more critical than objective conditions in determining 

people’s satisfaction with governance and resource management (Gutek et al. 1983). Assessing 

social and cognitive variables—as opposed to incidences of human-wildlife conflict, impacts from 

deer, or harvest successes—will allow wildlife agencies to better understand and manage 

(dis)satisfaction across a wider sector of the public. As Pomeranz et al. (2021) recently noted, good 

governance based in public trust thinking constitutes a continual practice for wildlife agencies, 

rather than a clear objective to be achieved. Expanding agency conceptions of public trust and 

satisfaction will also help to expand the customer service model that agencies consider in their 

administration of wildlife resources. These expansions represent an initial step towards practicing 

a more inclusive, beneficiary model of wildlife governance (Decker et al. 2016, 2019).  
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4.5.4 Future research needs 

Future research on satisfaction with wildlife management should aim to incorporate 

multiple measures of satisfaction directly into their surveys or interviews including perceived 

agency performance, service quality, agency trust, and informational trust. They should also 

associate satisfaction measures with key variables I did not fully capture, such as perceived control, 

psychological distance from wildlife impacts, personal experiences with agency staff, frequency 

of interaction with agency information, and evaluation of its content. Doing so will help to validate 

and advance the multidimensional conception of satisfaction used here and elsewhere (Hendee 

1974, Van Ryzin 2007, Park and Blenkinsopp 2011, Stern and Coleman 2015). To do so will 

require agencies to increase their capacities for and investment in social science research 

(Forstchen and Smith 2014, Bennett et al. 2017, AFWA and WMI 2019, Morales et al. 2021, 

Niemiec et al. 2021).  

Agencies should also consider how public satisfaction varies over space to elicit 

information that cannot be obtained through conventional statistical analyses. For example, 

satisfaction and acceptability of wildlife management varies depending on the scale at which they 

are assessed (i.e., township vs. region; Kilpatrick et al. 2007). Satisfaction may also vary with 

urbanization (Patterson et al. 2003, Ericsson et al. 2018), land cover, and estimated deer population 

densities (Delisle et al. forthcoming), yet current designation of management units fails to address 

spatial variation in social satisfaction (Swihart et al. 2020). Although species ecology drives most 

wildlife management strategies, social perceptions of those strategies create challenges like public 

backlash that can only be addressed by integrating ecological management with social science. An 

integrated analysis of the social, geographical, and ecological determinants affecting wildlife 

populations and human perceptions could help agencies decide where and at which spatial extents 

public satisfaction with their management strategies should be addressed. 
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 TARGETING THE SOCIAL FEASIBILITY OF 

WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT: ACCEPTABILITY AND CONFLICT 

OVER WHITE-TAILED DEER (ODOCOILEUS VIRGINIANUS) IN 

INDIANA 

5.1 Abstract 

In North America, human values for, emotions toward, and interests in wildlife continue to 

diversify. Diverse interests produce social conflicts over wildlife that complicate the ability of 

wildlife agencies to garner broad public support and funding for their efforts. Understanding the 

social feasibility of wildlife management strategies is thus essential to reduce social conflicts and 

public backlash toward agencies. The Potential for Conflict Index2 is a useful tool to assess social 

conflicts over wildlife management methods. Mapping the spatial pattern of conflicts comprises 

another tool that allows agencies to target areas for public engagement strategies. But these two 

tools have yet to be combined for wildlife management. Using data from a 2021 survey of Indiana 

residents about white-tailed deer (Odocoileus virginianus; n = 1806), I analyzed PCI2 values 

among stakeholder identity groups and political ideologies regarding the acceptability of six 

possible management methods, three lethal and three nonlethal. I then calculated PCI2 values 

within each 8x8 mi (12.9x12.9 km) cell of a statewide grid and conducted a hotspot analysis to 

map areas of high and low social conflict over each management method. Conflict potential varied 

with resident self-identities and management methods but showed more consistent covariation 

with political ideologies. Political data may thus be more reliable and accessible than stakeholder 

categories for agencies to predict levels of social conflict over wildlife management. Hotspots of 

conflict over lethal methods clustered around urban areas, indicating that the managing agency 

should focus on engaging with urban residents about deer management. My method can be 

enhanced by expanding data collection to achieve an even geographic distribution of survey 

respondents and conducting geostatistical analyses to determine what variables influence the 

distribution of social conflicts. Future analyses of the spatial relationships between social conflicts 

and ecological variables may advance agencies toward the social-ecological integration necessary 

for effective wildlife governance. 
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5.2 Introduction 

As human-wildlife interactions become increasingly complex across the U.S. (Dietsch et al. 

2016, Manfredo et al. 2020, Stinchcomb et al. 2022), wildlife agencies are striving to incorporate 

more diverse social values and perspectives into management planning (AFWA and WMI 2019). 

Addressing the needs of all possible ‘beneficiaries’ remains a tenet of the Public Trust Doctrine 

and a principle of good governance (Decker et al. 2016, Hare et al. 2017). Although scholars posit 

that understanding local knowledge and integrating this into decision-making are essential for 

expanding support for wildlife management (Robbins 2006, Armitage et al. 2011, Assche et al. 

2017, Bélisle et al. 2018), most wildlife agencies still face limited social science capacities, narrow 

funding streams, and embedded institutional cultures that hinder close and consistent engagement 

with their publics (Jacobson et al. 2010, Pomeranz et al. 2021). Thus, state agencies across the 

country need to undergo sweeping institutional reforms before collaborative and participatory 

ideals of good, public trust governance can be effectively achieved (Pomeranz et al. 2021).  

 Amid institutional change, survey-based research provide crucial tools for managers to 

begin assessing social diversity and integrating public needs into the planning process. Surveys 

are widely used among wildlife agencies to assess public perceptions of wildlife, preferences for 

management, use of public lands, or attitudes towards a proposed policy change. Social scientists 

develop indices from survey responses using various statistical techniques for factor analysis or 

clustering (Gerbing and Anderson 1988, Reise et al. 2000). Two indices, the Wildlife Value 

Orientation scale (Fulton et al. 1996) and the Potential for Conflict Index (Manfredo et al. 2003) 

are widely applied to human-wildlife interactions, but other relevant indices provide composite 

measures of ecosystem services, economic value, recreational specialization, and agency trust 

(Scott et al. 2005, Johns et al. 2014, Stern and Coleman 2015, Brock et al. 2017). Such analyses 

can be useful heuristic tools for determining the predictors of an abstract construct like wildlife 

value orientations, assessing economic utility and its influence on recreation behaviors, or 

evaluating and visualizing the potential for social conflicts over wildlife management approaches.  

 Since survey data are typically linked to addresses or geographical coordinates, they can 

be used to map social variation over space. Subsequent geospatial analysis tie variation in social 

data to environmental variables like landcover, development, elevation, plant and animal 

distributions, or cultural and political boundaries—variation that non-geographic statistical 

analyses cannot capture. For instance, acceptance of carnivore populations or their management 
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in Europe varies with social-ecological interaction of landcover type (rural vs. developed, montane 

vs. lowland), place-based traditions like shepherding or hunting, and local histories with wildlife 

(Gangaas et al. 2015, Piédallu et al. 2016). In Nepal, negative attitudes towards tigers spatially 

correlated with low socioeconomic statuses, fewer educational opportunities, and increased 

sociocultural marginalization, rather than with the distribution of livestock attacks (Carter et al. 

2014). Other studies have used survey data to map and predict human tolerances toward wildlife 

(Struebig et al. 2018), mismatches in social and ecological dynamics that challenge management 

approaches (Dressel et al. 2018); successes and failures that identify facilitating conditions for 

collaborative governance (Bergsten et al. 2014); and ecosystem services and disservices in human-

wildlife systems (Ceauşu et al. 2019). 

 Social ‘landscapes’ that include perceptions, attitudes, behaviors, and political or economic 

dynamics can profitably be integrated with biophysical landscape and ecological factors (e.g., 

wildlife population densities, distributions, and migrations) to develop models of anthropogenic 

resistance (Ghoddousi et al. 2021) or ‘spatial coexistence’ (Carter et al. 2020). Integrating the 

social and ecological dimensions into a single spatial model allows managers to identify where 

alignment or mismatches exist among wildlife population dynamics, habitat conditions, social 

tolerance or feasibility, and policy approaches, then target local areas and communities for 

management interventions (Dressel et al. 2018). Disregarding spatial diversity and local contexts, 

on the other hand, can “lead even highly advanced management approaches…into panacea traps” 

(Dressel et al. 2018:109, Zimmermann et al. 2021). Because attitudes towards wildlife populations 

and their impacts or benefits do not evenly nor predictably distribute across landscapes and social 

groups, neglecting to analyze this socio-spatial variation can hinder public support for conservation 

and management actions and thus reduce their efficacy (Carter et al. 2020).  

 Prior to 2018, the social landscape around white-tailed deer (Odocoileus virginianus) in 

the state of Indiana remained largely unquantified. Empirical social research has since found that 

Indiana residents hold complex values, attitudes, emotions, and beliefs about white-tailed deer that 

do not sort nicely into specific stakeholder categories (Stinchcomb et al. 2022). Rather, these 

perceptions about deer often conflict with one another, both within and among demographic 

categories like gender, stakeholder identities, political ideologies, or hunter status. Moreover, 

public satisfaction with existing management strategies, and trust in the regulating agency, 

comprise complex constructs that depend on peoples’ cognitions, identities, values, and familiarity 
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or experiences with the agency (chapter 4).  Here, I seek to understand how the acceptability of 

deer management options varies across social categories and geographic gradients. Visualizing 

where and among whom the greatest controversy occurs can help managers elicit fine-scale drivers 

of people’s attitudes towards management and target strategies to minimize backlash over their 

decisions. 

5.2.1 Potentials for social conflict over wildlife 

To quantify the level of conflict or consensus among social groups over wildlife attitudes 

and management approaches, Vaske et al. (2010) developed a second-generation Potential for 

Conflict Index (PCI2). Using survey response scales, the PCI2 calculates the ratio of responses on 

either side of a scale’s center point so that maximum conflict (PCI2 = 1) occurs when responses 

are evenly split between the two extreme values of the scale and total consensus (PCI2 = 0) occurs 

when all responses fall on a single value in the scale (Engel et al. 2017, Liordos et al. 2017, Vaske 

2018). The PCI2 also allows for the specification of a distance function to include or exclude the 

neutral value of a response scale, depending on empirical/theoretical utility, and power functions 

to give more weight to larger differences between individual perceptions. For example, a person 

who rates hunting as very acceptable (+1) may not perceive conflict with someone who rates it as 

somewhat negative (-1), but feel threatened by someone who rates it as very negative (-2) because 

they may advocate against hunting. Raising the PCI2 scores to a power larger than one accounts 

for such nonlinear perceptions of the response scale (Vaske et al. 2010). Levels of consensus using 

the PCI2 can be compared across an entire sample population or among certain subpopulations like 

gender or stakeholder identities.  Moreover, PCI2 values can be presented graphically to facilitate 

the interpretation of statistical results. A detailed description of the program for calculating, 

graphing, and comparing PCI2 values can be found at 

https://sites.warnercnr.colostate.edu/jerryv/potential-conflict-index/ 

Scholars have applied the PCI2 to examine levels of social conflict/consensus over: lethal 

control of predators under different severities of encounter (Sponarski et al. 2015, Engel et al. 

2017, Vaske 2018, Heneghan and Morse 2019); illegal killing of carnivores in Scandanavia 

(Gangaas et al. 2015); management methods for avian species exerting impacts such as crop 

damage, urban structure fouling, and disease transmission (Liordos et al. 2017); feral or invasive 

species management options on islands (Sharp et al. 2011, Lohr and Lepczyk 2014); and hunter 

https://sites.warnercnr.colostate.edu/jerryv/potential-conflict-index/
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responses to chronic wasting disease and support for its management (Vaske et al. 2006). Many of 

these studies compare conflict potentials among subpopulation characteristics including general 

attitudes towards the wildlife species, value orientations, country or region, stakeholder 

classification, or hunting status.  

Despite the proliferation of large ungulate populations in North America and public 

controversies surrounding both lethal and nonlethal methods of population control, few studies 

have quantified the potentials for social conflict over ungulate management approaches. In the 

case of white-tailed deer, intergroup conflict often arises from different wildlife values and 

concerns about deer-related impacts (Connelly et al. 1987, Lischka et al. 2008, Campa III et al. 

2011, Johnson and Horowitz 2014). While hunters tend to hold concerns about deer population 

sizes and hunting opportunities, agricultural producers and woodland owners are concerned about 

damage to their lands, and urban residents carry substantial concern for both public health and deer 

welfare (Stinchcomb et al. 2022). Deer hunters, however, can disagree within their own group 

about whether licensed hunting should increase, what weapons are effective or acceptable, what 

types and how many deer they should be permitted to hunt, and whether deer culling or 

sharpshooting should occur (Stewart 2011). 

Although conflict over the details of licensed hunting can infiltrate communities and 

stakeholder groups, contraception, or fertility control, remains the most controversial management 

method for white-tailed deer (Messmer et al. 1997, Loker et al. 1999, Stewart 2011, Urbanek et al. 

2012). This controversy usually centers in urban communities with diverse interests and moves 

beyond a simple clash of wildlife values (Kirkpatrick and Turner 1997, Urbanek et al. 2012). Those 

who support contraception tend to live in urban/suburban areas, oppose hunting as inhumane or 

unsafe, and worry about deer suffering unnatural deaths, while those who oppose it may also live 

in urban/suburban areas, but experience frequent damage from deer, support licensed hunting, and 

worry about the costs and adverse effects of contraception (Kirkpatrick and Turner 1997, Messmer 

et al. 1997, Urbanek et al. 2015). In addition to attitudes and beliefs, scholars have found conflicts 

over deer management to vary by personal experiences with deer and deer damage (Curtis and 

Lynch 2001), gender (Lauber et al. 2001, Dougherty et al. 2003), education, age, or location of 

residence (Lischka et al. 2008), and moral or political ideologies and power dynamics (Peterson et 

al. 2002, Vesic 2011). 
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Since mitigating social conflict remains crucial for effective wildlife management and good 

governance (Dickman 2010, Redpath et al. 2013, Pomeranz et al. 2021), social and spatial analyses 

should be combined to better understand the cross-scalar variability of public attitudes and how 

wildlife management can be tailored to both social and ecological conditions (Dressel et al. 2018). 

In this study, I quantify potentials for conflict over deer management approaches among Indiana 

residents and translate them into hotspots of social conflict across the state. In so doing, I advance 

the utility of the PCI2 for wildlife management and provide managers with a practical tool to 

identify areas of high public conflict and improve the overall social feasibility of deer management 

in Indiana. 

5.3 Methods 

5.3.1 Data Collection 

To quantify Indiana residents’ perceptions of deer management and the Indiana 

Department of Natural Resources (IN-DNR), I implemented a statewide survey from June to 

September 2021. Prior to data collection, my study design was approved by the Institutional 

Review Board of Purdue University. I sampled 6,000 residents randomly within a 2x4 stratified 

design. The higher-order stratum separated residents equally into 3,000 customers of the Indiana 

Division of Fish and Wildlife (DFW) and 3,000 non-customers (non-DFW). Within each of these 

strata, I randomly sampled 750 tax parcel addresses from four landscape types: forest, farmland, 

developed area, and ‘integration.’ I drew the ‘integration’ sub-sample from addresses within 

6.4x6.4 km (4x4 mi) grids used in ongoing studies by colleagues to collect ecological data. I used 

ESRI ArcPro software to sample each stratum. Data were obtained from the IndianaMap geospatial 

database, the Indiana Department of Local Government and Finance, and the DFW. Addresses 

were checked for duplicates, blanks, and public or corporate ownership and re-sampled as 

necessary. 

Survey dissemination followed Dillman’s (2014) Tailored-Design Method. I sent all 

questionnaires via postal mail with an option to take the survey online indicated on a cover letter. 

Each sampled resident was sent a pre-notification postcard, followed a week later by a survey 

packet, and a reminder postcard sent to non-respondents two weeks after first contact. I conducted 
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three mailings in total, with the final two mailings sent to residents who had not yet responded via 

mail or online.  

I checked for non-response bias by comparing key demographic characteristics of my 

sample to the corresponding census data for Indiana. I used chi-squared tests to determine whether 

significant differences existed between my sample proportions and those expected at the state 

level. I consider the implications of non-response bias in my Discussion. 

5.3.2 Potential for Conflict Indices 

I calculated and analyzed potentials for social conflict over deer management methods in 

Indiana. Survey respondents evaluated the acceptability of six potential management methods in 

their areas: (i) increased licensed hunting; (ii) culling or sharpshooting; (iii) Community Hunting 

Access Programs (CHAPs); (iv) contraception; (v) translocation; and (vi) providing information. 

I measured each management method on a 5-point scale including a neutral value from “very 

unacceptable” (-2) to “neither” (0) to “very acceptable” (2). The IN-DNR currently uses licensed 

hunting, culling or sharpshooting, CHAPs, and providing information to manage deer in Indiana. 

Contraception and translocation options are not currently used, but they have been tested on white-

tailed deer in Indiana and elsewhere and are commonly discussed as non-lethal methods for 

managing ungulate populations (Sanborn et al. 1994, Swihart and DeNicola 1995, DeNicola et al. 

1996, DeNicola et al. 1997a, b, Rutberg et al. 2004, Walter et al. 2010, Demarais et al. 2012).  

I compare mean responses and PCI2 values across these management methods for two 

demographic groups of interest: respondents’ primary self-identity and their political ideology. 

While self-identities allow respondents to categorize themselves into a deer stakeholder category, 

political ideology provides an accessible way for managers to predict attitudes towards deer 

management using voter registration databases. The self-identity question asked respondents 

“What is your primary identity? Check one that you identify with the most:” (i) farmer or grower; 

(ii) rancher or livestock producer; (iii) woodland owner; (iv) deer hunter; (v) urban area resident; 

(vi) rural area resident. Since I had only 42 responses (2%) in the rancher category, I combined 

farmers/growers and rancher/livestock producers into one “farmer/rancher” category for analysis. 

To elicit political ideology, I asked respondents “Which of the following best describes your 

views?” on a 7-point scale: (i) strongly liberal; (ii) liberal; (iii) slightly liberal; (iv) middle-of-the-

road; (v) slightly conservative; (vi) conservative; and (vii) strongly conservative. For analysis, I 
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combined strongly liberal and liberal into a “Liberal” category, middle-of-the-road and slightly 

conservative into “Moderate;” and conservative and highly conservative into “Conservative.” The 

slightly liberal option had no responses. 

I used one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) to compare the mean acceptability levels 

of each management method among respondent self-identities and political ideologies. Although 

scholars and statisticians debate the application of ANOVA to Likert-scale ordinal data (e.g., 

Jamieson 2004, Carifio and Perla 2008), others have proven ANOVA to be highly robust to non-

normally distributed data, skewness, and Likert scales (Pearson 1931, Boneau 1960, Norman 

2010). Since ANOVA examines differences between means, the Central Limit Theorem applies, 

showing that with sufficient group sizes (some say > 10), the group means approach normality 

regardless of their original distribution (Norman 2010). Additionally, while Likert-scale questions 

may be ordinal in nature, this ordinality derives from an underlying latent characteristic that can 

only be inferred (Gaito 1980). Likert scales can be (and frequently are) treated as intervals in 

parametric analyses without invalidating any conclusions about the numbers or their means and 

deviations (Norman 2010). 

Following Sponarski et al. (2015), I used Bonferroni post hoc tests to determine significant 

differences in means among groups at adjusted p-values of 0.005 for self-identity (10 comparisons) 

and 0.0167 for political ideology (3 comparisons). When my data violated the homogeneity of 

variance assumption, I used Welch’s ANOVA with a Games-Howell post-hoc test for group 

differences. This pairwise testing method is robust to differences in group sample sizes and error 

variances (Games and Howell 1976, Stoline 2012). I used R v.4.1.2 for all ANOVA testing.  

 I calculated PCI2 values for each self-identity and political ideology under each 

management method using a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet available on the website cited in the 

introduction. The underlying equation for calculating PCI2 is based on the average distance of an 

individual’s response from all other responses to that question. Mathematically:  

 

∆𝑥 =  
∑ 𝑑𝑥,𝑦

𝑀𝑎𝑥
=  

∑ 𝑓(𝑟𝑥, 𝑟𝑦)

𝑀𝑎𝑥
= 𝑠𝑢𝑚 𝑥 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑥 ≠ 𝑦 

 

where r = an individual’s response, d = the distance between x and other responses, ∆𝑥  = 

normalized distance of response x, and Max = maximum possible sum of response values (Vaske 
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et al. 2010). The PCI2 averages ∆𝑥 across all values of x. I used a distance function that excludes 

the neutral value from PCI2 calculations and a power of 1.5 to allow for nonlinear perceptions of 

the differences between scale values. From a psychological perspective, a nonlinear power 

function allows for a more realistic calculation of PCI2 values and does not conflict with the 

linearity assumption of ANOVA because ANOVA only compares mean acceptability levels 

among groups, not PCI2 values within groups.   

 I tested for differences in PCI2 values between pairs of groups using the difference test 

provided on the PCI2 website. This test uses simulated standard deviations to test for differences 

in observed PCI2 values: 

 

𝑑 =  
|𝑃𝐶𝐼𝑎 − 𝑃𝐶𝐼𝑏|

√(𝑃𝐶𝐼𝑎𝑆𝐷)2 − (𝑃𝐶𝐼𝑏𝑆𝐷)2
 

 

where PCIa = observed PCI2 for the first sample or group, PCIb = observed PCI2 for a second 

sample or group, PCIaSD = standard deviation of the simulated PCI2 distribution for the first sample 

or group, and PCIbSD = standard deviation of the simulated PCI2 distribution for the second sample 

or group (Vaske et al. 2010:249). Following Sponarski et al. (2015) and Engel et al. (2017), I 

compared the resulting d value to critical values of a standard normal distribution, at an alpha level 

of 0.05. If d > 1.96, I deemed the difference between PCI2 values significant (Vaske et al. 2010). 

I plotted PCI2 values by group and management method on a bubble graph. The bubble’s 

size represents within-group conflict over a management method, with larger sizes indicating 

higher intragroup conflict. The center of each bubble lies on the mean response for that group, 

which is plotted on the y-axis. The vertical distance between bubbles thus represents the degree of 

inter-group conflict or consensus over a management method. 

5.3.3 Mapping social conflict potentials 

I created heat maps of social conflict over deer management across Indiana using 

respondent acceptability ratings for my six deer management methods: culling, licensed hunting, 

CHAPs, contraception, translocation, and providing advice or information. Since I aimed to map 

areas where the difference between respondent’s acceptability values was highest, a conventional 

hot-spot analysis—which determines areas where high values are surrounded by other high values 
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or low values by other low values—did not work for my purpose. Following Brown et al. (2017) 

and Moore et al. (2017), I overlayed a 12.9 x 12.9 km (8 x 8 mi) grid over my final survey sample 

derived from a 6.4 x 6.4 km (4 x 4 mi) statewide grid created by the IN-DNR and used by my 

colleagues for ecological sampling (Caudell and Vaught 2017). After testing several grid sizes, I 

chose a 12.9x12.9 km cell area to balance the number of points within each grid cell with the 

spatial resolution required to assess local trends in conflict potentials (Moore et al. 2017).  

Using responses from the sample points within each grid cell, I calculated the mean and 

frequency distribution of acceptability responses and the PCI2 value for each management method. 

I then used the gridded PCI2 values in a hot-spot analysis to visualize where grid cells with high 

potentials for social conflict were surrounded by other grids with high social conflict potentials 

and, by opposition, areas where social conflict was low. Grid cells with no sample points or only 

one sample point were excluded from the hotspot analysis to avoid zero inflation. I created one 

heat map for each of the six management methods. 

I chose a fixed distance band method for the hotspot analysis tool to analyze the spatial 

relationships among gridded PCI2 values. I used the Incremental Spatial Autocorrelation analysis 

to determine the optimal search distance for each management method. The hotspot analysis tool 

calculates the Getis-Ord Gi* statistic as a z-score (Getis and Ord, 1992). Large, positive z-scores 

with small p-values indicate significant clustering of high PCI2 values and produce a hotspot on 

the map. Large, negative z-scores with small p-values indicate significant clustering of low PCI2 

values and produce coldspots. Based on the distances at which z-scores peaked for each method, 

and opting for more regional rather than local clustering, I used a distance band of 32 miles (51.5 

km). Significant hot- and coldspots were mapped with color gradients to indicate the level of 

confidence in the statistic: 90%, 95%, or 99% confidence. I overlaid my final heat maps with the 

boundaries of Regional Management Units (RMUs) for deer to illustrate how social conflict could 

impact Indiana’s deer management strategy. 
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5.4 Results 

5.4.1 Descriptive statistics 

I received 1,806 complete survey 

responses with 500 undeliverable, deceased, or 

otherwise ineligible for a response rate of 33%. 

Responses were relatively well distributed 

across the state, with some clustering evident 

near major cities (Figure 5.1). Survey 

respondents were 76% male and 23% female, 

overwhelmingly White/Caucasian (92%), with 

an average age of 60 and an average of 51 years 

of residency in Indiana (Table 5.1). Over a third 

of respondents had at least a college degree 

(37%) and another third had a high school 

diploma or less (32%, Table 5.1).  

Respondents self-identified primarily as 

either rural residents (43%) or urban residents 

(25%), with 12% identifying as primarily deer 

hunters and 12% as primarily farmers or 

ranchers (Table 5.1). Most respondents reported 

a conservative political ideology (59%), with 

22% aligning with a moderate ideology and just 

12% aligning with a liberal ideology (Table 5.1). Just under half of respondents found licensed 

hunting (49%) and information provision (47%) to be acceptable management methods (Table 

5.2). Respondents were split on the acceptability of culling and CHAP methods, with 35% rating 

culling as unacceptable, 34% rating culling as acceptable, 33% rating CHAPs as unacceptable, and 

32% rating CHAPs as acceptable (Table 5.2). Contraception and translocation were the least 

acceptable management methods among respondents, with 43% rating contraception as very 

unacceptable and 38% rating translocation as very unacceptable (Table 5.2). 

Figure 5.1. Distribution of survey responses 

across Indiana, overlayed on Regional 

Management Units for deer and incorporated 

areas of the 15 largest cities by population. 

IDMP = Integrated Deer Management Project. 
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5.4.2 Potentials for conflict among self-identified stakeholder groups 

Self-identified stakeholder groups showed differences in mean acceptability ratings across 

nearly all deer management methods, except for providing information which was acceptable for 

all groups (means = 0.24 – 0.58). The greatest differences occurred for nonlethal methods of 

contraception and translocation. Deer hunters rated these nonlethal methods as significantly less 

acceptable than all other groups ( �̅�𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡 = -1.66; �̅�𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠 = -1.33; 𝑝𝑎𝑙𝑙−𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑠  < 0.001). Urban 

residents rated contraception and translocation as significantly more acceptable than all other 

groups, but their average rating was still slightly unacceptable ( �̅�𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡 = -0.27; �̅�𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠 = -0.16; 

𝑝𝑎𝑙𝑙−𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑠 < 0.001). Farmers, woodland owners, and rural residents all rated nonlethal methods 

as unacceptable on average (Figure 5.2).  

 Mean acceptability ratings for lethal methods also differed between self-identity groups. 

Farmers showed significantly greater acceptability of deer culling, on average, than either deer 

hunters or woodland owners (�̅�𝑓𝑎𝑟𝑚=0.26; �̅�ℎ𝑢𝑛𝑡=-0.57; �̅�𝑤𝑙𝑜= -0.28; p < 0.005). Deer hunters also 

rated culling as significantly less acceptable than did rural and urban residents (�̅�ℎ𝑢𝑛𝑡 =-0.57; 

�̅�𝑢𝑟𝑏𝑎𝑛=-0.02; �̅�𝑟𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑙= 0.05; p < 0.001). Licensed hunting was the most acceptable management 

method across self-identity groups (Figure 5.2). Mean levels of acceptability differed significantly, 

however, between farmers and hunters, with farmers rating hunting as more acceptable than 

hunters themselves (�̅�𝑓𝑎𝑟𝑚=0.67; �̅�ℎ𝑢𝑛𝑡= 0.18; p = 0.001). Acceptability of CHAP programs was 

neutral, on average (Figure 5.2), but woodland owners showed significantly lower acceptability of 

CHAPs than urban residents (�̅�𝑤𝑙𝑜=-0.33; �̅�𝑢𝑟𝑏= 0.03; p < 0.05). Levels of inter-group conflict 

were thus highest for culling, contraception, and translocation methods (Figure 5.2). Licensed 

hunting also showed potential conflict between farmers and hunters.  
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Table 5.1. Observed proportions on characteristics of survey respondents (N = 1806) and overall 

proportions from the Indiana population. 

aData from 2019 U.S. Census and American Community Survey, unless otherwise noted. Total Population of Indiana = 6.732 

million 
b2017 USDA Census of Agriculture, Indiana 
c2018 USDA National Woodland Owner Survey 
d2019 Indiana White-Tailed Deer Report 
ePurdue Extension Report, “Population Trends in Indiana.” Proportions of the population living in urban counties and mixed 

rural or rural counties 
f2018 Gallup Poll, state ideological identification.

   N    Sample Proportion Statewide Proportiona 

Primary Self-Identity 1771 

 

 

    Farmer/Rancher 

 

.12 0.01b 

    Woodland Owner 

 

.08 0.04c 

    Deer Hunter 

 

.12 0.01d 

    Urban/Suburban Resident 

 

.25 0.62e 

    Rural Resident 

 

.43 0.38e 

Political Ideology 1679   

 

    Liberal 

 

.12 0.17f 

    Moderate 

 

.22 0.38f 

    Conservative 

 

.59 0.39f 

Gender 1749 

  

    Man 

 

.76 0.49 

    Woman 

 

.23 0.51 

Ethnicity 1717 

  

    White/Caucasian 

 

.92 0.62 

    Black/African American 

 

.01 0.12 

    Hispanic/LatinX 

 

.00 0.19 

    Asian/Asian American 

 

.01 0.06 

    Native American 

 

.00 0.01 

    Pacific Islander 

 

.00 0 

Household Income 1562 

  

    < $50,000 

 

.25 0.43 

    $50,000 - $99,999 

 

.38 0.32 

    $100,000 – 199,999 

 

.30 0.2 

    > $200,000 

 

.07 0.05 

Highest Education 1731 

  

    High School or less 

 

.32 0.44 

    Associate degree or some college 

 

.31 0.29 

    College or graduate degree 

 

.37 0.27 

Age 1806 

  

    18 to 24 

 

.01 0.1 

    25 to 44 

 

.15 0.26 

    45 to 64 

 

.39 0.25 

    65 and older   .41 0.17 
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Table 5.2. Summary statistics for respondent acceptability ratings of six potential deer 

management methods in Indiana (N = 1806) 

Variable Name Variable description and value levels n 
Proportion of 

responses 

Management 

Acceptability 

To manage deer populations in your local area, how 

unacceptable or acceptable do you consider the following 

potential actions?   
Licensed hunting Increasing licensed hunting in my area 

1749   

-2 = Very Unacceptable 
 

0.14 
 

-1 
 

0.10 
 

0 = Neither 
 

0.23 
 

1 
 

0.23 
 

2 = Very Acceptable 
 

0.26 

Culling Culling deer populations in my area 
1732 

 
 

-2 = Very Unacceptable 
 

0.20 
 

-1 
 

0.15 
 

0 = Neither 
 

0.28 
 

1 
 

0.19 
 

2 = Very Acceptable 
 

0.15 

CHAPs Creating a Community Hunting Access Program for my area 
1722 

 
 

-2 = Very Unacceptable 
 

0.18 
 

-1 
 

0.15 
 

0 = Neither 
 

0.33 
 

1 
 

0.17 
 

2 = Very Acceptable 
 

0.13 

Contraception Using contraception to control deer fertility in my area 
1732 

 
 

-2 = Very Unacceptable 
 

0.43 
 

-1 
 

0.16 
 

0 = Neither 
 

0.22 
 

1 
 

0.09 
 

2 = Very Acceptable 
 

0.08 

Translocation Trapping & relocating deer from my area to another in 

Indiana 1740 
 

 

-2 = Very Unacceptable 
 

0.38 
 

-1 
 

0.18 
 

0 = Neither 
 

0.22 
 

1 
 

0.11 
 

2 = Very Acceptable 
 

0.08 

Information Providing advice or information about deer to members of 

my community 1733 
 

 

-2 = Very Unacceptable 
 

0.08 
 

-1 
 

0.09 
 

0 = Neither 
 

0.33 
 

1 
 

0.24 
 

2 = Very Acceptable   0.23 
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Potentials for conflict within each self-identity group was highest for hunters over increases 

in licensed hunting (PCI2 = 0.43), and lowest for hunters over contraception methods (PCI2 = 0.08). 

Farmers also showed relatively high intragroup conflict over culling, hunting, and contraception 

methods (PCI2 range 0.30 – 0.36). Compared to farmers, intragroup conflict over culling and 

translocation was significantly different for urban and rural residents and intragroup conflict over 

contraception was significantly lower for hunters than for all other groups (Figure 5.2). Hunters 

also showed significantly higher intragroup conflict over licensed hunting than all other groups 

and significantly lower conflict over translocation than urban and rural residents (Figure 5.2). 

Intragroup conflict over CHAP programs was significantly lower for urban residents than for 

farmers and hunters (Figure 5.2).   

 

  Figure 5.2. Mean acceptability levels of six potential deer management options and 

Potentials for Conflict (PCI2) among respondents’ primary self-identities. Bubble size represents 

PCI2 value, which is provided to the right of each bubble. Superscript letters (a,b,c) on PCI2 values 

represent significant differences in conflict potentials among the five groups. Numbers within 

bubbles (1, 2, 3) represent significant differences among mean group acceptability responses (p < 

0.05). Shading indicates group affiliation. 
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5.4.3 Potentials for conflict among political ideologies 

Unlike respondent self-identities, respondent political ideologies did not differ in 

acceptability ratings of culling (Figure 5.3). Contraception again produced the greatest differences 

in mean acceptability ratings, with liberals showing the highest average acceptability (�̅� = 0.01), 

followed distantly by moderates (�̅� = -0.76) and then conservatives (�̅� = -0.96; 𝑝𝑎𝑙𝑙−𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑠 < 

0.001). Conservatives and moderates rated translocation as significantly less acceptable than 

liberals (�̅�𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠= -0.79; �̅�𝑚𝑜𝑑 = -0.63; �̅�𝑙𝑖𝑏= -0.18; p < 0.001), but mean acceptability between the 

former two groups did not differ. Similarly, liberals rated licensed hunting as significantly less 

acceptable than both conservatives and moderates (�̅�𝑙𝑖𝑏 = 0.02; �̅�𝑚𝑜𝑑  = 0.21; �̅�𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠= 0.51; p < 

0.001). Liberals also rated CHAP programs as less acceptable than did conservatives (�̅�𝑙𝑖𝑏= -0.33; 

�̅�𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠= 0.00; p = 0.002). Although providing information was again acceptable across groups, on 

average, its ratings differed significantly between liberals and conservatives, with liberals showing 

the highest acceptability of this method (�̅� = 0.71) and conservatives the lowest (�̅� = 0.42; p = 

0.003). The greatest conflict over deer management methods among respondent political 

ideologies thus occurred for contraception, translocation, and licensed hunting.  

Figure 5.3. Mean acceptability levels of six potential deer management options and Potentials for 

Conflict (PCI2) for liberal, moderate and conservative respondents. Bubble size represents PCI2 

value, which is provided to the right of each bubble. Superscript letters (a,b,c) on PCI2 values 

represent significant differences in conflict potentials among the five groups. Numbers within 

bubbles (1, 2, 3) represent significant differences among mean group acceptability responses (p < 

0.05). Shading indicates group affiliation. 
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Levels of conflict within each political ideology group were lower (i.e., greater consensus) 

than those within stakeholder self-identities. Liberals showed the highest intragroup conflict over 

licensed hunting and contraception (each PCI2 = 0.34-0.35). Their conflict over contraception was 

significantly higher than that of both other ideologies (Figure 5.3). For all groups, the lowest PCI2 

occurred for providing information about deer management (PCI2 range = 0.17-0.18). 

5.4.4 Hotspots of social conflict over deer management 

I found the largest and most significant hotspots of social conflict over deer management 

for culling, licensed hunting, and contraception methods. The largest hotspot for culling appeared 

in southern Indiana, with 87% concentrated within a single RMU (Figure 5.4a). Another 

significant culling hotspot with 90-95% confidence occurred in northeast Indiana, crossing the 

border of two RMUs (Figure 5.4a). Conflict over licensed hunting was also significant in this area, 

but only a few grid cells showed high conflict potentials in southern Indiana. The largest hotspot 

for hunting appeared in central Indiana, concentrated in the Indianapolis metropolitan area, which 

comprises its own RMU, but spilling over into two RMUs to the east (Figure 5.4b). Following 

from the findings above, social conflict over CHAP method was relatively low. A single hotspot 

of six grid cells with 90-95% confidence emerged in northeast Indiana (Figure 5.4c), overlapping 

with a section of the corresponding hotspots for licensed hunting and culling. 

For all lethal methods, significant cold spots were found in three main regions. These 

occurred in the west-central area and the southwest tip of the state, with a few cells in the southeast 

showing low social conflict with 90% confidence (Figure 5.4a,b,c). Cold spots with 95% 

confidence appeared in the southwest for culling, the west-central for hunting, and the east-central 

for CHAPs. Most cold spots fell within a single RMU, except for one or two grid cells of the west-

central hotspots crossing RMU borders for both culling and hunting methods.  

Among nonlethal methods, the largest and most significant hotspot of social conflict 

appeared for contraception in the southwest corner of the state (Figure 5.4d). This hotspot spanned 

almost the entirety of a small RMU and crossed into its western neighbor. Smaller hotspots 

appeared for both contraception and translocation methods in the northern region of the 

Indianapolis metropolitan area in central Indiana (Figures 5.4d, 5.4e). Additional hotspots occurred 

for translocation near the southern border of the state and, for contraception, in the south-central 
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region. The information provision method showed a few areas of significant social conflict, mainly 

in south-central and northwestern Indiana (Figure 5.4f).  

Areas of low social conflict differed across nonlethal management methods. For 

contraception, a few cold spots occurred in northern rural areas, whereas a more concentrated cold 

spot with 90-95% confidence appeared for translocation in the west-central part of the state 

(Figures 5.4d, 5.4e). Just four grid cells showed cold spots with 90-95% confidence for information 

provision, all of which appeared in central Indiana (Figure 5.4f). These areas of low social conflict 

over nonlethal methods were mostly within a single RMU, except for one or two cold spot cells 

that crossed an RMU border for each management method. 
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Figure 5.4. Hotspots of high social conflict and coldspots of low social conflict over deer management 

methods. Culling (a), licensed hunting (b), and Community Hunting Access Programs (c) are lethal 

methods. Contraception (d), translocation (e), and providing information (f) are nonlethal methods. Data 

are overlaid with survey response points and Regional Management Units for deer. 

(a) (b) (c) 

(d) (e) (f) 
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5.5 Discussion 

Previous scholarship demonstrates that stakeholder identities explain differences in the 

acceptability of wildlife management methods (Messmer et al. 1997, Bruskotter et al. 2009, Lohr 

and Lepczyk 2014, Liordos et al. 2017, van Eeden et al. 2019). My findings confirm that 

acceptability of deer management methods varies with resident self-identities, producing conflicts 

both within and among stakeholder groups. But the patterning of certain conflicts may be 

unexpected by wildlife managers. Deer hunters, for example, showed the highest level of 

intragroup conflict over licensed hunting among all identity groups. This counterintuitive result 

likely stems from mixed beliefs among hunters about increased hunting activity and its effects on 

crowding, availability of game, and access to private hunting lands (Heberlein 2002, Larson et al. 

2014). Contrary to the literature describing urban-to-rural divides over hunting (Heberlein and 

Ericsson 2005, Ericsson et al. 2018, Wilkins et al. 2019), rural and urban residents in my study did 

not differ in their acceptability of lethal deer management methods. Urban residents, however, did 

show greater acceptability of nonlethal methods than any other identity group. Due to these 

conflicts, social identities and stakeholder categorizations may not be the most reliable indicator 

for predicting social acceptability of wildlife management.  

Political ideologies can also influence trust in wildlife agencies (Manfredo et al. 2017, 

Schroeder et al. 2021), and interact with wildlife values and information sources to influence risk 

perceptions and attitudes toward wildlife (Nardi et al. 2020). I found that political ideologies 

produced expected differences in the social acceptability of deer management. Residents with 

liberal ideologies reported opposing and significantly different mean acceptability levels from 

those with conservative ideologies across all management methods, except culling. Political values 

tend to be stable over time, particularly at ideological extremes (Zaller 1991, Goren 2005). Social 

identities, in contrast, often vary with the object in consideration, e.g., the wildlife species vs. a 

policy goal (Lute and Gore 2014) and individuals may identify with multiple, intersecting social 

groups (McCubbin and Van Patter 2021). How individuals define their identities may also differ 

from how managers typically delineate stakeholder groups (Stinchcomb et al. 2022). Thus, 

political ideology may be a more consistent predictor of the acceptability of wildlife management 

than stakeholder identities. When examining social acceptance or tolerance, managers should 

consider residents’ political ideologies and how these influence the processing of information 

about the impacts and benefits of wildlife populations (Hart and Nisbet 2012). Data on variables 
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like political ideology and voter registration are regularly collected by national surveys and are 

often publicly available. Exploiting this information could help agencies strategically implement 

wildlife management methods based on political distributions within their state.  

I next mapped potentials for social conflict across the state to examine what regional or 

landscape-level forces might underly the spatial clustering of social conflicts. Past controversies 

over deer culls have arisen around Bloomington in south-central Indiana (Knackmuhs et al. 2019, 

Knackmuhs and Farmer 2017). My largest and most significant hotspot of social conflict occurred 

in this location and over the culling method. Additional hotspots over hunting and CHAP methods 

concentrated around the cities of Indianapolis in central Indiana and Fort Wayne in the northwest. 

Hunting in urban areas is logistically challenging, due to local ordinances, covenants of 

homeowners’ associations, and plots with small acreage. Urban residents also feel greater risks to 

personal safety from hunting (Kilpatrick and Walter 1997, DeNicola et al. 2000, Kilpatrick et al. 

2007), perceive deer management as biased towards hunting interests (Stinchcomb et al. 2022), 

and tend to have less experience with hunting than rural residents (Shaw et al. 1978, Manfredo and 

Zinn 1996, Heberlein and Ericsson 2005). However, an urban concentration of hotspots conflicts 

with my finding that self-identified urban residents do not differ from rural residents in their 

acceptability of nor levels of intragroup conflict over lethal management methods. Political 

affiliations, on the other hand, better aligned with the distribution of social conflicts. Liberal 

affiliations tend to concentrate in large urban areas with smaller cities being more politically 

mixed, and suburban fringes becoming increasingly conservative (Gimpel et al. 2020). I found that 

liberal-leaning residents were less accepting of licensed hunting and CHAP programs, on average, 

than other political ideologies, potentially leading to higher conflict with moderate and 

conservative residents in urban areas. Fort Wayne, an area where hotspots occurred for all lethal 

methods, is the second largest city behind Indianapolis with a population of 263,886 (U.S. Census 

Bureau 2020). Yet politically, its residents lean more moderate and conservative than those of 

Indianapolis, with a small patch of liberal precincts near the city center (Dottle 2019). Although 

Fort Wayne is inside an Urban Deer Reduction Zone, leading to potentially more exposure to 

hunting, the diversity of attitudes towards hunting among its residents has led to mixed acceptance 

of increased hunting activity (Stewart 2011). Whereas many rural landowners participate in 

hunting or engage directly with hunters, proportionately fewer urban residents participate in 

hunting despite their proximity to special hunting opportunities like Urban Deer Reduction Zones 
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or CHAPs (Stewart 2011, Wilkins et al. 2019). Thus, high social conflicts in and around cities are 

likely driven by the interaction between differential experiences with lethal wildlife management 

and conflicting political ideologies. 

The PCI2 typically describes the potential for conflict or consensus to occur among groups of 

people over a particular management strategy (Vaske et al. 2010). Yet, when mapping PCI2 values 

over space, its values can depict both potentials for conflict and existing levels of conflict, 

depending on the local context. For example, I observed the most significant hotspot of conflict 

over nonlethal methods at the southeastern corner of the state, classified as both mixed-rural and 

rural (Purdue Extension 2013). Residents in this region likely work and recreate in or experience 

the social-political culture of Cincinnati, Ohio, just over the eastern border. Contraceptive methods 

for managing deer have been tested and debated in the Cincinnati area for several years (Smith 

2015, DeNicola and DeNicola 2021). I expect Indiana residents in this southeast corner to have 

direct experience with the debates surrounding fertility control in deer populations and report the 

side on which they fall; the hotspot therefore likely represents existing levels of conflict over 

contraception. In contrast, hotspots near areas like Indianapolis, where contraception has not been 

tested, likely depict potentials for conflict to arise based on the opinions of residents rather than 

their immediate experiences. Nevertheless, both hotspots inform wildlife managers that 

contraception is not socially feasible under existing social conditions in these regions.  

Public support, or a lack of public opposition, is critical for effective policy implementation 

(Sanborn et al. 1994), but the public often lacks awareness about the cost, implementation, and 

efficacy of various wildlife management methods (Kilpatrick et al. 2007, Walter et al. 2010). 

Nonlethal methods face the additional challenge of conflicting public perceptions about their 

humaneness and effects on hunting traditions (Curtis et al. 1993, Kilpatrick and Walter 1997). 

Lethal methods also face challenges of changing public values for wildlife and declining hunter 

populations (Manfredo et al. 2009, Jacobson et al. 2010, Price Tack et al. 2018). Agencies 

recognize the need to expand funding for wildlife management beyond license revenues and 

equipment taxes, but this requires a shift in agency values and a shift in the interests that managers 

consider (Jacobson et al. 2010, Serfass et al. 2018, AFWA and WMI 2019). Urban residents are 

an emerging target for broadening public support for wildlife and natural resource management 

(Davies et al. 2004, McCance et al. 2017). But, as my study highlights, urbanites represent a 

diverse and conflict-laden demographic. Although spatial conflict levels were insignificant in most 
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urban areas for nonlethal methods, the demographic and ideological composition of these regions 

suggests that conflict may still emerge in metropolitan or mixed-rural areas. These social conflict 

potentials add to the challenge of managing humans and wildlife in urban areas, due to diverse 

demographics, municipal authority, varying land use or zoning, lower hunting opportunities, and 

greater concerns about hunting among urban residents. Along with increased awareness and 

engagement about lethal management methods, nonlethal methods need to be part of the 

management equation in urban areas because both social and ecological feasibility are required for 

effective wildlife management (Lischka et al. 2018, Brown et al. 2019, Clifford et al. 2022). 

Depending on agency funding and the dynamics of local wildlife populations, urban areas could 

serve as test grounds for mixed lethal and nonlethal management strategies.  

Associating regions of social conflict with units of wildlife management aids with the 

integration of social information into management planning ( Moore et al. 2017, Brown et al. 

2019). In Indiana, Regional Management Units were delineated based on models of deer mortality, 

habitat characteristics, and landcover including levels of urban development (Swihart et al. 2020). 

These units do not capture social variation over space because wildlife management strategies 

remain driven by the ecology of the species and landscape. Conflicting or negative social 

perceptions of wildlife management, however, can create unique challenges like public opposition 

toward agencies, voter-mandated management actions, and exacerbated human-wildlife conflict 

(Minnis 1998, Williamson 1998, Redpath et al. 2013, Manfredo et al. 2017). If the human 

dimensions remain unaddressed by wildlife agencies, social conflicts will increase the 

politicization of wildlife management (Ditmer et al. 2022) and decrease the efficacy of 

management strategies, especially those related to reducing human-wildlife conflicts (Dickman 

2010, Bhatia et al. 2020). My hotspot analysis highlighted areas of social consensus (coldspots) 

where management methods will receive little public opposition and areas of high social conflict 

(hotspots) where management likely will be met with public backlash and controversy. My 

analysis thus identified areas where agencies can target their public outreach and engagement 

efforts, especially for lethal methods like culling and licensed hunting which are widely applied 

but may not be socially accepted. Using social data mapped over space, agencies can follow the 

methods employed to delineate wildlife management units (e.g., Swihart et al. 2020) and create 

social management units that encompass regions where public perceptions, ideologies, and conflict 

levels are similar. Managers can then analyze the conditions within social and ecological units 
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simultaneously to determine the most appropriate and feasible management strategy for each 

region.  

I recommend caution when interpreting my results to broader populations, particularly in 

urban contexts. Compared to census data for Indiana, my sample contained significantly greater 

proportions of white/Caucasian, male, well-educated, high-income, and rural-dwelling residents 

(Table 5.2). These differences are directly attributable to my sampling strategy, which intentionally 

targeted rural forestland and agricultural properties, as well as existing customers of the Indiana 

DFW. I encourage future research to focus on non-traditional wildlife constituents in urban areas 

and compare their perceptions directly with those from more traditional constituents in rural areas. 

My analysis was further limited by the size of grid cells used for the hotspot analysis. Grid cells 

with only one data point were excluded from the hotspot analysis because of a zero PCI2 value, 

which limited my ability to detect significant hot and cold spots in very rural areas of the state 

(Figure 4a-f). Additionally, the size and location of hotspots can shift with the grid cell size and 

search distance chosen during analysis. Compared to other distances, a search distance of 51.5 km 

(32 mi) optimized the spatial autocorrelation of PCI2 values across management methods, and a 

12.9 x 12.9 km cell area appeared to balance the number of single-point grid cells with the 

detectability of PCI2 variation at a relatively local level. My method can be enhanced first by 

expanding data collection and nonresponse efforts to achieve a more even distribution of survey 

responses across the state; and second by systematically conducting hotspot analyses with multiple 

grid sizes to determine the sensitivity of findings to different spatial resolutions. Researchers 

should include agency personnel in this process to determine the most appropriate distances at 

which to analyze the social landscape of wildlife management. Despite these limitations, my 

application of the original grid used for ecological sampling across the state will facilitate the 

future integration of social data with data on deer population densities and habitat use.  

Future studies should advance my spatial analyses of social conflict over wildlife management 

and integrate this information with ecological variables. Wildlife management depends on data 

like wildlife population densities, movement, and habitat use, and these factors influence human 

interactions with wildlife. While other studies have mapped the influence of population and 

landscape variables on human-wildlife conflicts (Carter et al. 2014, Struebig et al. 2018, Carter et 

al. 2020, Sharma et al. 2020, Tripathy et al. 2021), the influence of these variables on social 

conflicts over wildlife has yet to be assessed. Since the persistence of social conflicts hinders 
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effective wildlife governance (Dickman 2010, Pomeranz et al. 2021), and those conflicts are 

typically driven by ideological, values-based differences (Bruskotter et al. 2009, Schroeder et al. 

2021), areas of conflict over management methods should also be associated with spatial data on 

voter behavior and wildlife value orientations. Still, tailoring wildlife management strategies to 

both social and ecological conditions remains practically challenging. Effective social-ecological 

integration requires continued collaborations between wildlife biologists and social scientists, in 

spaces that promote reflexivity (Atkins 2004), relational thinking (Haraway 1988, Cruikshank 

2005, Latour 2005), and negotiation of epistemological differences (Fielding 2012, Angelstam et 

al. 2013). In practice, however, interdisciplinary research faces limited funding, training, 

leadership, and acceptance within agencies and even academic institutions (Jacobson et al. 2022, 

Teel et al. 2022). Although these institutional barriers persist, agencies can work to increase their 

social science capacities and shift their institutional cultures toward recognizing the importance of 

social data and local knowledge (Bélisle et al. 2018, Manfredo et al. 2019, Morales et al. 2021, 

Jacobson et al. 2022). Geospatial analyses provide one practical and relatively accessible tool for 

wildlife managers to begin integrating complex social and ecological landscapes and viewing the 

relationships between humans and wildlife through cross-scalar and cross-disciplinary lenses 

(Fielding 2012, Teixeira 2016). 
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 CONCLUSION 

Here, I examined the social dimensions of white-tailed deer management in Indiana. I 

studied residents’ values, beliefs, attitudes, and emotions related to deer, their satisfaction with 

deer management, and their potentials to conflict with others over deer management methods. I 

highlighted the interconnection between cognitions and emotions about deer, which has only 

recently emerged as a recommended focus of research in the human dimensions of wildlife (Jacobs 

et al. 2012, Sponarski et al. 2015). My findings urge researchers and practitioners to recognize 

human emotion as a driver of normative judgements (like acceptability of management methods), 

behaviors, and shifts in attitudes or beliefs about wildlife and wildlife management. I then 

highlighted the importance and multidimensionality of social conflict over wildlife management. 

Reducing social conflict is necessary for broadening public support for wildlife management 

(Redpath et al. 2015, Pooley et al. 2017), but managers require practical tools to facilitate their 

understanding of social conflicts and their strategies to address them (McNie 2006, Cook et al. 

2013). I developed one quantitative index and expanded upon another to understand the drivers of 

public (dis)satisfaction with deer management and the social and geographic distributions of 

potential conflicts over management methods. These analyses offer agencies preliminary tools to 

address public opposition to their management strategies and begin integrating social dimensions 

into their management planning.  

I found that emotions toward, public satisfaction with, and social conflicts over deer 

management are all highly complex. But this complexity is not constrained to the human-deer 

system in Indiana. Complexity is a fundamental characteristic of social-ecological systems (Rogers 

2013, Preiser et al. 2018) and a feature of human-wildlife interactions across taxa and across 

cultures (Dickman 2010, Carter et al. 2014, Dressel et al. 2018). Ecological variables undoubtedly 

add to the complexity of human-wildlife interactions (Nyhus 2016, Lischka et al. 2018). The social 

dimensions of deer management captured herein still need to be analyzed with ecological variables 

to determine how public perceptions and conflicts interact with deer population densities and 

habitat use. Effective social-ecological integration, however, faces epistemological, institutional, 

and practical barriers.  

Although understanding complex systems requires both quantitative and qualitative 

methods, the social and natural sciences remain “siloed” into solving problems using their own 
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frameworks, methods, and understandings (Anglestam et al. 2013). Transforming these “silos” 

into a “beer tent”1 requires framing common problems, brokering knowledge among colleagues, 

and practicing reflexivity (Atkins 2004, Anglestam et al. 2013). Institutional structures also bear 

responsibility for incomplete integration practices. For instance, funding priorities tend to elevate 

quantitative data practices over qualitative work and modeling approaches over participatory 

research (Cornwall and Jewkes 1999, Anglestam et al. 2013). Grant applications therefore use 

integration as a buzzword to obtain funding, without having a clear plan for how the social and 

ecological dimensions will be combined (Barnaud and Van Paassen 2013). Finally, the “soft skills” 

required for effective collaboration, innovation, and leadership remain sorely absent from higher 

education curricula (Succi and Canovi 2020, Teel et al. 2021). Future integrated collaborations 

should reflect regularly on researcher assumptions, biases, and positions, develop a detailed plan 

for the collection and integration of social and ecological data, seek alternative funding streams, 

and provide team members with opportunities for interdisciplinary training.  

From the agency side, integrating social science into wildlife management planning 

remains difficult in practice (Niemiec et al. 2021). Several shifts in the practice of wildlife 

management are needed before the social science and the findings thereof can be incorporated into 

management decisions (Jacobson et al. 2022). First, social scientists should help wildlife 

practitioners and administrators understand concepts like emotion, trust, and satisfaction and their 

importance for improving the governance of wildlife as a public trust resource. Second, agencies 

should continue to hire social scientists to facilitate the collection and interpretation of data on the 

human dimensions of wildlife management (Morales et al. 2021). Third, funding structures for 

agency research and institutional cultures need to accept and accommodate social science that 

investigates human-wildlife interactions beyond traditional wildlife users and large game species 

using a variety of methods that can adequately capture social complexity. Like social-ecological 

integration, the burdens of change should not be borne only by researchers or agency personnel 

(Lélé and Norgaard 2005). Agencies cannot broaden public interest in wildlife nor diversify their 

conception of wildlife ‘customers’ without fundamental changes in the existing wildlife 

management institution (Jacobson et al. 2010, Decker et al. 2016).  

 

1 A beer tent has open sides and no walls. It allows for the unimpeded mingling of researchers from diverse disciplines. 

The beer also facilitates collaboration. I credit this apt analogy to my M.S. adviser, Dr. Todd J. Brinkman.   
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Wildlife management is a value-based practice. In every decision, managers choose what 

values to prioritize over others (Decker et al. 2019). Specific approaches like structured decision 

making exist to help practitioners evaluate the interests involved in or affected by a wildlife 

management decision (Runge et al. 2020). This approach also allows managers to weigh social 

versus ecological goals, alternatives, and outcomes. But how do managers incorporate complex, 

abstract social variables into a structured planning process? If complexity highlights anything, it 

is that human cognition, emotion, and behavior are difficult to reduce to exclusive categories like 

wildlife stakeholders. Adaptive governance, which emphasizes bi-directional learning processes 

and continual revision of management strategies, offers a strategy to better accommodate 

complexity in natural resource and wildlife management (Folke et al. 2005, Armitage et al. 2009). 

But adaptive governance faces its own barriers including an aversity to uncertainty, an 

unwillingness to share power and knowledge with local people, and a lack of training, leadership, 

and policy champions (Manolis et al. 2009, Davidson 2010, Assche et al. 2017). Although 

guidance exists on how agencies might overcome institutional and practical barriers (e.g., AFWA 

and WMI 2019), these guides do not outline how agencies should operationalize constructs like 

public satisfaction, nor specific techniques with which institutional and operational changes can 

be implemented. Still, continuing efforts to conduct rigorous, participatory social research about 

human-wildlife interactions and working to incorporate the findings of such research into wildlife 

management strategies will help agencies adapt to coupled changes in the social-ecological 

systems which they are entrusted to manage. After all, good governance is a practice rather than a 

measurable objective to be achieved (Pomeranz et al. 2021). 
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APPENDIX A. INTERVIEW PROTOCOLS 

Farmer/Woodland Owner Protocol  

 

Interviewer: _____________________________________  

Pseudonym of Interviewee: _________________________  

Date: _____/______/_______             

Time: _____:______ AM / PM   

  

Introduction verbiage: I appreciate you taking the time to do an interview with me. Thank you 

in advance. My name is Taylor Stinchcomb and I am a doctoral student at Purdue University 

working with Dr. Zhao Ma in the Department of Forestry and Natural Resources. Our research is 

part of a larger collaboration with the Indiana Department of Natural Resources to improve deer 

management   

A few things about the process:  

This interview is entirely voluntary and should take about 60 minutes. Everything you tell me 

during the interview will be kept strictly confidential. Your name will not be revealed to anyone 

beyond myself and Dr. Ma. For the purpose of data coding and analysis, it will be really helpful 

for me to record this conversation. I will not share this recording with anyone outside our 

research team. You can tell me to stop recording or stop this interview at any time. Do you feel 

comfortable with recording?   

Again, thank you for your willingness to participate in this interview. Do you have any questions 

before we begin?  

Background information  

I’d like to start by getting to know a little more about you. Where are you from?   

(1) How long have you (or your family) lived in Indiana?  

(a) Where do you live currently? What type of land (farm? forest? sub/urban?)  

(b) How long have you (or your family) owned your current forest property?   
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(2) What is your educational background?  

(a) Where did you go to school?  

(b) If attended college: What did you study?   

(3) Where do you work? What do you do for a living?  

(a) How long have you been in your current position?   

(b) What is your role?  

(4) How do you usually commute to work? (Personal vehicle, bus, bike?)  

(5) What is the approximate distance between your home and work?  

(a) What kind of roads do you travel on? Are they mostly paved or unpaved? 

Highway or county roads?  

(6) Do you drive long distances (over 100 miles) in Indiana or to neighboring states?  

(a) Provide reference distances, e.g., the distance from Lafayette to South Bend is 

~110 miles, Lafayette to Gary is ~100 miles, Lafayette to Chicago, IL is ~120, 

Indianapolis to Bloomington is ~50 mi, Bloomington to Evansville is ~120, 

Indianapolis to Cincinnati or Louisville is ~115 mi,   

(b) Could you tell me the reason(s) for this commute/travel?  

(7) How much time do you spend per day outside working on your farm/forest property?  

(8) Do you spend any other time outdoors, other than managing your farm/forest? How 

often? (In a typical week)  

(a) What do you do? Where do you go?  

(b) Do you expect to see wildlife (including deer) while you are _________(outdoor 

activity mentioned)?  

(c) How does seeing wildlife affect your outdoor experience?  

(9) Do you or anyone in your household hunt for deer?   

(a)  If No: How do you feel towards hunting in general?  

(b) What are your opinions about hunting deer?  

(i) What about deer hunting do you dislike/like?   

(c) If Yes: Who hunts in your family?  

(i) Why do they hunt? (Meat, trophy, or other?)   

(ii) How often do they hunt for deer?  
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(10) How important are _________[activities mentioned] to you?   

(a) Which of these are the most important related to deer or deer issues? Which 

would you most closely identify with?    

Your knowledge about White Tailed Deer  

(11) Would you tell me what you know about White Tailed Deer populations in Indiana?  

(12) When was the last time you saw a White Tailed Deer?  

(a) About how often do you see White Tailed Deer? Weekly, monthly, a few times 

per year?  

(b) How do you feel about seeing deer so often/rarely?   

(13) Where do you typically notice the presence of deer?  

(a) Do you sight them or see them live sometimes?   

(b) Do you see road kills sometimes?  

(c) Do you notice tracks or signs of browsing when you walk around your property?  

(d) Do you see tracks or droppings outside your property, in public spaces?  

(14) If mostly on their farm/forestland: Do you see deer anywhere else other than on your 

property?   

(a) How/where do you see these deer or deer signs?  

(b) Do you feel differently about these sightings?  

(15) If commuter: You mentioned that you commute to work regularly. When was the last 

time you saw a deer during your commute?   

(a) Are you concerned about hitting deer on your daily drive?  

(b) Have you ever been in a collision with a deer? If so, when did this happen and 

where?  

(c) How did this incident affect you?   

(d) Did it affect how you think about deer or how you react when you see them?  

(16) Have you noticed any changes in the deer population? (How many you see at one time? 

How they behave?)   

(a) Do you feel the number/frequency has gone up or down/been more or less 

frequent over time in Indiana?  
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(b) How do deer populations in Indiana differ from other states where you’ve lived, 

worked, and hunted?  

(c) How do you feel about these changes/differences?  

(17) Would you tell me about a particularly memorable experience related to deer?   

(a) Can you tell me about another positive/negative (opposite of above) experience 

you remember?  

I’d like to learn a little more about your perspective and experiences as a farmer/forest 

landowner  

(18) In general, when you see a deer come onto your property, what do you do?  

(a) How do you react?  

(b) How do you feel when you see them?  

(19) Do your interactions with deer affect how you manage or use your land? How so?  

(a) Could you tell me about a particularly memorable instance of modifying your 

practices in response to deer?  

(20) Have these interactions changed since you’ve owned or managed your land?  

(a) How do you feel about these changes?  

(21) What would you say is your top concern about the deer populations?  

(22) Do you have any other concerns about deer populations in Indiana that we haven’t 

mentioned yet?  

(a) Are you worried about diseases they carry? Ticks? Hitting deer on the roads? 

Management philosophy--Your views about deer management in Indiana  

(23) When I say “deer management” what does that mean to you?  

(24) Who should be responsible for managing deer? (if they are not already)  

(25) Whom should deer be managed for?   

(a) What should be the goal of deer management agencies?   

(26) Do you think that deer belong to anyone? Who “owns” deer?  

(a) If deer come onto your land or yard, does this change who they belong to? How 

so?  
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(b) More generally, should individuals get to say what happens to a deer that comes 

onto their land? Why?  

(27) Should the public be involved in deer management? How so?  

(a) What would that involvement look like?   

(b) Are you aware of any existing opportunities for the public to be involved in deer 

management? 

(28) If DNR has not been mentioned: Do you know who (or what agency) is currently 

responsible for managing white tailed deer in Indiana?   

(29) We’ve mentioned the DNR a few times. Have you ever interacted with anyone from the 

DNR before?   

(a) Who do you interact with? Conservation Officers, wildlife biologists, foresters?  

(b) Would you tell me more about that interaction? Are they positive/negative?  

(30) In general, how well or poorly is the DNR managing deer populations? Why?  

(31) What do you know about the information or data that goes into establishing deer quotas 

or reduction zones each year? Who provides input during that process?  

(32) We’ve talked a little about hunting so far. How/in what ways do you interact with 

hunters?  

(a) Do you have a particularly memorable interaction with hunters or hunting?  

(b) Do hunters request access to your land? If so, how do you respond?  

(c) Could you tell me a little more about your feelings towards hunting on your 

farm/forestland?  

(33) What are your views on the use of hunting (or similar lethal methods) to manage deer 

populations? Is it effective or ineffective?   

(a) What about these methods is good/bad for deer management?  

(b) What challenges do you see to continuing hunting as a management tool? 

(34) Do you know about any programs/initiatives other than hunting to manage white tailed 

deer in Indiana?  

(a) What are your views on how effective this is at managing deer populations?  

(35) Based on what we’ve discussed so far, do you see a need for White Tailed Deer to be 

managed (differently) in Indiana?  
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(a) If so, what is needed? i.e., do you want to see the number of deer increase or 

decrease? Do you want to see more protection from deer, such as barriers/fencing 

near farmland, yards, or roads?   

Information on deer management--This is the final section of our conversation today.   

(36) If you (were to) have a question or concern about deer, who or where would you go to 

first to find that information?  

(a) If Yes: Could you tell me about an experience with this person, organization, or 

information source? How do you feel about the experience? Was your question or 

concern answered?  

(b) If No: Whom would you talk to about your concern? Family, neighbor, 

colleague?  

(37) How often do you read or hear about deer-related issues in Indiana?   

(a) When was the last time you read/heard information about deer?  

(b) What was the source of your information? Could you tell me more about this 

source?  

(c) About how often do you interact with/access this source?  

(38) How do you feel about the information that is available or communicated about deer?   

(a) Do you find it useful or un-useful? What about the information is useful/un-

useful?  

(b) Do you feel like information about deer-related issues is sufficient or insufficient? 

How so?  

(c) What more is needed if anything from this information?  

(39) If farmer: Have you ever interacted with or received information from Purdue Extension 

services?   

(a) How would you evaluate that interaction/information?  

(b) Do they provide any information related to deer/deer management?  

(40) Are you involved with any farmer/forest landowner organizations or local councils? 

Could you please describe your involvement?  

(a) What are your roles or responsibilities as a member?  

(b) Do deer come up as a topic of discussion? How often?  
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(c) If so, what is the goal (or concern) of your organization/council related to deer 

populations?  

(d) What approach has your organization/council taken to address these issues?  

(e) Is something more needed from deer management agencies to help your 

organization?  

(f) As an organization/council, what more would you like to see from deer 

management agencies?  

(41) If woodland owner: Could you tell me about your general connections with professional 

foresters in Indiana?   

(a) How do you interact with Indiana foresters?   

(b) What do you receive from foresters?  

(c) Do they provide any information related to deer/deer management?  

(42) Do you talk about your land management practices with other farmers/landowners? If so, 

whom and what do you discuss? 

(a) Would you say that the views of other farmers/forest landowners in regards to 

deer are similar or different from your own? How so? 

(43) What kind of deer information may be of interest to you?  

We’re just about done, but I’d like to ask one last question:   

(44) Do you have any concerns regarding deer that are not being addressed?  

(a) Are you worried about diseases carried by deer? Hitting a deer with your car? 

Deer eating your crops, landscaping, or garden plants?   

(b) If concerned: what changes in deer management would you like to see to better 

address your concerns?    

Those are all the questions I have. Is there anything else you would like to share about any of the 

topics we discussed?  

 

Thank you so much for your time.    
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Hunter interview protocol  

  

Interviewer: _____________________________________  

Pseudonym of Interviewee: _________________________  

Date: _____/______/_______             

Time: _____:______ AM / PM   

  

Introduction verbiage: I appreciate you taking the time to do an interview with me. Thank you 

in advance. My name is Taylor Stinchcomb and I am a doctoral student at Purdue University 

working with Dr. Zhao Ma in the Department of Forestry and Natural Resources. Our research is 

part of a larger collaboration with the Indiana Department of Natural Resources to improve deer 

management   

A few things about the process:  

This interview is entirely voluntary and should take about 60 minutes. Everything you tell me 

during the interview will be kept strictly confidential. Your name will not be revealed to anyone 

beyond myself and Dr. Ma. For the purpose of data coding and analysis, it will be really helpful 

for me to record this conversation. I will not share this recording with anyone outside our 

research team. You can tell me to stop recording or stop this interview at any time. Do you feel 

comfortable with recording?   

Again, thank you for your willingness to participate in this interview. Do you have any questions 

before we begin?  

Background information  

I’d like to start by getting to know a little more about you. Where are you from?   

(45) How long have you (or your family) lived in Indiana?  

(a) Where do you live currently? What type of land (farm? forest? sub/urban?)  

(b) How long have you (or your family) owned your current forest property?   

(46) What is your educational background?  

(a) Where did you go to school?  

(b) If attended college: What did you study?   
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(47) Where do you work? What do you do for a living?  

(a) How long have you been in your current position?   

(b) What is your role?  

(48) How do you usually commute to work? (Personal vehicle, bus, bike?)  

(49) What is the approximate distance between your home and work?  

(a) What kind of roads do you travel on? Are they mostly paved or unpaved? 

Highway or county roads?  

(50) Do you drive long distances (over 100 miles) in Indiana or to neighboring states?  

(a) Provide reference distances, e.g., the distance from Lafayette to South Bend is 

~110 miles, Lafayette to Gary is ~100 miles, Lafayette to Chicago, IL is ~120, 

Indianapolis to Bloomington is ~50 mi, Bloomington to Evansville is ~120, 

Indianapolis to Cincinnati or Louisville is ~115 mi,   

(b) Could you tell me the reason(s) for this commute/travel?  

(51) How much time do you spend outside in a typical week/day? (When it’s not hunting 

season)  

(a) What do you do? Where do you go?  

(b) Do you expect to see wildlife (including deer) while you are _________(outdoor 

activity mentioned)?  

(c) How does seeing wildlife affect your outdoor experience?  

(52) How important are _________[activities mentioned] to you?   

(a) Which of these are the most important related to deer or deer issues? Which 

would you most closely identify with?    

Your knowledge about White Tailed Deer  

(53) Would you tell me what you know about White Tailed Deer populations in Indiana?  

(54) When was the last time you saw a White Tailed Deer?  

(a) About how often do you see White Tailed Deer? Weekly, monthly, a few times 

per year?  

(b) How do you feel about seeing deer so often/rarely?   

(55) Where do you typically notice the presence of deer?  

(a) Do you sight them or see them live sometimes?   
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(b) Do you see road kills sometimes?  

(c) Do you notice tracks or signs of browsing when you walk around your property?  

(d) Do you see tracks or droppings outside your property, in public spaces?  

(56) If mostly on their own land: Do you see deer anywhere else other than on your property?   

(a) How/where do you see these deer or deer signs?  

(b) Do you feel differently about these sightings?  

(57) If commuter: You mentioned that you commute to work regularly. When was the last 

time you saw a deer during your commute?   

(a) Are you concerned about hitting deer on your daily drive?  

(b) Have you ever been in a collision with a deer? If so, when did this happen and 

where?  

(c) How did this incident affect you?   

(d) Did it affect how you think about deer or how you react when you see them?  

(58) Have you noticed any changes in the deer population where you live? (How many you 

see at one time? How they behave?)   

(a) Do you feel the number/frequency has gone up or down/been more or less 

frequent over time in Indiana?  

(b) How do deer populations in Indiana differ from other states where you’ve lived, 

worked, and hunted?  

(c) How do you feel about these changes/differences?  

(59) Have you noticed changes in the populations where you hunt? How do they differ from 

deer populations where you live?  

(60) Would you tell me about a particularly memorable experience related to deer?   

(a) Can you tell me about another positive/negative (opposite of above) experience 

you remember?  

(61) What would you say is your top concern about the deer populations?  

(62) Do you have any other concerns about deer populations in Indiana that we haven’t 

mentioned yet?  

(a) Are you worried about diseases they carry? Ticks? Hitting deer on the roads? 
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Your perspective & experiences with hunting—I’d like to learn a little more about your 

hunting values and experiences  

(63) How long have you been hunting for deer?  

(a) Do you hunt for other animals? If so, what else do you hunt?  

(64) Why do you hunt for deer? (Meat, trophy, or other?)   

(a) About how often do you hunt for deer?  

(65) What does a successful hunt mean to you?  

(a) Would you say that you are typically successful?   

(66) How many deer do you take in a typical season?   

(a) What is/are the typical age and sex of the deer you harvest?  

(67) How would you describe your ideal deer to hunt?  

(a) How do you feel towards hunting large bucks?  

(68) How has your experience of hunting deer changed since you first started?  

(a) What about since you began hunting in Indiana?  

(b) How do you feel about these changes?  

(69) Do you hunt mostly on private or public lands?  

(70) What has your experience been with accessing private lands?  

(a) Do you find this access easy or difficult? How so?  

(b) How often do you request permission to access private land?  

(c) How do landowners typically respond to your requests?  

(i) Have you ever been denied access or lost permission?  

(ii) What reasons do they give for denying access?  

(71) How do you think people in Indiana who don’t hunt perceive you as a hunter or hunters 

and hunting in general?  

(a) Do you think other Indiana residents approve or disapprove of hunting?  

Management philosophy--Your views about deer management in Indiana  

(72) When I say “deer management” what does that mean to you?  

(73) Who should be responsible for managing deer? (if they are not already)  

(74) Whom should deer be managed for?   
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(a) What should be the goal of deer management agencies?   

(75) Do you think that deer belong to anyone? Who “owns” deer?  

(a) If deer come onto your land or yard, does this change who they belong to? How 

so?  

(b) More generally, should individuals get to say what happens to a deer that comes 

onto their land? Why?  

(76) Should the public be involved in deer management? How so?  

(a) What would that involvement look like?   

(b) Are you aware of any existing opportunities for the public to be involved in deer 

management? 

(77) We’ve mentioned the DNR a few times. Have you ever interacted with anyone from the 

DNR before?   

(a) Who do you interact with? Conservation Officers, wildlife biologists, foresters?  

(b) Would you tell me more about that interaction? Are they positive/negative?  

(78) In general, how well or poorly is the DNR managing deer populations? Why?  

(79) I’m new to the state. Could you tell me more about how deer hunting is managed in 

Indiana?  

(a) How are quotas are established? Who provides input during that process?   

(b) Are there different rules for different people or different parts of the state?  

(80) How do you feel about these hunting regulations?  

(a) Do they need to be changed? How so?  

(b) Are they too relaxed or too strict?   

(81) How do you view your role as a hunter in the management of deer populations? Is 

hunting effective or ineffective?  

(a) What about hunting is effective/ineffective for deer management?  

(82) Do you know about any programs/initiatives other than hunting to manage white tailed 

deer in Indiana?  

(a) What are your views on how effective this is at managing deer populations?  

(83) Based on what we’ve discussed so far, do you see a need for White Tailed Deer to be 

managed (differently) in Indiana?  
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(a) If so, what is needed? i.e., do you want to see the number of deer increase or 

decrease? Do you want to see more protection from deer, such as barriers/fencing 

near farmland, yards, or roads?   

Information on deer management--This is the final section of our conversation today.   

(84) If you (were to) have a question or concern about deer, who or where would you go to 

first to find that information?  

(a) If Yes: Could you tell me about an experience with this person, organization, or 

information source? How do you feel about the experience? Was your question or 

concern answered?  

(b) If No: Whom would you talk to about your concern? Family, neighbor, 

colleague?  

(85) How often do you read or hear about deer-related issues in Indiana?   

(a) When was the last time you read/heard information about deer?  

(b) What was the source of your information? Could you tell me more about this 

source?  

(c) About how often do you interact with/access this source?  

(86) How do you feel about the information that is available or communicated about deer?   

(a) Do you find it useful or un-useful? What about the information is useful/un-

useful?  

(b) Do you feel like information about deer-related issues is sufficient or insufficient? 

How so?  

(c) What more is needed if anything from this information?  

(87) Could you tell me about your connections with other hunters?   

(a) How do you view the level/sense of community among Indiana hunters?   

(b) Do you share information about your hunting with other hunters? If so, what kind 

of information do you share?   

(c) Do you discuss where you’ve hunted deer before, where you access private land, 

where you are going to hunt this year? Or do you prefer to keep such information 

private?   
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(88) Do you talk about your hunting experiences with other people? If so, whom and what do 

you discuss?  

(89) What kind of deer information may be of interest to you?  

We’re just about done, but I’d like to ask one last question:   

(90) Do you have any concerns regarding deer that are not being addressed?  

(a) Are you worried about diseases carried by deer? Hitting a deer with your car? 

Deer eating your crops, landscaping, or garden plants?   

(b) If concerned: what changes in deer management would you like to see to better 

address your concerns?    

Those are all the questions I have. Is there anything else you would like to share about any of the 

topics we discussed?  

 

Thank you so much for your time.   
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Urban/Suburban Resident interview protocol  

  

Interviewer: _____________________________________  

Pseudonym of Interviewee: _________________________  

Date: _____/______/_______             

Time: _____:______ AM / PM   

  

Introduction verbiage: I appreciate you taking the time to do an interview with me. Thank you 

in advance. My name is Taylor Stinchcomb and I am a doctoral student at Purdue University 

working with Dr. Zhao Ma in the Department of Forestry and Natural Resources. Our research is 

part of a larger collaboration with the Indiana Department of Natural Resources to improve deer 

management   

A few things about the process:  

This interview is entirely voluntary and should take about 60 minutes. Everything you tell me 

during the interview will be kept strictly confidential. Your name will not be revealed to anyone 

beyond myself and Dr. Ma. For the purpose of data coding and analysis, it will be really helpful 

for me to record this conversation. I will not share this recording with anyone outside our 

research team. You can tell me to stop recording or stop this interview at any time. Do you feel 

comfortable with recording?   

Again, thank you for your willingness to participate in this interview. Do you have any questions 

before we begin?  

Background information  

I’d like to start by getting to know a little more about you. Where are you from?   

(91) How long have you (or your family) lived in Indiana?  

(a) Where do you live currently? What type of land (farm? forest? sub/urban?)  

(b) How long have you (or your family) owned your current forest property?   

(92) What is your educational background?  

(a) Where did you go to school?  

(b) If attended college: What did you study?   
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(93) Where do you work? What do you do for a living?  

(a) How long have you been in your current position?   

(b) What is your role?  

(94) How do you usually commute to work? (Personal vehicle, bus, bike?)  

(95) What is the approximate distance between your home and work?  

(a) What kind of roads do you travel on? Are they mostly paved or unpaved? 

Highway or county roads?  

(96) Do you drive long distances (over 100 miles) in Indiana or to neighboring states?  

(a) Provide reference distances, e.g., the distance from Lafayette to South Bend is 

~110 miles, Lafayette to Gary is ~100 miles, Lafayette to Chicago, IL is ~120, 

Indianapolis to Bloomington is ~50 mi, Bloomington to Evansville is ~120, 

Indianapolis to Cincinnati or Louisville is ~115 mi,   

(b) Could you tell me the reason(s) for this commute/travel?  

(97) How much time do you spend outside in a typical week/day?  

(a) What do you do? Where do you go?  

(b) Do you expect to see wildlife (including deer) while you are _________(outdoor 

activity mentioned)?  

(c) How does seeing wildlife affect your outdoor experience?  

(98) Do you or anyone in your household hunt for deer?   

(a)  If No: How do you feel towards hunting in general?  

(i) Prompt: What are your opinions about hunting deer?  

(ii) What about deer hunting do you dislike/like?   

(b) If Yes: Who hunts in your family?  

(i) Why do they hunt? (Meat, trophy, or other?)   

(ii) How often do they hunt for deer?  

(99) How important are _________[activities mentioned] to you?   

(a) Which of these are the most important related to deer or deer issues? Which 

would you most closely identify with?    
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Your knowledge about White Tailed Deer  

(100) Would you tell me what you know about White Tailed Deer populations in Indiana? 

(a) What about in the area where you live?  

(101) When was the last time you saw a White Tailed Deer?  

(a) About how often do you see White Tailed Deer? Weekly, monthly, a few times 

per year?  

(b) How do you feel about seeing deer so often/rarely?   

(102) Where do you typically notice the presence of deer?  

(a) Do you sight them or see them live sometimes?   

(b) Do you see road kills sometimes?  

(c) Do you notice tracks or signs of browsing when you walk around your property?  

(d) Do you see tracks or droppings outside your property, in public spaces?  

(103) In general, when you see a deer on or approaching your home, how do you react?  

(a) How do you feel when you see them?  

(104) Do your interactions with deer affect how you manage or use your property? How so?  

(a) How have these interactions changed since you’ve lived at your current 

residence?  

(b) How do you feel about these changes?  

(105) If mostly around their home: Do you see deer anywhere else other than on your 

property?   

(a) How/where do you see these deer or deer signs?  

(b) Do you feel differently about these sightings?  

(106) If commuter: You mentioned that you commute to work regularly. When was the last 

time you saw a deer during your commute?   

(a) Are you concerned about hitting deer on your daily drive?  

(b) Have you ever been in a collision with a deer? If so, when did this happen and 

where?  

(i) How did this incident affect you?   

(ii) Did it affect how you think about deer or how you react when you see 

them?  
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(107) Have you noticed any changes in the deer population where you live? (How many you 

see at one time? How they behave?)   

(a) Do you feel the number/frequency has gone up or down/been more or less 

frequent over time in Indiana?  

(b) How do deer populations in Indiana differ from other states where you’ve lived, 

worked, and hunted?  

(c) How do you feel about these changes/differences?  

(108) Would you tell me about a particularly memorable experience related to deer?   

(a) Can you tell me about another positive/negative (opposite of above) experience 

you remember?  

(109) What would you say is your top concern about the deer populations?  

(110) Do you have any other concerns about deer populations in Indiana that we haven’t 

mentioned yet?  

(a) Are you worried about diseases they carry? Ticks? Hitting deer on the roads? 

Management philosophy--Your views about deer management in Indiana  

(111) When I say “deer management” what does that mean to you?  

(112) Who should be responsible for managing deer? (if they are not already)  

(113) Whom should deer be managed for?   

(a) What should be the goal of deer management agencies?   

(114) Do you think that deer belong to anyone? Who “owns” deer?  

(a) If deer come onto your land or yard, does this change who they belong to? How 

so?  

(b) More generally, should individuals get to say what happens to a deer that comes 

onto their land? Why?  

(115) Should the public be involved in deer management? How so?  

(a) What would that involvement look like?   

(b) Are you aware of any existing opportunities for the public to be involved in deer 

management? 

(116) If DNR has not been mentioned: Do you know who (or what agency) is currently 

responsible for managing white tailed deer in Indiana?   
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(117) We’ve mentioned the DNR a few times. Have you ever interacted with anyone from the 

DNR before?   

(a) Who do you interact with? Conservation Officers, wildlife biologists, foresters?  

(b) Would you tell me more about that interaction? Are they positive/negative?  

(118) In general, how well or poorly is the DNR managing deer populations? Why?  

(119) What do you know about the information or data that goes into establishing deer quotas 

or reduction zones each year? Who provides input during that process?  

(120) We’ve talked a little about hunting so far. How/in what ways do you interact with 

hunters?  

(a) Do you have a particularly memorable interaction with hunters or hunting?  

(b) Do hunters request access to your land? If so, how do you respond?  

(c) Could you tell me a little more about your feelings towards hunting on your 

farm/forestland?  

(121) What are your views on the use of hunting (or similar lethal methods) to manage deer 

populations? Is it effective or ineffective?   

(a) What about these methods is good/bad for deer management?  

(b) What challenges do you see to continuing hunting as a management tool? 

(122) Do you know about any programs/initiatives other than hunting to manage white tailed 

deer in Indiana?  

(a) What are your views on how effective this is at managing deer populations?  

(123) Are you involved with any local organizations or councils? Could you describe your 

involvement?  

(a) What are your roles or responsibilities as a member?  

(124) Do deer come up as a topic of discussion? How often?  

(a) If so, what is the goal (or concern) of your organization/council related to deer 

populations?  

(b) What approach has your organization/council taken to address these issues?  

(125) Is something more needed from deer management agencies to help your organization?  

(a) As an organization/council, what more would you like to see from deer 

management agencies?  
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(126) Based on what we’ve discussed so far, do you see a need for White Tailed Deer to be 

managed (differently) in Indiana?  

(a) If so, what is needed? i.e., do you want to see the number of deer increase or 

decrease? Do you want to see more protection from deer, such as barriers/fencing 

near farmland, yards, or roads?   

Information on deer management--This is the final section of our conversation today.   

(127) If you (were to) have a question or concern about deer, who or where would you go to 

first to find that information?  

(a) If Yes: Could you tell me about an experience with this person, organization, or 

information source? How do you feel about the experience? Was your question or 

concern answered?  

(b) If No: Whom would you talk to about your concern? Family, neighbour, 

colleague?  

(128) How often do you read or hear about deer-related issues in Indiana?   

(a) When was the last time you read/heard information about deer?  

(b) What was the source of your information? Could you tell me more about this 

source?  

(c) About how often do you interact with/access this source?  

(129) How do you feel about the information that is available or communicated about deer?   

(a) Do you find it useful or un-useful? Is it sufficient or insufficient? How so? 

(b) What more is needed if anything from this information?  

(130) Have you ever interacted with or received information from Purdue Extension services?   

(a) How would you evaluate that interaction/information?  

(b) Do they provide any information related to deer/deer management?  

(131) Do you talk about deer and your experiences with other people? If so, whom and what do 

you discuss?  

(a) Would you say that the views of other residents in your area are similar or 

different from your own? How so?  

(b) Are there any deer-related topics that divide members of your community?  

(132) What kind of deer information may be of interest to you?  
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We’re just about done, but I’d like to ask one last question:   

(133) Do you have any concerns regarding deer that are not being addressed?  

(a) Are you worried about diseases carried by deer? Hitting a deer with your car? 

Deer eating your crops, landscaping, or garden plants?   

(b) If concerned: what changes in deer management would you like to see to better 

address your concerns?    

Those are all the questions I have. Is there anything else you would like to share about any of the 

topics we discussed?  

 

Thank you so much for your time.   
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